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2        PCS motions book 2018

1. Duties
The duties of the Standing Orders Committee 
(SOC) are set out in Supplementary Rule 6.22 of 
the PCS Rules.

2. Categories of motions

This year the SOC received 279 motions. Some 
Branches were granted dispensation by the 
General	Secretary’s	Office	to	submit	motions	by	
12 noon on the 10th March due to rescheduling 
of Branch AGM’s caused by weather disruption. 
The SOC have sent 3 motions for the attention 
of Group SOCs under conference standing 
order A35 about which the relevant Branches 
have	been	notified.	Two	of	the	motions	were	
received after the deadline and excluded.

This year 111 motions have been marked “A” 
for debate. The remaining motions have been 
allocated to categories “B”, “C”, “D”, “E” or “X” 
per conference Standing Order A34.

The SOC would remind branches that for 
national conference there remains a 500 word 
limit for all motions under Standing Order A2. 
Any motions in excess of 500 words have been 
categorised “X”.

Motions categorised “D” are those that the 
SOC believe are “capable of being dealt with 
by correspondence with the General Secretary”. 
Branches should note that this category will 
require them to initiate correspondence directly 
with the General Secretary. If Branches feel 
that they then need to resubmit the same or a 
similar motion in 2019 it will assist the SOC in 
considering the appropriate category if copies 
of any such correspondence are sent to the 
Secretary, National Standing Orders Committee 
at martinjo@pcs.org.uk. 

The SOC have been asked to provide advice 
to branches who may want to nominate 
individuals for Distinguished Life Membership 
(DLM). Under supplementary rules 3.12 and 6.26 
only the NEC may make a recommendation to 
conference for the award of a DLM. If branches 
wish to bring an individual to the attention of 
the NEC they should do so in writing to the 
General Secretary rather than via a conference 
motion. Motions submitted in this way will 
receive a D marking.

Introduction to the  
2018  Standing Orders Committee (SOC) Report No.1

3. Duration of conference

The 2018 Conference will commence at 2:00 pm 
on Tuesday 22nd May and end at 12:30pm on 
Thursday 24th May. The SOC do not believe 
that	there	will	be	sufficient	time	for	all	motions	
marked “A” to be debated but, mindful of the 
length of Conference this year, we have taken 
steps in timetabling that we hope, with the 
co-operation of delegates, will maximise the 
number of motions that will be considered at 
the Conference.

4. References back (Standing Orders A14 – A16)

References Back on any conference matters 
contained within this report can be submitted 
via Motions Online (available through the PCS 
website) from 23rd April up to 3pm on Friday 
18th May for national conference. (NB. Deadlines 
for group conferences will vary so check with 
your Group SOC if you are unsure.)  

5. Emergency motions (Standing Order A6)

Emergency Motions can be submitted via 
Motions Online (available through the PCS 
website) from 23rd April up to 3pm on Friday 
18th May for national conference. (NB. Deadlines 
for group conferences will vary so check with 
your Group SOC if you are unsure.)  

6. Seconding and withdrawing  motions

Branches requesting to second a motion, 
withdraw as seconder, or withdraw a motion 
can do so via Motions Online (available through 
the PCS website) from 25th April up to 3pm on 
Friday 18th May.  Simply use the reference back 
facility to request any of the above.

Requests to withdraw a motion will be  
put to conference for agreement per standing 
order A4. 

Branches can also submit the above requests 
throughout conference on form “SOC A” 
which will be available from the SOC during 
conference.

7. Guillotined motions section

It is the intention of the SOC to bring some 
guillotined motions back onto the agenda in a 
short session immediately prior to the close of 
Conference on Thursday 24th May. Branches 
wishing to request that a motion be included in 
this section should obtain form “SOC B” from 
the SOC during Conference.

8. Meetings with branch delegations to 
discuss references back and other matters

In line with conference standing order A41 the 
SOC will be available to meet delegates on the 
evening prior to the start of Conference to discuss 
references back. The session for delegates to meet 
with the SOC will be on Monday 21st May between 
6:00 – 7:00pm in Meeting Room 2 (formerly 
known as the Sunrise Room) in the Brighton 
Conference Centre and will be conducted on a 
“first	come	first	served”	basis.	All	delegates	are	
encouraged to obtain a copy of SOC report No 2 
prior to meeting the SOC. 

(NB. Delegations will be given a ticket to 
indicate their place in the queue. If a delegation is 
absent when their number is called, they will be re-
issued with a further ticket when they return. The 
last ticket will be issued no later than 7:00pm.)

9. Other information

Delegates are reminded that if there are any 
queries on the content of this and subsequent 
reports the SOC will be available in the main hall 
throughout conference.     

The National Standing Orders Committee wish 
all delegates and attendees well for a constructive 
and successful Conference in Brighton.

Derek Mellor (Chair)
Sean Fegan
Fiona Macdonald 
Gordon Rowntree
Calum Walker
Martin John (Secretary)
Fiona Low (Administration Support)
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2018 Conference Agenda

Tuesday (PM)

14.00 – 14.10 Opening of Conference

 1.  Domestic Arrangements

 2.  Minutes of ADC 2017

 3.  Obituaries

 4.  Presidents Address – Janice Godrich, PCS President 

 (Conference ballot boxes open)

14.10 – 14.30 Adoption of Standing Orders Report

14.30 – 14.50 Presentation of 2017 PCS Annual Report –  

 Mark Serwotka, PCS General Secretary

14.50 – 15.05 Guest Speaker – John McDonnell, Shadow Chancellor of

 the Exchequer

15.05 – 16.05 Pay

16.05 – 16.20 Guest Speaker – Chris Stephens MP,  

 PCS Parliamentary Group Chair

16.20 – 17.30  Jobs

Wednesday (AM)

9.00 – 10:00 Equalities

10:00 – 11:15 Rules

11.15 – 11:25 Presentation of 2017 PCS Finance Report – Chris Baugh,

 PCS Assistant General Secretary

11.25 – 12.00 Finance & Services

12.00 – 12.30 Political Strategy

12.30 – 13.30 Lunch

Wednesday (PM)

13.30 – 13.40 Presentation of 2017 PCS National Organising Strategy – 

 Nick McCarthy, Senior National Officer

13.40 – 14.35 Organising & Structures

14.35 – 14.50  Guest Speaker

14.50 – 15.15 International

15.15 – 15.30 Break

 (Ballot Boxes Close)

15.30 – 15.40 Communication Awards

15.40 – 17.30 Social & Economic

Thursday (AM)

9.00 – 10.00 Environment and Climate Change

10.00 – 10.30 Affiliations

10.30 – 11.45 Personnel

11.45 – 12.15 Guillotine section

12.15 – 12.30 Vote of Thanks

 Close of Conference
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the	pay	cap	(or	will	not	vote	for	it	by	a	sufficient	majority)	
as they have signed a multi year deal. There may be other 
Departments now or soon also in this situation.

We are in the scenario where ‘PCS alone’ action, on a 
scale that is likely to defeat the Government, is unlikely to 
be	supported	by	sufficient	numbers	of	members	whilst	we	
do	not	have	sufficient	funds	in	our	fighting	fund	and	levy	
to	support	sustained	targeted	action	sufficient	to	defeat	
this Government - let alone the army of Agency Staff now 
employed by many Government Departments who will be 
used to undermine industrial action. 

Conference believes members will be inspired to support 
joint action with other public sector unions (as was seen on 
30.11.11) and instructs the NEC to pursue united action on a 
common date with as many public sector unions as possible.

Conference believes the usual PCS alone, day here, day 
there, strikes will not be supported by enough members 
under the new higher voting turnouts expected for 
industrial action ballots now and to lose such a ballot 
not	only	costs	PCS	a	significant	sum	but	also	demoralises	
members and activists.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A3 
Covers E130 – E133
DEFRA Eastern (001151)
Government Legal (141024)

1 Conference:
a) Congratulates the 48% of PCS members who voted in 

the 2017 national pay ballot and welcomes the fact that 
98.9% of those members believe that the pay cap should 
be scrapped and that 79.2% indicated a willingness to 
take part in industrial action.

b) Agrees that the latter vote is a clear mandate for, and 
instruction to, the NEC to ballot members for industrial 
action in the wake of Government intransigence. 

2 Conference soberly notes that:
a) While this vote took place in a much changed and 

more favourable political environment and while using 
a reasonable and easy method of voting that would not 
be permissible under current legislation in an industrial 
action ballot 

b) We achieved less than the 50% turnout that would be 
needed to secure a lawful ballot mandate.

3 Conference agrees that the NEC:
a) Needs to carefully prepare the industrial action pay ballot 

and avoid calling a ballot with little notice.
b) Avoid so delaying further and substantial campaigning, 

and the legal ballot itself, that momentum is dissipated 
and needs to be rebuilt.

c) Identify and target areas where inexperienced or 
unconfident	or	too	few	representatives	means	that	the	
Union’s campaign messages will not reach members 
clearly enough in the absence of external full time and 
other lay activist help.

d) Provide plentiful, varied and creative campaign material 
and to do so in good time before as well as during the 
legal ballot.

e) Ensure that an expertly prepared social media campaign 
is put in place and starts before the ballot begins. 

f) Ensure that membership meetings take place and that 
members’ voices are heard before a ballot notice is issued.

1. PAY

A1 
Covers E113 – E129
National Executive Committee
LR Durham (030009)

Conference notes the result of the consultative ballot on 
pay in the civil service and related areas held in 2017, in 
which members voted 98.9% for the scrapping of the pay 
cap and the provision of funding for pay rises, and 79.2% in 
favour of industrial action should that not happen.

Conference notes the overwhelming mandate that this 
gives the union for action on pay.  However, Conference 
also notes that the turnout in the ballot, while the biggest 
in the union’s history at 48.8%, would not meet the turnout 
threshold required in a statutory ballot that would enable 
members to take lawful industrial action.  

Conference therefore endorses the decision of the NEC to 
embark on a programme of work with branches and groups 
in order to get them ballot ready.  

Conference notes the national pay claim submitted 
by	the	union	to	the	Minster	for	the	Cabinet	Office	on	
19 January 2018.  Conference endorses the demands 
contained within the claim.

Conference endorses the position adopted by the NEC 
to encourage branches and groups to inject a degree of 
urgency into our ballot ready work and to alert branches 
to the potential of a statutory ballot should there be no 
positive move by the employer to enter meaningful talks.

If the employer does not enter into negotiations which 
address our claim for a fully funded pay increase of 5% 
or £1200, whichever is the higher, Conference instructs 
the NEC to move to a statutory industrial action ballot of 
members involved in the dispute.

Conference further instructs the NEC to continue to 
promote joint union campaigning on public sector pay up 
to and including joint industrial action. 

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A2 (falls if A1 carried)

MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

Conference notes that the consultative ballot over the pay 
cap run by the NEC in 2017 narrowly missed the voting 
levels required by recent anti union legislation. However 
that turnout was only achieved by allowing members to 
also vote by e-mail or by telephone – options not available 
in a statutory ballot PCS has to pay for.

Conference notes that TUC Congress in 2017 agreed a 
policy of united industrial action by public sector unions 
against the pay cap that has yet to be delivered.

Conference also notes at least one major Department 
– DWP cannot seemingly be part of National action over 
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g) Target at least the lower paying areas with details of how 
significantly	they	lag	behind	in	pay	terms		-		and	therefore	
in pension expectations and severance entitlements - for 
work of the same grade.

h) Develop and explain a meaningful and convincing 
independent PCS industrial action strategy to members.

i) Be clear to members and employer that action will not 
stayed for the mere offer of talks.

j) Work and campaign with, and strike alongside, other 
unions wherever and whenever possible but not in such 
a manner that the interests of PCS members and the 
success of our campaign becomes dependent on the 
leaderships of other unions, so that our campaign can be 
collapsed by them at any time.

k) Ensure that all talks and negotiations, including all 
correspondence with the employer, are reported in a 
timely manner to members. 

l) Boost the Fighting Fund urgently and massively.
m) Ensure	that	rank	and	file	activist	committees	are	set	up	

everywhere, meet at times that activists without large 
amounts of facility time can actually make, and develop 
accountability to the activists and branches, calling 
national meetings throughout the dispute.

n) Work with activists, wider society campaign groups and 
other allies to develop a vigorous political campaign.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A4
Covers E134 – E136
DWP Devon (047095)
DWP Sheffield (047008)

This Conference notes that:
a) While Labour is unequivocally committed to scrapping 

the Conservatives’ pay cap  -  a development we greatly 
welcome - it has not committed itself to real term pay 
rises or to unrestricted national collective bargaining with 
public sector unions.

b) While Jeremy Corbyn has called for a return to national 
pay bargaining, common national pay terms cannot 
be	achieved	with	inflation	level	pay	awards	only	and	in	
which case the inequalities between bargaining units will 
continue and the return to delegated bargaining under a 
different government will be that much easier.

As part of the political strategy for our national pay 
campaign, Conference instructs the NEC to seek immediate 
talks with the Labour leadership to develop civil service 
pay policies and principles that contrast openly and vividly 
with the pay slashing, divide and rule policies of the current 
government and ensures vocal Labour support for PCS 
throughout our campaign and dispute.   

Conference further agrees that the following principles 
should form the basis of PCS’s talks with the Labour 
leadership, and with any future Labour government to the 
extent that these principles are not agreed before then:
a) The restoration of national pay terms as part of the return 

to an agreement to restore national pay bargaining.
b) Any agreement should result in the restoration of 

common national pay rates or, at the very least, clearly 
begin the process of restoring national pay rates 
and, crucially in this eventuality, clearly spell out the 
contractually binding steps and timetable for completing 
the return to national pay rates.

c) Underpinning pay awards to protect and promote the living 

standards of lower paid and to prevent the widening of pay 
gaps between the best and lowest paid members must 
be an aspect of the move to, restoration and operation of, 
national pay rates and national pay bargaining. 

d) A decency threshold, i.e. that the minima and maxima, or 
spot rates of the lowest paid staff should be contractually 
protected	against	inflation.	

e) The application of time based contractual progression pay 
of	not	more	than	five	years.

f) The move to national pay rates should not be at the 
expense of the real living standards of better paid members 
in the various grades. All members wherever they work 
must have their living standards protected and improved 
on	the	basis	of	‘inflation	plus’	awards	each	year	(not	least	to	
catch up on the years of decline), albeit the ‘plus’ will have 
to vary to enable members in the lower paying areas to 
catch up with better paid members at the same grade.

g) A	defined,	contractually	binding	and	much	reduced	ratio	
should be developed between the salary and bonus 
levels of the highest and the lowest paid civil servant.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A5
R&C Bootle Taxes Branch (200006)

That this Annual Delegate Conference notes the appalling 
pay and conditions of ancillary staff across the government 
estate. Cleaners, security guards and on some sites other 
roles such as catering or nursery workers are most often 
outsourced and nearly always on the bare minimum pay 
and conditions that their employer can get away with.

However, Conference also notes the stunning victories 
scored by some of the lowest paid and precarious workers 
in the country in recent years. Such workers have won the 
real living wage, equality of conditions between in-house 
and outsourced staff and even had outsourced workers 
brought back in-house.

Conference instructs the National Executive Committee 
to heed the lessons of these struggles. Particularly that 
they have been won with union structures built from 
the grassroots, where the workers directly decide on the 
course of their own disputes, and using loud, creative and 
combative direct action tactics alongside more conservative 
tools such as Employment Tribunals and judicial reviews.

Conference instructs the NEC to commit to the 
organisation of all ancillary staff on the government estate, 
whether in-house or outsourced and to build a campaign in 
which the following demands are made of both government 
departments and any private contractors:

a. The Real Living Wage (£8.75/h national and £10.20/h 
London) to underpin the salary structure

b. Equivalent Terms and Conditions to in-house staff, 
particularly holiday entitlement and occupational sick pay

c. All outsourced staff to be brought back in-house
The NEC is further instructed to provide the resources to 

branches to encourage the kind of organisation and tactics 
that have proven successful at creating leverage in other 
precarious workers’ disputes.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell
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A6
DCLG/Headquarters National Branch (141802)

That this ADC notes:

• That reducing working hours without loss of pay has 
historically been a core demand of the labour movement, 
and one that has been achieved successfully by previous 
generations of trade unionists

• That a reduction in working hours would lead to a 
happier,	more	fulfilled,	and	more	engaged	society

• That advances in digital technology have the potential 
to automate many of the workplace tasks carried out by 
PCS members

• That a reduction in working hours is the only way to 
avoid either mass unemployment or catastrophic decline 
in wages as work becomes increasingly automated

• That a reduction in working hours would dramatically 
increase the bargaining power of the labour movement, 
by restricting the amount of labour available to the 
market. This would put trade unions in a strong position 
to achieve improved pay and conditions for their 
members 

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to:

• Commission a report on the likely impact – positive and 
negative – of increased industrial automation for PCS 
members

• Open immediate negotiations to reduce the working 
week to 30 hours with no loss of pay

• Seek to mount a campaign for a 30 hour working week 
with the TUC and other interested parties

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A7
R&C Portsmouth - Portsdown Vectis (200091)

That this annual delegate conference notes that there have 
been no increases to annual leave entitlements across the 
civil service for many years.

Conference agrees that all staff with 25 years’ service 
or greater should be awarded one day’s leave annually as a 
reward for long service to the civil service.

The National Executive Committee is instructed to pursue 
this as an aim in national talks.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

2. JOBS 

A8
Covers E139 – E150
R&C Liverpool Branch (200136)
DWP Dorset (047097)

Conference notes the Public Accounts Committee (PAC) 
report in April 2017 was highly critical of HMRC plans 
to	reduce	its	170	offices	to	13	regional	hubs,	cutting	
thousands of jobs in the process. Conference also notes 
the	DWP	office	closure	announcements	under	the	People	
and Locations Programme (now Building For Our Future), 
the	proposals	for	which	were	confirmed	in	July.	These	
announcements place hundreds more of our members at 
risk of forced redundancy.

In both DWP and HMRC these plans have drawn 
widespread criticism from across the political spectrum, as 
little or no consideration has been given to the members 
affected or the public that use our services. Conference 
further notes the Government Estate

Strategy, which aims to create between 1 and 22 Cross 
Government hubs, in addition to 200 mini hubs between 
2017 and 2020. The purpose of this strategy is to achieve 
the huge cuts set out in the Government’s spending plans.
The	plans	are	now	well	advanced	for	the	first	moves	to	

hubs at Canary Wharf, Croydon and Bristol, with negotiations 
taking	place	at	a	delegated	and	Cabinet	Office	level.

Under the Government Estates Strategy it is clear that 
the jobs and conditions of PCS members are threatened, 
alongside a worse standard of service delivery and a 
detrimental impact on local economies in areas where 
closures are targeted. Targeted strike action in DWP against 
office	closures	has	been	well	supported	and	the	PCS	
leadership continue to support submissions for action from 
branches. PCS members have been engaged in excellent 
campaign activity which has led to some concessions and 
whilst this is welcome, thousands of our members’ jobs 
remain at risk.

Given the impact the Government Estate Strategy is 
having, or will have, on almost all departments our job 
is	to	build	the	confidence	of	our	members	to	mount	
a	coordinated	campaign	against	office	closures	and	in	
defence of our members’ jobs on the biggest scale possible.

The NEC is therefore instructed to:
1 Continue to map the closures and coordinate joint 

activity between departmental groups in order to 
strengthen our ability to build joint action.

2 Continue to work with the PCS Parliamentary Group and 
other MPs to put pressure on the Government and to 
press for the detailed impact assessment of the closure / 
hub proposals in departments and across the civil service.

3 Support departmental groups in negotiating on staff 
moves to hubs to meet the union’s bargaining demands.

4 Press	the	Cabinet	Office	for	more	detail	on	their	
proposed hub structure in pursuit of a national 
framework agreement that ensures full consultation at 
Cabinet	Office,	delegated	and	local	level	that	avoids	
compulsory redundancies and relocation, protects 
re-deployment opportunities and accommodation 
standards, provides adequate union facilities and has 
been equality impact assessed.
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5 Put	pressure	on	Cabinet	Office	to	halt	implementation	of	
the Government Estates Strategy until we have secured 
the protection for PCS members and service delivery set 
out in such a framework agreement.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A9
National Executive Committee
DWP HQ London (047039)
Covers E151 – E153

Conference notes the collapse of the private sector employer 
Carillion in January 2018. Carillion employed tens of thousands 
of workers in the private sector and delivered privatised public 
services across a range of contracts, some across the Civil 
Service and its related bodies. PCS has members who were 
directly employed by Carillion.  

Conference condemns the Government for continuing to 
award	contracts	to	Carillion	despite	numerous	profit	warnings	
issued by the company.

Conference agrees that the collapse of Carillion is the latest 
example of the failure of privatisation to deliver decent public 
services in the United Kingdom. Privatisation has led to a race 
to the bottom by employers to weaken the job security, pay 
and term  s and conditions of their workforces and has led 
to the transfer of huge sums of money from the taxpayer 
to	private	sector	profiteers.		Conference	condemns	the	
Government for its continued commitment to privatisation. 

Conference welcomes the call by PCS, in the immediate 
aftermath of the Carillion collapse, for the interests of workers 
affected to be safeguarded and for a halt to the scandal of 
privatisation.  

Conference also welcomes the response of the Labour 
Party front bench to the Carillion crisis, in particular its 
commitment to end the racket that is outsourcing, which is 
fleecing	taxpayers,	exploiting	workers	and	rewarding	failure.	
The response stands in marked contrast to the approach to 
privatisation adopted by some of Labour’s previous leaderships. 
John McDonnell’s new approach presents the opportunity to 
work with our political allies to develop policy on privatisation 
which safeguards the interests of workers and ends the 
political ideology that drives the privatisation of public services.

Conference instructs the National Executive Committee to: 
1 Take all necessary steps to secure the jobs, pay and terms 

and conditions of PCS members affected by the Carillion 
collapse, and demand that they are brought back into 
public sector employment 

2 Campaign for an end to privatisation of public services; in 
particular, working with the Labour Party front bench and 
other supportive parties to develop a strategy for public 
sector delivery of public services  

3 Work with other unions and the TUC to press for a 
major campaign for all privatised services to be brought 
back into the public sector and for a moratorium on all 
planned outsourcing

4 Press for workers on any private sector contracts to 
have at least the same job security, pay and terms and 
conditions as those available in departments to whom 
they are providing services.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A10
Covers E154 – E165
R&C Benton Park View (200126)
DSg North West (014505)

This conference recognises that the Tory government 
remains intent on destroying the welfare state, slash 
services,	close	offices	and	cut	jobs.		We	also	recognise	
the fact that part of these attacks are also about the 
privatisation	of	services	for	profit.		We	welcome	the	
magnificent	victory	in	the	Land	Registry	Group	where	they	
have not only fought of privatisation once but twice.  This 
appears, at face value to have discouraged the government 
(currently) from moving forward with any major sell-offs.

However, we must remain vigilant to the fact that despite 
this, there is a drip, drip sell off of jobs and services into the 
private sector, including government contracts, security and 
support services and the setting up of Government owned 
Companies GovCo’s.

This ADC instructs the NEC to step up its anti-
privatisation work including getting a picture of what is 
happening across the Union (both contracting out and 
taking services back ‘in-house’) and using this information to 
develop a bargaining, industrial/campaigning and political 
response and strategy to integrate both in the work of the 
Commercial Sector and also in the wider union.

ADC also instructs the NEC that where any potential sell 
off is announced that impacts on PCS members we must 
integrate this into our policy approach but also ensure we 
intervene and support any campaigning work with a view to 
gaining support for an anti-privatisation agenda with other 
TUC	affiliated	unions.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A11
Covers E166 – E180 
National Executive Committee
Land Registry Croydon (030006)

Conference welcomes PCS’s victory in the High Court 
to overturn the detrimental changes to the Civil Service 
Compensation Scheme (CSCS) implemented in 2016.  

Conference congratulates reps and members on achieving 
the huge vote to reject the government cuts in the CSCS 
which was the foundation for the High Court victory.

Conference notes that:
a) The High Court judgement found that there was no 

basis on which the Minister was entitled to exclude PCS 
from the consultation, thereby depriving some 160,000 
civil servants of a voice in those debates; and that the 
Minister was not entitled to impose additional entry 
conditions.  

b) The employer threatened to impose something worse if 
the	final	offer	was	not	accepted	and	that	the	NEC	refused	
to accept this extortion, instead balloting members on 
the offer and securing a 96% rejection of the terms.

c) The employer has had to compensate anyone who left 
on 2016 voluntary and compulsory redundancy terms in 
line with the 2010 terms.

d) dIn respect of any worker who received more 
favourable terms under the 2016 voluntary exit or 
redundancy terms, the employer will not seek to recover 
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overpayments.
e) Departments have been forced to revisit voluntary exits 

scheme made under 2016 terms and in 80% of cases 
have compensated workers in line with what they would 
have received under the 2010 terms.

f) Workers in the 50-54 age group who departed on 2016 
terms will have the opportunity to revisit their pension 
options.

g) Workers covered by the CSCS are now better off by 
between £80 – 100m in 2017 alone as a result of the 
judgement.

Conference notes that the employer has launched a fresh 
consultation on the CSCS.  Conference instructs the NEC to 
enter into any talks with the employer, and use all available 
campaigning means, with the aim of defending members’ 
CSCS entitlements.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A12
Home Office Croydon (026101)

This conference congratulates the union and its members 
for the welcome result in the Judicial Review undertaken 
against the imposition of new terms to the Civil Service 
Compensation Scheme (CSCS).  This conference believes 
that fair and equitable terms with the CSCS play a major 
role in the retention of jobs and avoidance of redundancy.  
In view of this conference instructs the NEC to explore all 
routes to retain the current terms, through use of media, 
parliamentary routes, and following consultation with 
members an industrial response.

However it is noted that the victory was not about 
the	sanctity	of	the	scheme	rather	the	Cabinet	Office’s	
abject and arrogant failure to consult with our union.  In 
recognition	of	ongoing	discussions	with	the	Cabinet	Office	
this conference agrees that the union’s primary position 
should	be	the	preservation	of	the	more	beneficial	current	
terms rather than the proposed changes within the Cabinet 
Office’s	consultation	document.		However	in	taking	forward	
negotiations this conference instructs the NEC to prioritise

• Increases to the underpin over the raising the maximum 
payment

• An increase to maximum compulsory redundancy (CR) 
payment to greater than that of voluntary redundancy 
(VR)

• Maintenance or improvement of VR and CR levels over 
Voluntary Exit terms.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A13
R&C Edinburgh (200037)

In November 2016, the government imposed changes to 
the Civil Service Redundancy Scheme that amounted to a 
drop of 30% (or more) in the payments that members would 
receive on redundancy. After a massive, and massively 
supported, PCS campaign these cuts were overturned by 
the High Court and redundancy compensation was returned 
to the terms set out in 2010. 

The terms of the CSCS also cover compensation paid to 
members dismissed under the harsh and restrictive sickness 
absence policy. MyCSP have followed the High Court 
ruling regarding the 2016 tariff, but are now calculating 
compensation	payments	for	“efficiency	departures”	on	the	
pre-2010 terms. Instead of one month’s pay per year of 
service, the following formula is being used:

• Two	weeks’	pay	for	each	of	the	first	five	years	of	service	
• Three	weeks’	pay	for	each	of	the	next	five	years
• Four weeks’ pay for each additional year of service.

This formula sees any member with fewer than 15 years’ 
qualifying service even worse off than under the 2016 tariff. 
This information appears to be only available on request; 
it is not on the website, nor is it stated in the calculation 
letters received by members who have been dismissed. 
MyCSP guidance also continues to include the stipulation 
that only members who could show evidence that their 
absences are caused by an underlying medical condition 
are	eligible	for	compensation	in	the	first	place.	Members	
who are dismissed for “unsatisfactory” attendance are 
now being penalised for our legal victory over an unlawful 
change to terms and conditions. 

Conference agrees that we owe these members action.
Conference agrees that this decision can only be seen 

as a ploy to divide our membership and undermine an 
important campaign, by painting any new proposal along 
the 2016 lines as an improvement on the status quo.

Conference instructs the NEC to bring to the relevant 
discussions the following demands:

• That all compensation payments for attendance 
dismissals	be	tied	to	the	most	beneficial	redundancy	
tariff, currently voluntary exit under the 2010 terms.

• That all payments made since the imposition of the 
2016 terms be recalculated immediately and members 
compensated appropriately

• That the requirement of an “underlying medical 
condition” be removed.

Should these demands not be agreed and implemented 
within three months of the close of conference, the NEC is 
instructed to pursue any available legal challenges.

In addition to the above, conference instructs the NEC 
to publicise this egregious behaviour as a part of the wider, 
ongoing campaign for a fair CSCS.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell
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A14
R&C Northern Ireland Branch (200082)

Conference	notes	that	a	number	of	UK	Civil	Service	offices	
in Northern Ireland have closed or are expected to close 
within the next 2 years putting jobs in jeopardy and 
affecting entire families and communities.
A	number	of	these	offices	are	located	close	to	the	

Irish border. Conference is aware that in the border areas 
in	Northern	Ireland	there	are	similar	offices	in	the	Irish	
Republic indeed some of our members live in the Republic 
of	Ireland	and	many	live	closer	to	offices	in	the	Republic	of	
Ireland than they do in Northern Ireland. 

PCS must campaign to create a mechanism that enables 
members employed in the UK Civil Service in Northern 
Ireland who wish to transfer to similar employment within 
the Republic of Ireland Public sector to be able to do so. 
Conference accepts that whatever process is put in place 
would have to be reciprocated for staff employed in the 
public sector in the Republic of Ireland.

To enable this, conference instructs the NEC to establish 
a working group comprising members from the Regional 
committee of Ireland and the NEC. This working group 
should meet with the trade unions who represent workers 
in the public sector in the Republic of Ireland to gain their 
support for this initiative. Furthermore this working group 
should lobby political representatives in both Northern 
Ireland and the Republic of Ireland, seeking their support to 
create this pathway for our members.

Conference agrees that regular updates be provided to 
PCS members employed in Northern Ireland. This update 
should be provided through the forum of the Regional 
Committee of Ireland.  

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A15
DfT – London and the South East (201053)

This conference notes:

• PWC predict that up to 30% of existing UK jobs will be 
impacted	by	automation	from	robotics	and	Artificial	
Intelligence (AI) by the early 2030s; 

• The civil service and associated bodies will not be 
immune from such changes. Coupled with increasing 
digital take up of services, it is likely that more than 30% 
of jobs will be impacted.

• This conference believes that without a vigorous union/
labour movement campaign then potentially the changes 
caused by AI etc., will have a devastating effect on jobs 
not only in the Civil Service but across wider Society. 

• Therefore this conference agrees that the national union:

• Publicise this issue. Whilst doing this, we not only 
emphasis the negative impact of AI etc., but also the 
potential gains that could be made e.g. increased 
productivity can fund increased pay, reduce the working 
week etc;

• Seek binding agreements with the civil service and other 
employers as to the introduction of AI etc and how it 
impacts jobs. That as part of these agreements that we 
seek a reduction of the working week, for increased 
wages	and	for	the	technology	to	fit	the	worker	rather	
than the other way around; 

• Through the TUC and relevant political parties, seek laws 
concerning how AI etc is introduced into the workplace, 
the rights of unions to control its introduction and how it 
impacts jobs and conditions.

• Through the TUC and relevant political parties, seek 
laws on decreasing the working week in line with the 
introduction of AI etc, to reduce the retirement age and 
to increase the minimum wage proportionally;

• Begin a debate within the union as to whether there 
should be a national minimum income for all citizens, 
funded by the productivity gains of AI etc. 

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

3. EQUALITIES

A16 
Covers E182 – E187
DCLG/Headquarters National Branch (141802)
DEFRA Eastern (001151)

1 This Conference notes that Section 15(1) of the Equality 
ACT 2010 states,
‘15. Discrimination arising from disability
(1)  A person (A) discriminates against a disabled person 
(B) if – 

(a) A treats B unfavourably because of something 
arising in consequence of B’s disability, and
(b) A cannot show that the treatment is a 
proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim.’

2 The view of solicitors or advisers to employers that s15 
has	significantly	lowered	the	bar	for	employees	trying	to	
demonstrate unfavourable treatment for a disability reason.

3 Conference further notes the following observations 
of Lord Justice Elias, in the Court of Appeal decision 
between	Griffiths	and	the	Secretary	of	State	for	Work	and	
Pensions:
‘23... This would mean, for example, that the dismissal 
of an employee for absences which are disability-related 
would amount to unfavourable treatment arising in 
consequence of disability and would therefore require 
justification.’
‘25...	The	definition	of	discrimination	arising	out	of	
disability does not involve any comparison with a non-
disabled person; it refers to unfavourable treatment, not 
less favourable treatment. The formulation of the duty 
prior to the Equality Act, in the Disability Discrimination 
Act 1995, did envisage such a comparison...’
’79… The fact that the employer may be under no duty 
to make positive adjustments for a disabled employee 
in any particular context does not mean that he can 
thereafter dismiss an employee, or indeed impose any 
other sanction, in the same way as he could with respect 
to a non-disabled employee. The employer is under the 
related duty under section 15 to make allowances for a 
disabled employee…..’ 
’80… (his quotation of Judge Richardson in General 
Dynamics Information Technology Ltd v Carranza), 
‘Parties and employment tribunals should consider 
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carefully whether the duty to make reasonable adjustments 
is really in play or whether the case is best considered and 
analysed under the new, robust, section 15.’

4 Conference recognizes that many representatives are 
unaware	or	insufficiently	aware	of	the	nature	and	import	
of section 15 and therefore instructs the NEC to:

a) Issue detailed guidance to representatives explaining 
what section 15 is and how it can and should be used;

b) Run a training course for representatives to improve their 
understanding of s15 and its use on behalf of members in 
personal cases, grievances and employment tribunals;

c) Engage with the Centre to ensure that civil service 
policies are compatible with Section 15;

d) Ask all Groups and National Branches to review their local 
management policies for compatibility with Section 15 
and where necessary to seek changes in negotiations, 
reporting any problems back to national PCS;

e) Examine with PCS’ Legal advisors the possibility of 
running test cases concerning section 15.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A17
R&C South East Essex (200144)

Conference recognises that sexual harassment is an issue 
that	those	who	experience	it	can	find	hard	to	report.		Given	
HMRCs	own	significant	levels	of	bullying	and	harassment	
reporting in the Staff Survey, there are concerns that it 
could be a serious hidden issue within HMRC and across the 
Civil Service as a whole.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to conduct an 
anonymous survey of its members to gauge the amount 
and severity of sexual harassment experienced by its 
members, both historically and in the last 12 months.  The 
NEC should use the resulting information to produce an 
appropriate action plan which should include (if indicated) 
courses for raising awareness of staff; signposting of sources 
of support; and targeted training to personal case reps to 
enable them to best support members.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A18 
Covers E188 – E189
R&C Bootle Taxes Branch (200006)
R&C Leeds & District (200056)

This ADC notes with the dismay the government’s decision 
to delay the review of the Gender Recognition Act following 
reactionary stories published in the right-wing press, and 
that this delay may well be viewed as an attempt to derail 
the whole process. Furthermore, it notes that the argument 
that reform will place cis women in danger is demonstrably 
false. Self-determination in other countries such as Argentina 
since 2012 and the Republic of Ireland since 2015 has seen 
no associated rise in violence against women. These false 

concerns serve only to divide us and undermine the reforms 
by reinforcing the notion that trans women are not ‘real’ 
women.

Stonewall’s report ‘LGBT in Britain  -  Hate Crime and 
Discrimination’ published in January shows the dire state 
of trans rights in the UK, and it is grim indictment of the 
society in which we live. 41% of trans people and 39% of 
non-binary people have been victims of hate crime in the 
past twelve months, compared to only 16% of other LGB 
people. While any level of hate crime is too high, this speaks 
volumes to how much work still needs to be done to make 
society safe for our trans and non-binary citizens. It is little 
wonder that the numbers of trans and non-binary people 
suffering from mental health problems and attempting 
suicide is disproportionately high.

It is not just violence and harassment, trans and non-
binary people suffer discrimination in all areas of life, from 
simply going shopping to attempting to open a bank 
account or access public services. Something needs to be 
done, and it needs to be done quickly.

Conference agrees that reform of the GRA is essential to 
remove barriers to our trans and non-binary comrades. The 
current restrictions on acquiring legal recognition cause 
unnecessary harm and suffering to trans and non-binary 
people,	emotionally,	physically	and	financially,	and	removing	
these barriers must be a priority. The lengthy and invasive 
process of acquiring medical evidence to support a change 
in	legal	identity	must	be	streamlined	and	simplified,	and	
non-binary people must be given legal recognition.

Conference instructs the NEC to work with PCS Proud, 
trans groups and other allies to see that the review and the 
proposed reforms to the GRA are adopted without further 
delay, to lobby parliament to this end, and to use our voice 
in support of our trans and non-binary comrades in the 
press and media in the hopes of breaking down some of the 
stigma and lies that are circulated there.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A19
National Museums Liverpool (101301)

This conference is appalled to hear about the dismissal of a 
transgender man, member of PCS, by the Victoria & Albert 
Museum on the ground of ‘Some other substantial reason’ 
(SOSR). The PCS member has been the victim of a series 
of horrendous transphobic hate crimes inside and outside 
the workplace. The museum argues they cannot ensure 
the security of the worker and that his presence at work 
therefore constitutes a danger for colleagues, visitors and 
the museum collections. This sets a dangerous precedent 
for members who may be the victim of a hate crime in the 
workplace to be dismissed for no fault of their own and 
shows a lack of commitment to safeguarding staff with 
protected characteristics. Police investigations have been 
taking	place	but	were	unable	to	find	the	perpetrator(s)	
while there are concerns about the quality of the 
investigation and the institutional discrimination that still 
exist in Police forces.  

This situation has to be seen against a worsening 
backdrop of hate crime against the LGBT+ community. The 
number of attacks on lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender  
people in the UK has soared by nearly 80 per cent in the 
past	four	years.	More	than	one	in	five	LGBT	people	have	
experienced a hate crime or incident due to their sexual 
orientation or gender identity in the last 12 months, 
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compared with 16 per cent in 2013. For transgender 
people,	the	findings	are	particularly	alarming,	showing	that	
two	in	five	transgender	people	have	experienced	a	hate	
crime or incident based on their gender identity in the last 
12 months. 

The V&A Museum has been a Stonewall and LGBT History 
Month hub and has done positive work on LGBT issues. It is 
therefore even more disturbing that they have progress to 
dismissal. Regular LGBT events and tours are been held at 
the museum and other LGBT staff work in the institution. 
Surely, the museum should aim to tackle hate crime and 
work with PCS, LGBT organisations and other relevant 
bodies to resolve the situation.

This conference:

• Condemns all forms of hate crimes and in this particular 
context transphobic hate crimes

• Recognises that no victim of hate crimes at work should 
be unfairly dismissed by their employers

• Welcomes PCS support for the member and its 
Employment Tribunal that is due to be heard in July 2018 
as well as Trans Awareness training that has been running 
in the past year.

• Recognise	that	museums	must	reflect	the	history	of	all	
groups and communities and therefore collect museums 
artefacts	that	reflect	the	history	of	the	LGBT	community

• This conference instructs the NEC to support a campaign 
to defend this member but more widely recommends 
that PCS steps up its work on transgender issues. 

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A20
R&C East Kilbride (200031)

That this Conference recognises the continuing progress for 
LGBT equality has led to the creation of many smaller, local 
Pride events across the UK in recent years.

Conference recognises the important part that Pride has 
played in furthering LGBT equality in the UK and asserts that 
Pride must always remain political against the backdrop of 
many major Pride events becoming evermore commercial in 
nature.

Conference agrees that our Union should continue to 
support and organise around local Pride events however 
only where it is community led and either a) entirely free 
to access or b) where an entry cost is unavoidable that the 
event	is	run	on	a	not	for	profit	basis.

Conference instructs the incoming National Executive 
Committee to liaise with Proud, PCS’ LGBT members’ group, 
to consider and plan any future PCS involvement with Pride 
events on the criteria above.

Where circumstances are outwith the stated criteria 
then the NEC shall determine whether PCS will support 
a	Pride	event	taking	into	account	the	potential	benefits	
to our members in conjunction with Proud. Regardless 
of any decision reached, the NEC shall be expected to 
communicate our expectations to the organisers to call on 
them to meet these criteria in future.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A21 
Covers E190 – E192
DWP Sheffield (47008)
DfT London & the South East (201053)

Conference thoroughly welcomes the Supreme Court 
decision	in	the	case	Essop	and	others	v	Home	Office	
(UK Border Agency), which established that there is 
no requirement for a claimant complaining of indirect 
discrimination to show the ‘reason why’ a provision, 
criterion or practice causes individuals with their protected 
characteristic particular disadvantage.

In the light of this decision Conference instructs the 
NEC to develop a legal strategy to challenge the many 
provisions, criteria and practices across the civil service 
which indirectly discriminate or arguably indirectly 
discriminate against staff with protected characteristics, for 
example performance management systems, performance 
related pay and special bonus schemes.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A22  
R&C East Kilbride (200031)

That this Conference recognises this year marks the thirtieth 
anniversary of the last piece of truly anti LGBT legislation 
being introduced within the UK, Section 28.

Conference recognises those activists both within and 
outwith the Trade Union movement who have helped over 
the past thirty years to lead the United Kingdom to being 
recognised as one of the leading countries around the 
world for LGBT equality.

Conference further recognises that this situation varies 
greatly across the current Commonwealth of Nations, 
formerly the British Commonwealth, where currently half of 
member states criminalise its LGBT citizens on the grounds 
of their sexual orientation and/or gender identity due to 
laws enacted during the days of the British colonies.

Conference agrees that we must stand in solidarity with 
our Commonwealth LGBT allies in campaigning for greater 
equality and challenging anti LGBT attitudes across the 
Commonwealth.

Conference recognises that sport can play a part to 
help tackle such inequality and to help further the rights 
of underrepresented communities, such as the LGBT 
community.

Conference agrees that the Commonwealth Games due 
to take place in Birmingham in 2022 offer an excellent 
opportunity to highlight and promote LGBT equality issues 
as was previously the case during the Glasgow 2014 
Commonwealth Games.

Conference calls on the incoming National Executive to;
work with Proud and each of PCS’ other equality 

networks to begin planning a campaign focussing on the 
ongoing equality issues within the Commonwealth

call on the TUC and related equality structures to get 
involved with any planned activity to highlight equality 
issues as part of the 2022 Commonwealth Games

work with our Union’s international partners to highlight 
examples and educate PCS’ wider membership on the issues 
currently taking place across the Commonwealth

work with our Unions international partners to devise a 
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strategy, utilising the knowledge of local campaigners, to 
call on the Government to take steps to press for greater 
equality protections.

4. RULES

A23
National Executive Committee

Conference agrees to delete Rule A2 in Appendix A and 
replace with new rule A2 as follows 
A2	All	motions	shall	be	in	the	affirmative	and	contain	no	

more than 500 words. Motions exceeding this number will 
be categorised as X. Constitutional amendments shall be 
exempt from the 500 word limit.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A24
National Executive Committee

Conference notes that our union has a diverse membership 
and believes that PCS must continue to take a principled 
and active stance on matters of equality and inclusion. 

Conference notes that ADC 2017 carried motion A66 
which contained wide ranging action points aimed at 
increasing participation from all underrepresented groups in 
the activities of the union.  This work is ongoing including a 
range of measures designed to remove obstacles preventing 
the participation of members from equality groups. The 
motion noted that further action is also needed to improve 
the diversity of our representative structures. 

Conference notes that there are inconsistencies with 
the current approach whereby the existing equality-based 
reservation for NEC elections is that the two highest polling 
Black candidates will be elected but such a system does not 
extend to other equality areas.

ADC 2017 carried A62 which instructed the NEC to bring 
rule changes to ADC 2018 to implement the following 
principles: 

• All members can vote for all NEC candidates annually,

• That there should be an extension of the system of 
electing the highest polling black candidates to other 
equality groups. 

• That the NEC’s structure should include a system 
whereby the highest polling candidate or candidates 
from a commercial sector employer is/are elected,

Consultation with the union’s equality forums has 
taken place and the NEC now proposes the following rule 
changes:
a) Renumber existing SR7.8 as SR7.8a and amend to:

If, but for this rule, fewer than two seats for ordinary 
members	of	the	NEC	would	be	filled	by	a	member	
who	identified	as	being	from	a	black	racial	group,	the	
highest polling member or members who did so identify 

themselves shall displace the member or members with 
fewest votes (out of those who would otherwise have 
been elected) who did not so identify themselves (only if 
such replacement member or members is available).

b) Insert new SR7.8b: 
If, but for this rule, fewer than two seats for ordinary 
members	of	the	NEC	would	be	filled	by	a	member	who	
identified	as	LGBT	(lesbian,	gay,	bisexual	or	transgender),	
the highest polling member or members who did 
so identify themselves shall displace the member or 
members with the fewest votes (out of those who 
would otherwise have been elected) who did not so 
identify themselves (only if such replacement member or 
members is available)

c) Insert new SR7.8c:
If, but for this rule, fewer than two seats for ordinary 
members	of	the	NEC	would	be	filled	by	a	member	who	
identified	as	disabled,	the	highest	polling	member	or	
members who did so identify themselves shall displace 
the member or members with fewest votes (out of those 
who would otherwise have been elected) who did not so 
identify themselves (only if such replacement member or 
members is available).

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A25
National Executive Committee

Insert new SR 7.8d:
If, but for this rule, fewer than one seat for an ordinary 
member	of	the	NEC	would	be	filled	by	a	young	member,	
the highest polling member shall displace the member 
with fewest votes (out of those who would otherwise 
have been elected) who were not young members (only 
if such replacement member was available).

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A26
National Executive Committee

Insert new SR 7.8e:
If, but for this rule, fewer than two seats for ordinary 
members	of	the	NEC	would	be	filled	by	members	from	
private sector employers, the highest polling member or 
members shall displace the member or members with the 
fewest votes who are not from private sector employers 
(only if such replacement member or members are 
available).

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell
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A27
National Executive Committee

Amend SR7.9 to read:
If, but for this rule and after the application of the 
NEC ordinary member reserved seats, 9 or more seats 
for	ordinary	members	of	the	NEC	would	be	filled	by	
members employed by the same employer, the highest 
polling member or members from other employers shall 
displace the member or members with fewest votes (out 
of those who would otherwise be elected), but only if 
such a replacement member or members is available, so 
that the number of ordinary members who are employed 
by the same employer does not exceed 8.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A28
National Executive Committee

Conference notes that it is important that members keep 
their details updated so that eligibility at the point of 
nomination to the NEC for reservations is accurate. 

Conference agrees to amend SR 3.19 (d) to read:
Ensure	that	Head	Office	has	their	correct	details	recorded	
on the membership system including date of birth, 
gender, racial group, sexuality, disability and employer 
details.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A29
National Executive Committee

Conference	notes	the	need	for	a	rule	which	defines	what	is	
meant by “young member”. 

Insert new SR 3.20 after existing SR3.19:
A “young member” is a member who is 27 or younger 
or such other age as may be approved by the National 
Executive Committee.
Renumber existing SR3.20 as SR3.21, and renumber 

existing SR3.21 as SR3.22.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A30
R&C East Kilbride (200031)

That this Conference agrees for rule 5.20 to be amended to 
read:

“The NEC shall establish an Equality, Health and Safety 
Department and such bodies as it considers necessary 
to represent the interests of women members, black 
members, young members, members identifying as 
having non-heterosexual sexual orientations and/or a 
gender different to that as was assigned to them at birth 
(to be recognised as LGBT+), and disabled members.”

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A31
National Executive Committee

Conference recognises that the union has carried out a 
major strategic review of all its functions.  This includes 
the ways in which branches should ideally be structured in 
order to encourage member participation in union activity, 
and to address barriers to participation that are contained 
in the union’s rules.

Conference notes that in 2017 motion A65 was passed, 
which instructed the NEC to conduct a review of our branch 
structures, and to consult branches on a revised model 
branch constitution, placing a revised branch constitution 
and any associated rule changes before conference 2018.
Conference	endorsed	the	five	principles	to	be	used	in	

reviewing branch structures and the constitution as follows:

• All members should have the opportunity to participate 
in the union, with all other union members at their 
workplace, in their branch, and with members of other 
branches in their workplace,

• All members working in the same Group at a workplace 
should be in the same branch,

• All members should have access to a PCS rep, advocate 
or other PCS point of contact in their workplace,

• All members should have a democratic link to negotiators 
who act on their behalf with their employer,

• Wherever possible, branches should be constructed of 
workplaces within a reasonable travel distance of each 
other.

Conference acknowledges that these principles have 
guided the review of branch structures and that these 
principles feed in to the review of the branch constitution, 
supporting the objectives of the National Organising 
Strategy,	specifically	where	we	seek	to	identify	and	remove	
the barriers to participation amongst members who are 
in underrepresented groups and therefore improving and 
encouraging participation in union activity. 

Conference recognises that the NEC has additionally 
sought the views of PCS Groups and branches, national 
equality forums and regional committees on the terms of 
a model branch constitution through a major consultation 
exercise. 

Conference agrees therefore to bring into Rule a revised 
and	updated	model	branch	constitution	which	reflects	
the concerns and issues raised through the consultation 
exercise, enshrining the principles above, removing any 
perceived barriers to participation where we can and 
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focusing on inclusion and participation.
Conference therefore agrees:
1. To delete the model branch constitution as 

contained at Annex B of the Union’s Rule Book.
2. To replace Annex B of the Union’s Rule Book with 

the revised model branch constitution as contained in 
Conference Paper 1.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A32
DWP Fylde (047139)

This Conference considers that the number of delegates 
at	conference	does	not	accurately	reflect	the	numbers	of	
members and their voting potential. While we agree that 
branches with a membership of less than 500 should be 
allowed 2 delegates we consider that members in larger 
branches of over 1500 members are not adequately 
represented in a show of hands vote when 1 delegate is 
representing 1000 members.

This conference therefore agrees for rule 6.13 to be 
amended to read: -

Branches may send delegates to Delegate Conferences 
on the following basis:

up to 250 members: 1 delegate
251-500: 2
501-1000: 3
1001-1500: 4
Plus one delegate for each complete additional 500 

members.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A33
NATS Swanwick (202016)

Conference agrees to amend rule A3 by adding a new 
sentence after “otherwise they shall fall.” Insert “A motion 
may not be seconded by the branch moving the motion.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

5. FINANCE AND 
SERVICES

A34 
Covers E205
National Executive Committee 
HMPO Eastern Branch (026116)

Conference notes the Strategic Objectives to achieve 
200,000 members, a budget surplus, and £2m in the 
fighting	fund	by	2020.

Conference notes that there are a range of options that 
could	be	used	to	achieve	a	fighting	fund	of	£2m,	including	
means of encouraging more voluntary contributions and 
measures linked to subscriptions.

Conference instructs the National Executive Committee 
to	consult	Branches	on	how	best	to	build	a	fighting	fund	of	
£2m.

Conference further instructs the NEC, informed by the 
outcome of the consultation and having considered all 
options, to make any necessary changes to subscription 
rates that will enable us to achieve our objective of having 
£2m in the Fighting Fund by 2020.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A35 
R&C Liverpool Branch (200136)

The NEC produce a report each year summarising what work 
they have done each year just before conference begins.

Members and reps can sift through these reports for 
feedback or ask for an update

throughout the year on a particular motion that was 
important to them but the Annual

report can be very vague and lack in detail.
In response to the above, this conference instructs the 

NEC to create any easily
accessible database where members and Reps can access 

regular updates on individual Motions important to them.
A database would make the work PCS does more visible 

to members.
One of the issues we have when recruiting, is that people 

don’t see the work that we do day to day. One way to tackle 
this, would be for communication Reps to issue regular 
newsletters locally, containing updates from the NEC.

An easily accessible database would make this 
possible throughout the year not just around the time of 
Conference. It would also encourage transparency of the 
work being carried out by the NEC.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell
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A36 
National Executive Committee

Conference notes that the government’s austerity agenda 
has created a stressful and debilitating working environment 
on our members. Pay restraint, draconian attendance and 
sickness management policies, increased pressure on staff 
to deliver with less, lack of career development and job 
insecurity is having a damaging effect on staff. 
This	is	reflected	in	the	mental	health	crisis	that	has	

developed in the Civil Service where we are witnessing over 
25% of sickness absences recorded as mental health related 
– this is more than double the average. Our reps in the 
workplace have felt all the same effects of austerity as our 
members however with attacks on facility time, the effects 
are compounded further as many of our reps are having to 
do more union work in their own time, cutting into vital 
social	and	family	time	that	is	beneficial	to	sustaining	good	
mental wellbeing, in response to an increase in personal 
cases and workload. 

Further analysis of the scale of the problem needs to 
be produced and a union campaign launched to reverse 
the damage done on our members by the government’s 
austerity agenda. 

Therefore, the NEC is instructed to prioritise the re-
establishment of a national Health and Safety Forum to: 

• Review and update existing Health and Safety materials/
resources for reps/website. 

• Mapping of existing Health and Safety structures and 
model agreements. 

• Update and review training for Health and Safety reps. 

• Inform and guide the development of model policies and 
guidance for employers and reps on health and safety. 

• Promote and expand the network of PCS Health & Safety 
reps. 

• Develop a trade union response to the mental health 
crisis in the Civil Service to include: 

1 Commission a report from Keele University to identify 
trends and risks associated with an unhealthy workforce 
with recommendations on solutions. 

2 2. Develop a trade union response to the mental health 
crisis in the Civil Service which wins membership backing 
and is linked to demands for extra investment to be 
found for pay and jobs in the Civil Service. 

3 Work with sympathetic politicians and the wider trade 
union movement on  publicising and building support for 
this work.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A37 
R&C Liverpool Branch (200136)

This conference notes that although PCS focuses on the 
benefits	of	being	part	of	a	campaigning	union,	we	cannot	
afford not to use every tool at our disposal to recruit 
members at every grade.

Conference believes that members and potential 
members would welcome training provided by PCS in topics 
such as competencies and interview skills. This would also 
raise	the	profile	of	the	Union	and	encourage	recruitment	
and retention.

The NEC are therefore instructed to organise training 
events such as competency based workshops and interview 
skills workshops, particularly focusing on strategic sites 
where there has been substantial staff recruitment.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A38 
BEIS London South (041205)

This conference notes that the current system for receiving 
legal advice and case support is not well tailored to the 
demands placed on PCS reps. It is often necessary to get 
legal and other support quickly. This can often be required 
within 24 hours and in a large number of cases within 5 days.

This conference instructs the incoming NEC to review 
its provision of legal and casework services. This review 
should follow guidance from branches and representatives 
who have experience of personal cases and a new, more 
appropriate, set of KPIs and processes should be developed 
through meaningful consultation with branches. These 
should then be introduced as soon as possible.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A39
R&C South Wales (200102)

With regards to referring branch reps for training courses, 
the current process asks the holder of the role to pass on 
information	from	regional	office	and	then	fill	in	spaces	in	
pre-organised events. What we have encountered in the 
branch has been breakdowns in communication between 
branch	and	regional	offices.

This has meant that reps are lucky if the training course 
they	need	is	offered	in	a	timely	manner	and	then	we	find	
that they may not have the chance to consolidate that 
learning effectively. 

The reps are at the coal face and should know their 
needs better than somebody who works in a completely 
different part of a town, city or even a county.  

When courses are only available via college tutors they 
are provided at a cost to PCS as a whole. This might not 
be the most effective way to meet our members training 
needs and the branch believes that all branches should 
have	a	training	officer	within	the	branch	committee	and	
all	training	officers	should	have	the	opportunity	to	develop	
their coaching and mentoring skills up to the level of lay 
tutors should they desire.  

This motion instructs the ADC to ensure that all branches 
take control of what reps need training and what training 
reps need and all reps should be trained up to this minimum 
standard. 

It is the role of the local branch to feed into the regional 
PCS training plan. 
It	is	then	for	Regional	office	to	implement	these	training	

needs. 
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It	also	instructs	the	ADC	to	ensure	that	training	officers	
are offered the opportunity to be trained as a lay tutor 
should they wish to develop their role and get the 
accreditation that goes with the position.  

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A40 
HO Gatwick Airport (026218)

Gatwick & Newhaven Branch (aka HO Gatwick Airport) have 
seen many members have their pay reduced through no 
fault of their own, as long term sickness has meant that 
they have been unable to attend work for long periods of 
time, with the impact starting at just 60 days, when their 
shift pay stops. This then adds further burdens and worry for 
members already in distress. When we approached central 
PCS to see if there was assistance that could be given to 
these members, we were told that the only fund available 
for	members	in	financial	hardship	was	when	it	was	due	to	
Industrial action. However Rule 9.10 states that “there shall 
be a benevolent service available to members, funded from 
the General Fund”  for various situations including “during 
sickness or incapacity”. 
Other	Unions	in	the	Gatwick	area	offer	financial	help	

for their members who have had their pay affected by 
sickness, and this has attracted potential members to these 
alternatives who do not, in most other ways, serve their 
members as well as PCS. So an enforcement of Rule 9.10 
would	not	only	benefit	members	in	need,	but	would	also	
benefit	the	PCS	as	a	whole	by	giving	another	reason	to	
attract potential members into this Union.

So, this Conference instructs the NEC to, either, ensure 
that the existing Benevolent Service fund is made available 
to	help	members	who	suffer	financial	hardship	because	
time off with sickness has led to a reduction in their pay 
(affecting both their shift pay, if applicable, and basic pay), 
or, if this current fund is no longer appropriate for that then 
they are to set up a new fund that will help these members, 
with	a	structure	that	will	decide	how	much	financial	help	
is given to individual members, and for how long, and 
whether this is to be a general rule, or decided on a case-
by-case basis, and where the funding will come from (e.g. 
an increase in member subscriptions). This structure to be 
set up over the next 6 months, and the fund to be in place 
by 2019 Conference. 

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

6. POLITICAL 
STRATEGY

A41
National Executive Committee 

Conference notes the 2017 general election returned an 
unstable Tory minority government, propped up by the 
DUP, which has continued to attack public services, public 
sector workers, working class communities and the most 
vulnerable in our society.

Conference notes the higher-than-expected vote for 
Labour in the general election based on “For the Many Not 
the	Few”	manifesto,	reflecting	Jeremy	Corbyn	and	John	
McDonnell’s advocacy of policies in line with longstanding 
PCS policies and industrial demands. Under that manifesto, 
the Labour leadership now support:
a) A return to national pay bargaining in the civil service 

and related bodies
b) A fair taxation system and investment in HMRC resources
c) Taking public utilities, private rail companies and the 

Royal Mail back into public ownership
d) Repealing anti-union legislation and increasing workers’ 

rights 
e) Repealing	benefits	cuts	and	scrapping	sanctions
f) Secure homes for all including building 100,000 new 

council/social housing
g) Keeping the Land Registry public
h) End the public sector pay cap and introduce £10 per 

hour living wage
i) Statutory rights for union equalities reps
j) Sectoral collective bargaining with trade unions
k) Invest in public services and the public sector workforce 

including more civil service workers.

Conference further notes the widespread opposition to 
the Tories’ cuts and privatisation agenda by campaigning 
groups and trade unions through industrial and political 
action, and Corbyn and McDonnell’s support for such action 
including attending PCS protests.

Conference agrees that, notwithstanding the different 
political structures in Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland, the election of a UK Labour Government under the 
leadership and policies of McDonnell and Corbyn is in the 
interest of PCS members.

Conference notes last year our intervention at the general 
election was determined by Motions A304 and A305 carried 
at ADC 2017. The overall political strategy the NEC took in 
the short period running up to the general election included 
“allowing as much support to Labour Party candidates as is 
allowable under the current PCS policy”. Approval was given 
to branches to support 91 Labour candidates. 

Conference recognises that the 2017 approach has its 
limitations and that it is now not enough to operate a 
national political strategy based on only local support for 
candidates. We must now develop an effective political 
strategy for the next general election that involves advancing 
our industrial agenda through national union support for a 
Corbyn led Labour government. Our overall political strategy 
remains one of active engagement with government and 
opposition	politicians	of	all	parties	in	order	to	influence	
policies that promote the interests of our members. 

Conference instructs the NEC to conduct a widespread 
consultation with branches, groups, regions, nation 
committees, sector associations and equalities committees 
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on the means by which we can increase our support for 
a campaign to get a Corbyn & McDonnell-led UK Labour 
government elected.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A42 
Covers E212
DWP North and Outer East London Branch (047033)
MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

Conference notes PCS Branches recommended PCS 
members vote for less than 100 Labour candidates at the 
General Election of 2017.

Conference believes that some General election results 
may have been different if PCS Branches had recommended 
Labour candidates in their area.

Conference further notes that last year’s Conference policy 
in relation to recommending Labour candidates does not take 
account of parliamentary by-elections and local elections.

This Conference instructs the NEC to allow Branches to 
support Labour candidates in parliamentary by-elections 
and local elections through a similar process as adopted 
by last year’s Conference in relation to General election 
candidates.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

7. ORGANISING AND 
STRUCTURES

A43 
National Executive Committee

Conference	notes	that	after	significant	year	on	year	falls	in	
membership caused by job cuts and the removal of check-
off, in 2017 our membership level has stabilised. In 2017 
branches stepped up their organising efforts to reduce the 
loss in membership to less than 3,000, and deliver a brilliant 
result in the consultative pay ballot. 

The 2018 national organising strategy is intended to 
build on the progress made in 2017, and put activism, 
recruitment and diversity at the heart of a plan to revitalise 
the union.

Conference welcomes the adoption by the NATIONAL 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE of our next three year strategic 
objectives which can be summarised as; building, growing 
and winning:
1 Growth in membership: 200,000 members by 2020 
2 Organising strength: increasing density, reps, and 

member participation

3 Financial objectives: budget surplus and £2m in the 
fighting	fund	by	2020	

4 Key industrial objectives: 
a) Breaching the 1% pay cap in the public sector, fair pay 

increases in the private sector
b) A properly resourced public sector with job security 

agreements 
c) Progress on national bargaining in the civil service, and 

on the right to unionise and be covered by collective 
bargaining in private sector organisations, founded on 
strong workplace organisation

These objectives are at the heart of the 2018 National 
Organising Strategy, which sets out a clear three year plan 
to build and grow the union, so that we can win for our 
members. 

Conference endorses the 2018 national organising strategy.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A44
National Executive Committee  

Conference notes that our union has a diverse membership 
and believes that PCS must continue to take a principled 
and active stance on matters of equality and inclusion. 

Conference notes that, while 60% of PCS members are 
women, 44% of workplace reps, 41% of BEC members, 36% 
of	GEC	officers,	33%	of	ADC	delegates	and	39%	of	ordinary	
NEC members are women.

Conference notes that improving the representation 
of women in our structures would form an important 
part of the process of making PCS become a stronger, 
more representative and democratic union. Increased 
participation and representation of women, alongside 
other equality groups, is an important part of our focus on 
collective workplace strength, particularly in an external 
climate more hostile to trade unions, including the 
reduction in facility time, and to gender equality.

Conference notes the work underway on a range of 
issues	about	awareness,	training,	confidence	building,	
concerns about the timings and locations of meetings, 
better more targeted communications and on-line 
networking with the aim that our activist structures 
become representative of the diversity of our membership, 
including women. Conference believes that this ‘bottom 
up’ approach to equality and inclusion assists our organising 
objective of increasing our workplace strength.

Conference further believes that, whilst not a panacea, 
specific	measures	to	improve	the	representation	of	women	in	
our structures would complement and reinforce work to build 
participation at the workplace, sending the correct signals to 
all parts of the union and encouraging our organising efforts. 
Conference	confirms	that	any	measures	taken	must	preserve	
the principle of all members voting for all NEC members.

Conference instructs the NEC to:
1 Conduct a widespread consultation, including with 

branches and encouraging women at all levels of the 
union to respond, on the proposal that rule changes are 
made that ensure that at least 50% of the ordinary NEC 
seats	are	filled	by	women	candidates.

2 Step up its work to remove barriers to the participation 
of women in the activities of the union at workplace, 
branch and group levels in line with the union’s equality 
& inclusion strategy and include this work in the 
consultation.
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 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A45
R&C Edinburgh (200037)

That this Conference notes that since early October, some 
of the biggest names in arts and entertainment have been 
involved in a Hollywood sexual harassment exposé, which 
resulted in individuals across the globe sharing experiences 
of the serious, objectifying and very real harassment they 
have faced, and continue to face. We commend the bravery 
of the people who have spoken out against harassment in 
their respective lines of work and stand together with them.

Conference notes that no organisation is exempt from 
potential sexual harassment, or any form of harassment, 
and conference wants to ensure that PCS have the 
appropriate protocols in place to deal with all accusations 
of harassment.

PCS Protocol is well intentioned, but the scope of the 
protocol as worded only extends to formal Union Events and 
Social Activities, and the process for raising and resolving an 
incident without recourse to a formal complaint under rule 
is	somewhat	woolly,	relying	to	a	significant	extent	upon	the	
discretion	of	the	“Contact	Officer”,	a	role	for	which	there	is	
no training provided.

The Rule 10 proceedings within the protocol are valid 
and have their place, however the Rule 10 instructs the 
NEC to review a complaint and a complainant may not feel 
comfortable in doing this, for a number of reasons.  

Under Rule 10 proceedings it states that any complaint 
should	be	made	in	writing	to	the	general	secretary’s	office.	
This may inhibit individuals from raising concerns, due to it 
being within the rules and not readily available as part of 
the protocol. 

This conference instructs the NEC to review the current 
PCS	harassment	protocol	to	ensure	that	it	is	fit	for	purpose	
and that anyone making a complaint, or any individual 
that has a complaint made against them, can have full 
confidence	in	the	process.

The review should consider the following, but not be 
limited to:

• How does an individual make a complaint?

• Who deals with any complaints?

• Support for individuals making a complaint.

• Support for individuals where a complaint has been made 
against them.

• Consider any barriers that may prevent someone making 
a complaint and how they can be addressed.

• Whether the current protocols are appropriate and fully 
comprehensive.

• As part of the NEC review, it will do the following, but 
not be limited to:

• A consultation with reps, branches and equality groups 
on the above points.

• Set	up	a	method	for	reps	to	confidentially	report	any	
experiences of harassment and requesting that they 
explain,	in	confidence,	what	stopped	them	reporting	it	
previously.

• Consult with outside organisations with regards to safe 
reporting of harassment.
The review should be completed within six months 

the close of conference, with the NEC response and any 
recommendation being made available to branches within 
due time for possible follow-up motions to ADC 2019.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A46 
Atos IT Services Glasgow (160004)

This conference welcomes the introduction of the Private 
Sector Forum which the union organised in November 2017 
which included reps from the commercial sector, private 
sector, civil service and public sector. 

This conference believes that such a forum is vital to 
ensure that reps right across the union can meet, discuss 
and agree priorities for their respective members.

Conferences recognises that representing the needs 
of all union members is a necessity, as not only they face 
having to negotiate with a variety of employers that are 
in competition with one another, but with the commercial 
and private sectors the aim of their employers is to make 
a	profit	for	their	companies	and	shareholders	–	rather	than	
improving employment conditions and wage standards for 
our members. This is a different aim for members in the civil 
service who provide a service for the public without the aim 
of	the	need	to	being	profitable.

Conference agrees

• That the private sector forum should be an annual event 
supported by PCS 

• To build relationships between public sector members 
and private sector members in PCS branches.

• To encourage involvement of private sector members 
in PCS structures where those members are delivering 
public services for departments.

• To encourage joint working between public and private 
sector members on issues like campaigning, recruitment 
or disputes.

• Members employed on public sector contracts work 
together to make sure the interests of all workers are 
defended and improved.

• To hold a private sector forum once a year and invite 
both private and public sector delegates. 

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A47
National Executive Committee

Conference notes that a requirement of the Trade Union Act 
2016 was to amend the union’s political fund rules. 

Under the new provisions of the 2016 Act anyone joining 
PCS from 1 March 2018 cannot be required to contribute 
to the political fund unless they have given their notice of 
willingness to contribute to the fund through an opt-in notice. 
Conference	notes	that	the	Act	specified	that	new	rules	

had	to	be	approved	by	the	Certification	Officer	by	1	March	
2018. 

Conference notes that, given the statutory requirements, 
the NEC adopted new political rules under the provisions of 
PR15(c).

Conference notes that the union received legal advice 
that	the	new	rules	must	follow	the	Certification	Officer’s	
model rules closely. However, rule C.4 in the rule book was 
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added	to	the	model	rules,	and	agreed	by	the	Certification	
Officer,	given	its	prominence	in	the	union’s	debates	and	
current policy:

No payments shall be made from the fund in respect of 
the	affiliation	by	the	union	to	any	political	party,	save	where	
such	affiliation	has	been	approved	by	the	members	of	the	
union in a ballot held in accordance with the union’s rules.

Conference approves the decision of the NEC to adopt 
new Political Fund rules as set out on the PCS website and 
in	branch	briefing	28/18.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A48
R&C Cumbernauld (200027)

This Conference notes that the imposition of restrictions 
on facilities time for health and safety representatives goes 
against the requirements of the Health and Safety at Work 
Act 1974 and the European Framework Directive, and 
reflects	the	ongoing	attacks	of	successive	Conservative-led	
Governments working to diminish the power of trade unions 
and the protection offered by health and safety legislation. 
This comes despite the fact that health and safety 
representatives save companies throughout the UK almost 
£200 million every year, with those workplaces having a 
24% lower injury rate than non-unionised workplaces and 
around 50% fewer serious accidents.

Since 2010 the Coalition and Conservative Governments 
have cut state funding of the Health and Safety Executive 
(HSE) by over 40 percent, conducted three reviews to 
investigate health and safety regulation, made it much 
more	difficult	for	workers	to	claim	compensation	following	
workplace injury, and have reduced the reporting 
requirements under the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases, 
and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations. Many within the 
Conservative party have called for the abolition of the 
Health and Safety Executive and, with the assent of both 
the Deregulation Act and the Social Action, Responsibility, 
and Heroism Act in 2015, it is clear that the essential health 
and safety protections once afforded by legislation are now 
being constantly eroded.

The introduction of the Trade Union Bill continues 
attempts to diminish the effectiveness of health and 
safety representatives with TUC Head of Safety, Hugh 
Robertson, stating “time off given to union health and 
safety representatives to perform their functions is not, and 
never has been, facility time. However, the Trade Union 
Bill	specifically	includes	the	time	taken	by	union	health	
and safety representatives as facility time. A more careful 
reading shows that what they are proposing is one of the 
most dangerous and divisive moves against health and 
safety representatives we have ever seen”.

This Conference instructs the NEC to vigorously defend 
the rights of health and safety representatives and to better 
support health and safety representatives by: 

• Lobbying	Parliament	to	fight	against	all	weakening	
amendments to health and safety legislation affecting 
PCS members

• Working with other unions and the TUC, along with 
campaign organisations including hazards centres UK 
wide, to build a robust defence of the health and safety 
of workers

• Communicating clear escalation routes for Members and 
Reps to report health and safety concerns and to obtain 
competent advice on health and safety issues

• Providing additional PCS health and safety resources 
including printed materials, posters, and electronic 
resources

• Offering an increased presence for PCS health and safety 
representatives at UK Hazards Conference

• Reconvening and maintaining meetings of the PCS 
National Health and Safety Forum.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A49
National Executive Committee

This	conference	recognises	there	is	a	staffing	and	
organisational crisis that has developed in the Civil 
Service. Compounded by years of pay restraint, chronic 
underfunding, increased workloads and less managerial 
support, the pressure on professional and middle / senior 
manager grades to deliver an effective level of public 
service	has	significantly	increased.

Our union needs to reach out to the 30-35,000 potential 
PMA members in the Civil Service with our message, 
bargaining agenda and communications.

Members in grade HEO and above and those with 
specialisms or line management support will need the 
support of the union like never before. It is in our interests 
to make links with this section of the workforce and ensure 
we are taking up their issues and developing a trade union 
response.

We congratulate the work done so far in developing the 
PMA Forum and our interventions at Civil Service Live where 
we had access to around 12,000 potential recruits to our 
union. 

We congratulate the PMA News which continues to 
provide vital information covering important issues such as 
PMR, dealing with domestic abuse and the menopause. 

Conference instructs the NEC to build on this work by:

• Ensuring all groups and national branches are encouraged 
to nominate a representative for the PMA Forum. 

• Developing a strategy to ensure a copy of the PMA news 
is placed in the hands of all PMA members and branches. 

• Widely	promoting	the	benefits	of	PMA	membership,	
including the PMA Learning offer. 

• In conjunction with the regional committee, set up 
specific	PMA	network	groups	which	would	organise	
regular PMA activity to build and encourage membership 
involvement. 

• Following ADC 2018, a survey of all PCS members 
graded HEO and above is carried out identifying key 
issues affecting PMA members, what structures should 
be in place to encourage involvement and what 
communications they would like to see from the union. 

• Develop a trade union charter for PMA members by the 
end of 2018.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell
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A50 
SG Edinburgh Leith (038008)

Currently PCS Young Members (YMs) are under 27, but 
the	age	profile	of	our	union	and	the	wider	civil	service	
is changing. Recent statistics show the number of civil 
servants under 30 has decreased by 20% over the last 25 
years. In 2015, only 5% of all trade union members were 
aged 16 to 24, and 18% were aged 25 to 34.

This upper age limit of 27 means we’re losing out on 
opportunities to recruit more YMs and encourage them to 
become union activists. 

We need to raise the age limit for PCS YMs to 30, for the 
following reasons: 

• Members aged 27-30 face similar issues to those under  
27,	i.e.	fixed	term	contracts,	affordable	housing,	student	
debt etc.

• YMs	benefit	from	many	opportunities	to	be	active	in	PCS	
– the YMs Network, standing as a YMs rep, setting up a 
local YMs  Network.

• Many	YMs	become	activists	due	to	the	influence	and	
involvement in YMs networks,  campaigns and events. 

• Increasing the age limit would open up YMs opportunities 
to many more people, and give current members three 
extra	years	of	these	benefits.

• YMs have a voice at the National YMs Committee, and  
direct engagement with the TUC , STUC, WTUC, and 
ITUC.

• Internal members structures, support and networks must 
reflect	the	increasing	age	of	both	civil	servants	and	trade	
union members – in alignment with other unions YM age 
limit: i.e. RMT<30,   and BECTU<35. 

• Broadening the young membership will ensure that as 
many YMs as possible  are active  in PCS.   

We need to act now -young  workers, and YMs in the civil 
service are vital to future- proof both our union and of the 
trade union movement -   but the more we can recruit and 
get active, the stronger we will be in years to come.

Conference agrees to raise the upper age limit for YMs 
from 27 to 30 years of age.  Conference instructs the 
NEC and the YMs network to take all necessary action to 
ensure this happens,  including amendment of the YMs 
Constitution.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A51
DWP Somerset (047099)

This Conference is mindful of the progressive increase in 
retirement age and the abolition of compulsory retirement 
at any age.

The number of working members in this higher age 
group will be on the increase and such members are likely 
to have age related conditions and particular needs and 
circumstances.

It resolves that a new members section, to be known 
as “Senior  Members Section” open to working members 
60 and over , be created on parallel lines to the existing 
“Young Members Section” and instructs the NEC to effect 
all consequential and organisational changes to facilitate 
and enable the same.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A52 
R&C Bootle Taxes Branch (200006)

This	Annual	Delegate	Conference	notes	that,	while	office	
closures and the subsequent job losses must be opposed 
strongly wherever they arise, the programme of shrinking 
the estate of our employers looks set to continue over 
the foreseeable future. With the merging of workplaces 
will, in some cases, come the issue of the PCS branches 
representing those workplaces, with new buildings not 
covered by any particular branch receiving members from 
other branches. This leaves members in a work place 
without a branch set up. Forming new branches, when 
there might only be a small percentage of the eventual staff 
of	the	building	in	place	at	first,	will	lead	to	issues	as	other	
members join in that workplace.

This conference believes that the best solution in these 
circumstances are for the branches involved in the new 
office	locations	to	meet	together	to	agree	a	plan	of	action	
for a new, merged branch, rather than dissolve existing 
branches and risk losing experience reps and activists. The 
branches should agree interim arrangements for positions 
until the next election cycle.

Conference instructs the NEC to put together supporting 
materials and guidance to assist branches who are in this 
position and to intervene where, for whatever reason, 
branches in this situation aren’t engaged in this process.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A53
R&C West Mercia (200149)

The NEChas already committed to review representing 
its membership through consideration of reserved seat 
by hearing it at ADC 2010. The NEC has visible and clear 
representation on grounds of gender and race (although 
these may not be perfectly representative of wider PCS 
membership) but it does not have such clear and visible 
committee members in other protected characteristics 
such as disability, sexual orientation, gender identity and 
trans members, and young members. ADC calls for the 
NEC to produce a mechanism to ensure that where no 
self-declaring visible candidate is elected to the NEC in any 
of the protected characteristics that in working with PCS 
national equality structures that these member’s voices are 
heard. NEC to report back on mechanism by ADC 2019 
for rules to be amended to facilitate this mechanism in 
elections 2020.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell
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A54 
BEIS London South (041205)

In 2017 the Government commissioned Sir Matthew Taylor 
to undertake a review of the gig economy. The terms of 
reference of the review fell far short and ensured that any 
recommendations were limited in value and scope for 
workers. The review did not include the vast amounts of 
sub-contracted workers, working on precarious and poor 
contracts, in the public sector, including the civil service.

Across the UK precarious workers and trade unionists 
have been agitating, educating and organising together 
to	fight	and	win	for	better	terms	and	conditions.	It	is	
notable that Government is a huge employer of many of 
these workers, through sub-contracted services (cleaners, 
catering, security, porters, etc.). 

Conference calls of the NEC to recruit and assign 
dedicated organising resources to unionise, and where 
workers wish, launch a campaign led by the workers, with 
focus on Whitehall, calling for the following demands:
a) Recognition of PCS Union with contractors;
b) Terms and conditions comparable to the civil service;
c) Minimum wages set at the Living Wage Foundation’s 

Living Wage; and
d) Commitment from the employer that services and 

workers will be brought back in house.  

Further, Conference calls on the NEC to establish a 
network of Branch activists across Whitehall that will 
assist	in	coordinating	action	and	raising	the	profile	of	the	
campaign with staff and members, and seeking solidarity. 

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A55 
MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

Conference welcomes the fact the membership levels of 
ARMs is increasing and notes that many of their members 
are retired activists with skills and experience that can and 
should, be utilised by PCS in appropriate areas.

Conference accepts it is not appropriate for ARMs 
members to serve on BECs/NECs/GECs because decisions 
concerning pay and conditions of service and industrial 
action, for example, should lie with the members affected 
by and expected to take that action - not by those retired 
who	cannot	take	official	industrial	action.	Conference	
accepts ARMs member can already attend their Branch 
AGMs and speak with permission of the Branch (but not 
propose or second or amend a motion) or vote (PCS 
National Supplementary Rule 3.8. refers).

However, there must be a number of areas/tasks ARMs 
members can support Branches/Groups the NEC/PCS 
National	organisation	with	that	do	not	conflict	with	PCS	
National Supplementary Rule 3.8.

Conference Instructs the NEC to commission a review, in 
liaison with ARMs, of services ARMs members might be able 
to undertake to put to Branch AGMs ready for discussion 
and the submission of motions and any necessary rule 
changes to ADC 2019.

Such a review to also cover the question of what travel and 
subsistence or other remuneration they may be able to claim 
without incurring tax liabilities or affecting their pension.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A56 Falls if any rules motion between A24 – 
A29 is carried

MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

Conference notes that PCS moved to a system of adopting 
reserved	seats	for	2	members	defining	as	from	a	black	racial	
group (A46/2003) from a previous position of a reserved 
seat for one such member on the NEC despite there being 
no evidence that PCS members voting in our NEC elections, 
were so racially prejudiced that such a rule was necessary 
and despite election results consistently showing the NEC 
had BME members in the later days of CPSA under right 
wing leadership, and every year of the NEC since the 
creation of PCS under left wing leadership. Black members 
on the NEC have comfortably got their seats without ever 
needing the reserved seats rule and we are proud of that. 
With a reduced membership, an ageing membership, the 
loss	of	long	serving	activists,	with	most	BECs	having	unfilled	
vacancies it is not the case that branches are preventing 
members from demographic groups such as BAME, LGBT, 
women, young members, disabled, to name a few, have 
any problems getting elected to BECs or even GECs or NECs 
(unless they are independents that is).

The door is wide open to any members from any groups 
with protected characteristics becoming involved in PCS 
activity and PCS continually encourages members from 
under represented groups to get involved. The problem was 
caused partly by a declining membership, fewer organised 
active branches, mass apathy and cuts in Facility Time  -  
not prejudice of PCS members or activists.

Conference therefore does not agree we need any more 
reserved seat positions for any group unless clear evidence 
is presented that in the PCS union any group is actively 
barred from getting involved in their Branch, Region, 
GroupNEC by virtue of their protected characteristic.

Reserved seats in PCS imply our membership are 
prejudiced against the group/s for which reserved seats are 
advocated and will not vote for members of a particular 
protected characteristic. There has never been any evidence 
presented that proves this is the case.

Conference instructs the NEC to cease pursuing further 
reserved seats at National or Group levels unless an 
evidenced motion to Conference argues for this citing 
clear prejudice by PCS members to the level it will stop any 
candidate of a group with a protected characteristic from 
being elected without a reserved seat/s. In 2018 today’s 
PCS does not need a tokenistic practice from the 1980s.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell
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8. INTERNATIONAL

A57
R&C Leeds & District (200056)

This union conference notes:
1 The arrest of 16 year old Palestinian, Ahed Tamimi, by 

the Israeli military. She is charged with assault after she 
slapped an Israeli soldier. Ahed could face years in prison.

2 The slapped soldier is believed to have shot Ahed’s 15 
year old cousin Muhammed Fadel Tamimi in the face.

3 Musaab Firas Tamimi, 17, (also a relative of Ahed) was 
since shot and killed on Wednesday 3 January by Israeli 
occupation forces.

4 ‘Israel is the only country in the world that systematically 
prosecutes children in military courts  -  between 500 
and 700 each year. The Israel Prison Service revealed that 
an average of 204 Palestinian children have been held 
in custody every month since 2012.’ (Palestine Solidarity 
Campaign).

5 Ill-treatment in the Israeli military detention system 
remains ‘widespread, systematic, and institutionalised 
throughout the process’. These were the conclusions 
of the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF) report  ‘ Children 
in Israeli Military Detention Observations and 
Recommendations ‘ . (Palestine Solidarity Campaign)

6 Palestinian children as young as 12 are routinely:

• Taken from their homes at gunpoint in night-time raids 
by soldiers.

• Blindfolded, bound and shackled.

• Interrogated without a lawyer or relative being present 
and with no audio-visual recording.

• Put	into	solitary	confinement.	
• Forced to sign confessions (often in Hebrew – a 

language they do not understand). (Palestine Solidarity 
Campaign) 

This union conference resolves:
1 To campaign for the release of Ahed Tamimi and all 

Palestinian child prisoners
2 To circulate the PSC newssheet ‘Palestinian Children in 

Israeli Detention’
3 To circulate the PSC petition: http://palestinecampaign.

iparlsetup.com/petition/childprisoners
4 To support protests called over this issue.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A58
MOJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)

Conference notes that more than 11,000 civilians have 
been killed or injured in Yemen since the Saudi-led coalition 
began its campaign of airstrikes almost two years ago. 
Amnesty International has presented the UK government 
with credible evidence that UK-made weapons are among 
those killing Yemeni civilians. Yet the UK continues to supply 

the coalition and Saudi Arabia in particular, with arms risking 
complicity in war crimes.

This conference instructs the NEC to ask the TUC to lobby 
the UK Government;

• To immediately suspend all arms transfers to Saudi Arabia 
until there is no longer a substantial risk they could be 
used for serious violations of international humanitarian 
and	human	rights	law	in	the	Yemen	conflict

• Condemn	the	use	of	cluster	munitions	in	this	conflict	
and urge Saudi Arabia to accede to the International 
Convention on Cluster Munitions and destroy its 
remaining stocks of cluster munitions 

• Call for an independent international investigation 
into violations of human rights and humanitarian law 
committed	by	all	sides	to	the	conflict.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A59
DCLG/Headquarters National Branch (141802)

This Conference agrees that the ‘Islamic Republic of Iran’ is 
a brutal regime which has persistently violated democratic 
rights, arrests and tortures opponents, and represses free 
trade unionism and attempts by workers to organise and 
strike in defence of their living standards. 

Conference notes:

• The popular protests which erupted in Iran on 28 
December and that, irrespective of the machinations of 
the different regime factions and the political differences 
amongst demonstrators, the demands for democratic 
rights and for better living standards were central to the 
demonstrations;

• The workers strikes and protests, such as the Haft Tapeh 
sugar cane workers’ strikes in December and February.

• That on Monday 29 January 2018 a number of brave 
women	defied	Iran’s	morality	police	by	taking	off	their	
head scarves and waving them around on sticks in 
imitation of, and tribute to, the woman who, on 27 
December 2017, climbed on top of an electricity box in 
Tehran’s Revolution Avenue and similarly waved her scarf.

Conference instructs the NEC to:

• Seek links with and provide moral and material support 
to Iranian trade unions;

• Publicise as widely as possible our Union’s solidarity with 
all workers, socialists and democrats who have and 
will stand up to the Iranian regime and the employers 
in defence of living standards, democratic rights and 
individual freedoms.

• Seek the unequivocal support of the TUC and Labour 
Party leadership in demanding that the Iranian regime 
releases all political and trade union prisoners; ceases its 
harassment and repression of trade unionists, trade union 
leaders and striking and protesting workers; and allows 
freedom of association. 

• Oppose Western military threats to and economic 
sanctions on Iran.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell
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A60
MOJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)

The Nazarbayev dictatorship in Kazakhstan has lasted for 
well over 20 years now since the collapse of the USSR. It 
consists of a small layer around the president who has raked 
off the wealth of the country. Their privileged position is 
protected by all the familiar methods of a police state. Real 
trade	unions,	which	fight	for	workers’	rights	and	decent	
wages and conditions, are illegal. Tame unions run by state 
loyalists are of no use to the mass of workers who are 
wracked by threats to their jobs and living standards.

In 2011 a nine months long oil-workers strike in the 
area of Zhanaozen was drowned in blood by an attack of 
state forces on a peaceful gathering. More than 70 people 
were killed and many more injured. Since then there have 
been important battles, but workers who try to organise 
and protest are harassed and threatened with dismissal. 
Protests are regularly punished with summary imprisonment. 
Lawyers, human rights activists and writers who voice their 
opposition to the regime are held for years in prison on 
trumped up charges and in atrocious conditions.

Campaign Kazakhstan has campaigned on these issues 
and has the backing of a number of political and trade 
union	figures.	It	fights	for	basic	democratic	rights	and	for	
genuine, free and fair elections. Nazarbayev was elected 
president in April 2015 with 97% of the vote. No genuine 
opposition was allowed and government employees were 
compelled to go to vote for him on pain of losing their jobs.

Campaign Kazakhstan has been set up with the aim of 
coordinating world-wide condemnation of the regime and 
the international corporations who collaborate with it. It 
also	seeks	maximum	support	for	those	who	are	fighting	
back – most prominent among them, Ainur Kurmanov and 
Esenbek Ukteshbayev, prime targets of the state, and Vadim 
Kuramshin, imprisoned lawyer and human rights activist 
supporting the striking oil workers of west Kazakhstan.

This Conference agrees:
1 That PCS gives full support to Campaign Kazakhstan 

including building links with activists and campaigning 
independent unions in Kazakhstan and gives whatever 
practical assistance in terms of disseminationg material, 
publicising the campaign throughout the movement and 
sponsoring campaign activity.

2 That PCS makes a donation to Campaign Kazakhstan, 
organises a solidarity visit to Kazakhstan, donates money 
towards organising genuine trade unions (within the 
strictures	of	the	union’s	current	financial	situation)	and	
circulates news about the country and about special 
appeals in its publications.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

9. SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC

A61
Covers E235 – E236
National Executive Committee 
BEIS Scotland & North of England  (041215)

Conference welcomes the approach to Brexit 
negotiations outlined by Jeremy Corbyn which stated that 
Labour’s priority was to get the best deal for people’s jobs, 
living standards and the economy, rejecting any race to 
the bottom in workers’ rights, environmental safeguards, 
consumer protections or food safety standards, and 
guaranteeing existing rights for all EU nationals living in 
Britain.

Conference believes that, given the result of the 2016 
referendum, the union’s position on political and policy 
issues arising from Brexit must be determined by three main 
principles:
a) We will oppose all attempts to make workers pay the 

price of Brexit, including job losses in various sectors of 
the economy. 

b) The labour movement must argue for a response 
to Brexit to include a rejection of privatisation and 
a fundamental shift in economic policy involving 
investment in the economy and in public services, new 
employment and trade union rights, the renationalisation 
of railways, utilities and the Royal Mail, and bringing 
back in house civil and public services that have been 
so wastefully outsourced, as exposed by the Carillion 
collapse.

c) We will step up our work to promote international 
workers’ solidarity across Europe and the wider world, 
and to combat racism in all its forms.

We further note that the government have drawn up 
proposals on immigration that include measures to drive 
down the number migrants from Europe. Such proposals, 
promoted in the Tory supporting media, open the door to 
further increases in anti-immigrant sentiment and racism 
as witnessed in the 2016 referendum and its aftermath. 
ADC 2017 agreed that we must oppose the exploitation of 
migrant workers as cheap labour by seeking to organise all 
workers in trade unions, demanding collective bargaining 
with employers, and defending all workers’ rights.

Conference instructs the NEC to engage with the 
Brexit debate on the basis of the principles set out above 
and to build on our policy, determined at ADC 2017, to 
engage in anti-racist campaigning that promotes the 
benefits	of	migration	and	the	freedom	of	movement	of	
workers. Immigration does not lower wages and conditions. 
Predatory employers and a lack of trade union rights drives 
down wages and conditions.

Conference further instructs the NEC to:
1 actively support workers and their unions in any disputes 

which arise over job losses resulting from Brexit,
2 prioritise building international solidarity with unions 

across Europe,
3 step up our demands with the government for adequate 

resources for the civil service to deal with Brexit related 
issues, an end to outsourcing and privatisation, and to 
work with PCS to plan the Brexit process across the civil 
service, 

4 oppose Tory attempts to use Brexit to take back powers 
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from the devolved administrations,
5 continue to support members who are EU nationals,
6 support	members	who	would	benefit	from	continued	

membership of European-wide agencies.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A62
DSg South West (014500)

A referendum took place on 23 June 2016 with a view to 
deciding if the UK should leave the European Union (EU) or 
remain in the EU. After a divisive and ill-informed campaign, 
the result indicated that the UK should leave.

Since then many predictions have come true and it’s 
clear that the UK will be worse in all scenarios.

The incoming NEC is instructed to work with the 
parliamentary group to ensure:
1 A	final	referendum	takes	place,	once	the	electorate	is	

better informed about what they are voting for.
2 The franchise of the above referendum is expanded to 

include 16/17 year-olds, as was the case in the Scottish 
Independence referendum in 2014.

3 The franchise is returned to British citizens who have 
been living in the EU for more than 15 years, for this one 
occasion.

4 4. The franchise is expanded to include EU citizens living 
in the UK, who have contributed to the UK economy.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A63
Covers E237
National Executive Committee 
R&C Glasgow & Clyde HMRC & Valuation (200119)

Conference notes the continuing attacks on public sector 
pensions and believes that pressure from the government 
to	shift	away	from	defined	benefit	schemes	and	to	offer	
only	defined	contribution	schemes	entails	a	further	serious	
detriment. 

Conference believes that this policy will over time bring 
about a renewed threat to the future of the core Civil 
Service Pension Scheme.
Conference	reaffirms	that	the	administration	and	delivery	

of the civil service pension scheme should be carried out by 
civil servants and not outsourced in any form.
Conference	agrees	that	in	order	to	ensure	financial	

security in retirement PCS must resist all further 
encroachments on occupational pension provision and work 
to	restore	the	value	of	pension	benefits	for	which	members	
pay a much higher contribution and which have been 
eroded in recent years.
Conference	reaffirms	our	intention	to	explore	any	

campaigning or legal options to challenge the use of 
measures such as CPI which offer less protection against 
inflation	and	to	place	unfair	constraints	on	the	transitional	

protection relating to imposed changes which have cut 
pension	benefits.

Conference further agrees that PCS must work with the 
TUC, with other trade unions, and campaigning organisations 
such as the National Pensioners Convention (NPC) and 
Women Against State Pension Inequality (WASPI) to:
a) secure substantial improvements to the State Pension,
b) cancel any increase to the State Pension age above 65, 
c) compensate women who were affected by the speeding 

up of the move to a single pension age
d) put back in place a state backed scheme which can 

guarantee an underpinning pension of 70% of the living 
wage, an option for an affordable earnings related 
pension

e) e) extend the means by which our members can 
exercise the option to  buy additional state pension 
to compensate for Contracted Out Pension Equivalent 
(COPE) deductions. 

Conference instructs the NEC to:
1 keep	PCS	at	the	forefront	of	the	fight	for	security	and	

dignity in older age,
2 defend the civil service pension scheme and other public 

service pension schemes,
3 work with the opposition parties to advance the agenda 

of real improvements to the state pension scheme,
4 campaign to bring MyCSP back into the civil service.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A64
DWP Greater Glasgow (047076)

Conference notes the progress being made by the Scottish 
Government in respect of social security, using powers 
devolved from Westminster under the Scotland Act 2016. 
Conference broadly welcomes the stated intentions of the 
Scottish Government to create up to 3,000 civil service jobs 
in the new Social Security Agency by 2020, many of them 
in Dundee or Glasgow and others spread across Scotland.

Further announcements, that the amounts paid through 
devolved Maternity Grants, Funeral Payments and Carer’s 
Allowance will be increased, and that private contractors 
will not be involved in health assessments, are also to be 
welcome;	these	successes	reflect	the	hard	work	of	the	
union’s leadership, in concert with many other groups in 
opposing privatisation and continued austerity.  

Conference recognises the work done by PCS under 
the auspices of the Scottish Social Security Working Party 
(SSSWP). As well as negotiating directly with Scottish 
Government	officials	and	ministers	about	their	proposals	for	
the delivery of devolved social security, the Working Party 
has collaborated with DPAC to ensure claimant views are 
fully taken into account.

PCS has also involved members throughout DWP in 
Scotland in producing a report “The Future of Social 
Security in Scotland –views from within the system,” which 
drew on the views and experience of PCS members and 
which provided 6 key recommendations:

• Provide dignity through a decent “living wage” standard 
of living

• Ensure services are publicly delivered through the social 
security agency.

• Design a transparent, easy to understand system with 
choice of access.

• Provide staff with comprehensive training to allow them 
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to see issues through to resolution.

• IT systems need to be fully operational and effective 
from the outset

• Avoid replicating DWP management style in future social 
security delivery

• Conference endorses these recommendations and 
instructs the NEC to continue to work in partnership with 
the GECs of DWP and Scottish Government and with 
the PCS Scotland Committee to ensure the new Social 
Security	Agency	reflects	these	views.	

• Conference further instructs the NEC: 

• To continue to oppose the involvement of the private 
sector in the Work Programme-replacement in Scotland.

• To ensure that PCS members are considered for jobs in 
the new agency, that COSOP rules are applied where 
appropriate and that our members in other government 
departments, particularly those where surpluses are 
declared, are allowed to take opportunities in the new 
agency without any hindrance or detriment.

• To work with other unions, claimants groups and anti-
austerity forces in the on-going battle to improve social 
security in Scotland in line with the PCS report; the 
victories	above	are	a	first	step	only	and	much	more	must	
be done to return dignity, fairness and respect to the 
heart of our welfare system.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A65 General debate with A66

Covers E238 – E243
DWP Northumbria & Tyneside (047120)
CPS East Midlands and Eastern Branch (070010)

Conference notes the government’s retreats on some 
elements of their welfare agenda, thanks to the 
campaigning strength of PCS and our allies. These retreats 
include:

• Abolition of the 55p-per-minute charges for calling DWP 
helplines

• A slow-down in Universal Credit roll out

• Removal of the 7 days claimants must wait once they’ve 
made	their	claim	before	they	become	eligible	for	benefit.

In October 2017, the Commons voted by 299 votes to 
nil to pause the roll out of UC. Key among those who spoke 
were members of the PCS Parliamentary Group, who have 
worked with the union to highlight the failed IT projects, 
inadequate	staffing	and	cuts	that	are	at	the	heart	of	the	UC	
project. The government’s failure to plan for the transition 
from	Housing	Benefit	to	UC	has	resulted	in	people	going	
months without rent and has resulted in homelessness. As 
many as 60%, in some Housing Associations, have fallen into 
arrears as a result of the roll out of UC.

Meanwhile, Universal Credit has become the standard 
vehicle	for	sanctions,	for	the	benefit	cap,	for	the	end	of	
Work Related Activity payments for those with Limited 
Capability for Work and for the continued impoverishment 
of	those	under	25	who	face	lower	benefit	payments	and	
exclusion from certain kinds of UC allowances such as for 
housing. This has to stop.

Conference instructs the NEC to:

• Support the DWP group in its bargaining agenda with 
the employer to protect the interests of our members 
and	of	claimants	by	addressing	the	chronic	staffing	
shortages, failing IT systems, poor quality training and the 
transferring	of	housing	benefits	to	UC	payments	causing	

hardship and the risk of evictions

• Work with the PCS Parliamentary Group to propose 
legislation for a new emergency payment to supplement 
UC,	to	prevent	evictions	due	to	arrears	in	benefits	not	
being paid correctly or on time.

• Demand the right for UC claimants to be able to 
determine their own payment interval  -  instead of a 
system	that	waits	6	weeks	to	pay	the	first	instalment	and	
which	insists	on	monthly	payments	thereafter;	flexibility	
on this has been won in Scotland and could easily be 
extended to the whole of the UK.

• Fight for a massive expansion of the front-facing 
Jobcentre Plus network, as centres for tackling poverty 
and supporting people into employment, not as ‘sanction 
centres’ that under Tory plans will seek to hassle the 
unemployed, the too sick to work and those claiming 
in-work	benefits	such	as	the	tax	credits	components	of	
Universal Credit.

• Re-state our call for a moratorium on the roll out of UC 
and continue our campaign for a universal social security 
system	which	eliminates	the	Benefit	Cap,	sanctions,	lower	
payments for the under 25s, cuts to the Work Related 
Activity	Group	of	claimants	and	reverses	below-inflation	
rises	in	benefits.

Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A66 General debate with A65. Falls if A65  
is carried

Covers E244 – E246
DWP North Merseyside (047018)
DWP Bucks & Oxon (047108)

This conference notes that Universal Credit has been beset 
with IT failures and delays. 

The initial response of PCS, while not opposing UC 
wholesale, was to call for the removal of some of the 
anti claimant elements of UC including an end to in work 
sanctions, increased conditionality, monthly payments and 
the two child rule. 

However it is increasingly clear that the introduction 
of UC is being used by the Government as an excuse for 
introducing	cuts	to	the	total	benefit	bill	at	the	expense	
of unemployed and low paid workers and a number of 
organisations are now calling not for the suspension of UC 
but for its abolition. 

Conference believes that Universal Credit as currently 
constituted	is	unfit	for	purpose	and	must	be	scrapped.	
However	we	also	recognise	that	the	legacy	benefits	it	is	
replacing	were	themselves	deeply	flawed	and	that	benefit	
rates have been falling for years. Further to this the Tax 
Credit	and	Housing	Benefit	systems	are	simply	subsidies	for	
low paying employers and overcharging landlords. 

This conference therefore resolves to campaign for an 
ending of UC and for a properly staffed and funded social 
security system to include: 
1 A Welfare State that ensures everybody has decent 

standard of living free from poverty and the restoration 
of	the	link	between	basic	benefit	rates	and	the	level	set	
for retirement pension as a minimum basic income. 

2 An end to the disproportionate sanctions regime 
common	to	a	number	of	benefits	

3 An end to in work sanctions 
4 A Welfare system based on need and not on moral 

judgements 
5 An end to the current work capability assessments 
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6 An end to the outsourcing of contracts in the social 
security system to the private sector. 

7 Adequate	staffing	levels.	
8 A living wage to be set at level at which all can live 

based on a nationally recognised Minimum Income 
Standard. 

9 The introduction of legally enforceable rent controls 
10 An	end	to	all	benefit	caps	
11 An end to DWPs target based culture 
12 Full implementation of the TUC’s Welfare Charter 

The National Executive Committee is therefore instructed 
to employ all means both industrial and political to obtain 
the above objectives.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A67
R&C Northern Ireland Branch (200082)

Conference notes that after almost 30 years of sustained 
conflict	in	Northern	Ireland	and	over	3,600	people	being	
killed and many thousands injured political parties in 
Northern Ireland along with the British and Irish governments 
came together on 10 April 1998 after long negotiations to 
sign the Belfast agreement otherwise known as the Good 
Friday agreement.  It is widely acknowledged that it was this 
agreement endorsed by over 70% of the Northern Ireland 
electorate in a referendum which brought stability and 
created a more peaceful society in Northern Ireland.

As part of the agreement a locally elected assembly 
was created with a power sharing executive which has 
legislative powers devolved from Westminster.  Whilst 
we acknowledge the legislative assembly has been far 
from perfect it has built upon the peace process that 
commenced in the mid 1990’s which has enhanced life for 
everyone in Northern Ireland.
In	January	2017	the	deputy	first	minister	resigned	and	an	

election took place but to date despite intense negotiations 
it has not been possible to restore the legislative assembly.
This	conference	reaffirms	our	unions’	commitment	to	the	

entire 1998 Belfast agreement including the devolution of 
powers to a locally elected power sharing assembly.

Furthermore conference instructs the National Executive 
to work with locally elected PCS representatives in Northern 
Ireland to encourage local politicians from all parties to make 
the necessary compromises to enable the full restoration of 
devolution to a fully functioning elected assembly. 

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A68
R&C Glasgow & Clyde HMRC & Valuation (200119)

That this Annual Delegate Conference notes that in 2018/19 
and thereafter, the powers of the Welsh Assembly and 
Scottish Government in relation to devolved taxes will 
increase, and that should the Northern Irish Legislative 
Assembly agree on the formation of a new Executive, they 
too will gain new tax-varying powers. 

Conference commends the PCS response to the Scottish 
Government consultation on “A Scottish Approach to 
Taxation”, in particular agreeing with the assertion therein 
that Devolution of an incomplete “suite” of tax powers 
inhibits the capacity of Devolved Administrations to 
implement progressive tax reform, as the wealthiest can 
more easily shift their wealth and income to avoid paying 
their intended share. 

With Tax Justice estimates of the UK Tax Gap now 
exceeding those previously published, and HMRC 
calculations still, in the belief of PCS and the Tax Justice 
Network, grossly underestimating the true scale of the 
Tax Gap, Conference is concerned that the devolution of 
taxes will be accompanied by the devolution of Tax Gaps, 
meaning that Devolved Administrations will suffer reduced 
funding as a result of inadequate activity to identify and 
close the Tax Gaps affecting each.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to:
i Work with others, commissioning research if so required, 

to identify by the end of 2018 a robust estimate of each 
of the Tax Gaps that will result from the Devolution of 
Taxes in Wales and Scotland as currently planned, and, in 
future,  in Northern Ireland should a new Executive be 
formed;

ii To,	once	these	estimates	are	identified,	seek	to	build	
campaigning coalitions calling for the closure of these 
devolved tax gaps through investment in HMRC, and; 

iii To consult with Members in Northern Ireland, Scotland 
and Wales to determine their level of support for a 
campaign to devolve a full suite of tax powers to their 
respective administration, and;

iv Where such support is clear, to embark upon such a 
campaign,	utilising	the	Tax	Gap	figures	and	appropriate	
academic work in support of a devolved tax settlement 
that the rich can’t dodge. 

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A69 
Covers E247 – E249
DWP Edinburgh, Lothian & Borders (047063)
R&C East Midlands (200033)

Conference notes:

• The Football Lads Alliance held a march in central London 
on Saturday 7 October—it was several thousand strong.

• The FLA claims it is against “extremism”. It says it is “not 
racist” and that it is “peaceful”.

• On 7 October Stand Up to Racism organised an anti-
racist presence at the FLA’s march, over concerns about 
the nature of the demonstration.

• It is clear that the FLA demonstration attracted a big 
racist and far right presence. Former leader of the fascist 
English Defence League, Tommy Robinson, led the 
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demonstration as it set off from Park Lane.

• The FLA’s leader, John Meighan, called for the deportation 
of “all suspected terrorists who are not British citizens”, 
he went onto say “We want our country back—simple as 
that”. The crowd then echoed this singing “We want our 
country back”.

• Meighan has since supported a Nazi march targeting 
East London Mosque in Whitechapel held on Saturday 21 
October. He tweeted “Good luck to all those marching 
tomorrow in London against terror”—it was subsequently 
deleted.

• As the demonstration passed the Stand Up to Racism 
anti-racist presence at Downing Street several of the FLA 
marchers threw bottles, beer cans and coins at the SUTR 
protesters. FLA marchers chanted “You’re not English 
anymore” and called SUTR supporters “traitors” and 
“scum”. An SUTR protestor was called a “black bastard”.

• The FLA attempted to March in Edinburgh on 25th 
November 2017, alongside Veterans Against Terrorism. 
This	was	a	flop,	with	only	50	or	so	football	casuals,	
seemingly all from England, attending. 

Conference believes:

• The anti-racist and anti-fascist movement has a proud 
tradition in Britain of pushing the racists and fascists 
back. The trade-union movement has always been at 
the centre of that. Over the last decade the fascist BNP 
and EDL have both been driven back to the point of 
extinction.

• One look across Europe should send us a stark warning. 
The breakthrough of the Alternative for Germany (AFD) 
with 93 MPs, the success of the right wing conservative 
Austrian People’s Party, the far right Freedom and 
Direct Democracy (SPD) arrival in the Czech Republic’s 
Parliament and of course the growth of the National 
Front (FN) in France.

• There is no room for complacency—new formations will 
appear and will need to be opposed.

• Fascists can use vehicles like the FLA to grow. The FLA 
leadership is failing to respond to the concerns raised 
by Stand Up to Racism about the far right and those 
with racist and Islamophobic views who are hitching 
themselves onto the project.

Conference instructs the NEC to support future Stand 
Up to Racism initiatives that seek to further expose and 
undermine racist and fascist elements of the FLA.

Conference resolves to support Stand Up to Racism, 
Show Racism the Red Card and other fan-based anti-racist 
initiatives	which	aim	to	take	the	fight	against	racism	to	the	
clubs and football grounds.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A70
Covers E250
R&C Portsmouth – Portsdown Vectis (200091)
BEIS Scotland and North of England (041215)

Conference notes over 2017/2018 the continuing 
evidence	of	police	and	state	involvement	in	the	infiltration	
and surveillance of trade unionists and left wing and 
environmental campaigns.

Conference welcomes the passage of motion A302 
at 2017 ADC referring to the Thatcher government’s 
conspiracy to overturn the election of John Macreadie as 

CPSA General Secretary and target CPSA activists because 
of their support for Militant. 
The	Cabinet	Office	papers	released	under	the	30-year	

rule provide the evidence of government interference in 
CPSA affairs throughout the 1980s. This is in the context 
of evidence of blacklisting building workers, spy cops 
revelations, the Shrewsbury 24 campaign and state and 
government actions against the NUM in particular at 
Orgreave.

Conference believes PCS can play an important role 
in	exposing	these	actions	and	fighting	for	rights	and	
protections for union and political activists. Conference re-
affirms	its	instructions	to	the	NEC;
1 Raise	the	issue	with	the	Cabinet	Office	and	seek	

assurances about the future.
2 Consult with activists and lawyers involved in the 

Pitchford Inquiry to establish the basis of joint 
interventions, public campaigning and political lobbying.

3 In the event of the Tories outright sabotage of the 
Pitchford Inquiry where lawyers advise that any further 
interventions are futile, PCS works with trade unions, 
campaign groups, lawyers and PCS parliamentary groups 
to discuss and agree how to continue to expose state 
and police actions and the right to political protest in the 
UK.

4 To investigate with unions, campaign groups, lawyers and 
PCS parliamentary groups a campaign for an open, fully 
funded, independent inquiry into the role of employers, 
state and security services in union and political 
campaign activities.

Conference recognises the importance of exposing the 
scandalous role of government and state in spying upon, 
blacklisting, undermining and sabotaging the democratic 
right	of	trade	unions	to	fight	for	their	members	individual	
and political interests.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A71
R&C Northern Ireland Branch (200082)

This Branch notes the severe negative impacts on families, 
in particular women, due to the lack of a universal state 
system for the provision of childcare.  

Women workers are more likely to miss work, or to be 
overlooked for promotion, or choose not to go for promotion 
due to the lack of universal childcare.  This impacts on the 
gender pay gap and perpetuates that pay gap.

This conference calls on the NEC to develop a campaign 
to lobby Government to introduce a universal childcare.  

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell
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A72
NATS Swanwick (202016)

Conference notes that with an aging population and an 
NHS in crisis the issue of provision of elder care is becoming 
one that is affecting more and more of our members.  
Conference also notes that there is no statutory provision 
for time off work for elder care responsibilities.  Conference 
is aware of the Conservative Party manifesto pledge to 
introduce statutory time off for elder care and instructs 
the NEC, via the pcs Parliamentary Group, the TUC and via 
any other means possible to lobby the Government for the 
introduction of such legislation.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A73
MOJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)

Conference should be aware that the billions acquired 
by Bankers, Tax Evaders and deposed dictators are being 
squirreled away in Tax Havens under the authority of the UK 
government. Yet while ordinary working people suffer, as a 
result of the greed and mess left by the banking fraternity 
and ex dictators the current UK government refuses to clamp 
down on these tax havens where there is enough cash to plug 
the	deficit	caused	by	tax	payers	having	to	bail	out	the	banks.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC 

• To lobby the TUC and our Parliamentarians to close the 
tax havens under UK authority. 

• To get back all tax owed to the taxpayer to used to 
properly	finance	public	services.	

• To lobby Parliament and the TUC so that the public can 
access what every company and individual has paid in tax 
on the internet, similar as to what happens in Finland.

• To	insist	on	complete	transparency	of	all	financial	
accounts and transactions in all offshore tax havens and 
to exclude any company who refuses to divulge their 
assets in these offshore havens from trading in Britain.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A74
MOJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)

Conference recognises the outstanding work PCS has 
delivered on tax justice in recent years. The success of the 
campaign has made the issue of tax avoidance, evasion and 
non-collection a key political issue that all the political parties 
have been forced to address to one degree or another. 

The election of a new Labour leadership team with 
important links to this campaign offers an opportunity 
to step up this work. Shadow Chancellor John McDonnell 
pledged to take further action during his Party Conference 

address. We should seek urgent discussions with the 
Labour front bench to agree details of this. The tax justice 
campaign must be clearly linked to HMRC Group Campaigns 
against	office	and	site	closures,	for	jobs	and	staffing	and	
making the case for additional resources.  

Tax avoidance and evasion is a common feature in the 
economic crisis across Europe and so our tax justice work 
must	reflect	this	European	dimension.	Our	cause	is	common	
with European Trade Union colleagues and the joint work 
we are doing with them through UFE, PSI etc must continue 
to be developed. The sharing of experiences across the 
European Community is vital to building solidarity and 
resistance to them. 

Conference agrees to:

• Continue to promote Tax Justice as part of the solution 
to countering austerity arguments and stepping up 
Parliamentary lobbying seeking discussions with the 
Labour front bench team 

• Clearly link the issue to HMRC Group campaigns against 
office	closures,	for	more	jobs	and	resources,	with	full	
involvement of the R&C Group.  

• Link up with other campaign groups UK Uncut etc, where 
joint activity is possible.  

• Maintain and develop international links to organisations 
such as UFE and like- minded international campaigns 
supporting	activities	and	events	where	it	is	beneficial	and	
practical to do so.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A75 
BEIS East Midlands (041203)

This conferences notes:

• That exploitation of workers, including bogus self-
employment, abuse of zero hours contracts, and unfair 
treatment of agency workers is rife within the UK labour 
market;

• That pressure led by the trade union movement prompted 
BEIS to commission Matthew Taylor to produce a Good 
Work Plan which recommended some minor reforms to UK 
employment law;

• That the BEIS Department has now produced a series of 
consultations on how it moves forward with the Taylor 
report’s recommendations, in areas including employment 
status, labour market transparency, agency workers, and 
employment rights enforcement;

• That the public bodies currently tasked with advising and 
enforcing employment rights (ACAS, Employment Agencies 
Standards Inspectorate, Gangmasters and Labour Abuse 
Authority, Health and Safety Executive, and HMRC’s NMW 
enforcement unit) are massively under-resourced. For 
example, as a result of savage cuts in civil service funding, 
the EAS has less than 10 staff enforcing over ten thousand 
employment agencies and businesses, covering over one 
million agency workers;

• That the fantastic UNISON Supreme Court ruling on 
tribunal	fees	has	removed	a	significant	hurdle	to	access	
to	justice	in	the	workplace,	but	has	placed	significantly	
increased workload pressures on members working in 
HMCTS and ACAS.

• This conference calls on the NEC to:

• Involve members and branches in producing a formal 
union response to the BEIS consultations following the 
Taylor review;

• Work with the PCS Parliamentary group and the Shadow 
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Cabinet to highlight the need for stronger employment 
law in the UK to protect the interests of exploited workers;

• Urgently campaign for a substantial increase in resources 
for advisory and enforcement bodies using all appropriate 
methods;

• Produce	a	specific	PCS	Alternative	pamphlet	to	publicise	
our trade union vision for the future of workers’ rights.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A76
MoJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)

Conference criticism of the UK’s surveillance laws gained 
momentum over the year, with the UN Human Rights 
Committee, among others, expressing concerns and calling 
on the government to ensure that the interception of personal 
communications and retention of communications data are 
done in conformity with human rights law.

On 6 February, the Investigatory Powers Tribunal (IPT) ruled, 
in a case brought by Amnesty International and nine other 
NGOs from four continents, that the government’s procedures 
for the ‘soliciting, receiving, storing and transmitting by UK 
authorities of private communications of individuals located in 
the UK, which have been obtained by US authorities’ violated 
the rights to privacy and freedom of expression. However, the 
IPT said such an intelligence-sharing regime was now lawful due 
to government disclosures made during the legal proceedings.
Following	the	findings	of	the	IPT,	Amnesty	International	

and the other nine claimant NGOs brought the case to the 
European Court of Human Rights, arguing that the UK law 
governing various aspects of communications surveillance 
violated the country’s human rights obligations, including in 
relation to the rights to privacy and freedom of expression.
In	July,	the	IPT	notified	Amnesty	International	that	

government agencies had spied on the organization by 
intercepting, accessing and storing its communications.5 
The IPT found a breach of Articles 8 and 10 of the European 
Convention on Human Rights, on account of the fact that the 
intercepted communications were retained for a longer period 
of time than foreseen under the Government Communications 
Headquarters (GCHQ) internal policies. The IPT also found a 
breach of internal policies in respect of the South Africa-based 
Legal Resources Centre.

On 17 July, the High Court ruled that Section 1 of the Data 
Retention and Investigatory Powers Act 2014 was unlawful 
under EU law pertaining to the right to respect for private life 
and to protection of personal data under the EU Charter of 
Fundamental Rights.

In November, the government published a draft 
Investigatory Powers Bill for consultation. The Bill provides for 
wholesale reform of surveillance and data retention laws. NGOs 
raised concerns that the Bill did not contain adequate human 
rights protections and provided for practices that threaten 
human rights

Conference instructs the NEC to negotiate with the TUC in 
order to call on the government to ensure that the interception 
of personal communications and retention of communications 
data are done in conformity with human rights law.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A77
MoJ Royal Courts & First Avenue House (052054)

Conference notes with concern the system of payment of 
universal credit to a single person within a household. As the 
New Statesman argued in October 2017, this means that 
those suffering domestic abuse within the household often 
lack the means to survive outside it and are therefore 
forced to remain with their abuser. William Beveridge in 
the 1940s recognised the potential for problems and the 
Labour Party’s child tax credits from 2003 deliberately put 
the money into the child’s main carer’s pockets. However 
Iain Duncan-Smith, a dangerous reactionary, decided as a 
matter of policy that Universal Credit should be used as a 
means to force families to stay together as he considered 
family breakdown (rather than the economic policies 
pursued by George Osborne and Phillip Hammond) as the 
cause of poverty. 

Conference instructs the NEC to work with other trade 
unions to demand a change in DWP policy to put in place 
a	system	whereby	payment	of	all	state	benefits	is	to	an	
individual rather than forcing one partner to be dependant 
on the other. 

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A78
M0J Associated Offices Branch (052046)

This conference agrees to support the Mark Duggan Justice 
Campaign. 

Mark Duggan, a young black man who lived in Tottenham 
and was a dad of six was shot and killed by police on 4 
August 2011. 

The jury in an Inquest into Mark’s death delivered a 
verdict that Mark was not unlawfully killed even though 
they concluded that he was not holding a gun when he was 
shot dead by armed police. 

Since 1990 some 1,476 people have died in police 
custody or following police contact (source: inquest.org.uk). 
Yet	not	one	police	officer	has	been	convicted.	In	Tottenham	
the family and friends of Cynthia Jarrett, Joy Gardner and 
Roger Sylvester and now Mark Duggan still have no justice.

Mark and his family have been demonised by sections of 
the media with misinformation and lies spread about the 
case.	Mark’s	criminal	record	was	very	minor		-		two	fines	on	
his record yet the media refer to him as a violent gangster 
and one of the 48 most dangerous criminals in Europe. In 
the days following Mark being killed information emerged in 
the media that there was a shoot-out and that a bullet was 
fired	at	police	which	was	not	true.	
In	stark	contrast	with	no	police	officer	having	faced	

criminal charges for killing young black men, many young 
people were given disproportionate sentences for minor 
crimes during the riots that took place following Mark’s 
killing. 

This conference believes that: 

• The verdict in the Inquest into Mark Duggan’s killing was 
influenced	by	the	racist	way	in	which	Mark’s	character	
was tarnished by the police and media.

• The	decision	to	find	it	lawful	for	the	police	to	shoot	
an unarmed person has put all young people and in 
particular young black men at risk 
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We instruct the NEC to: 

• send a message of solidarity to the family of Mark 
Duggan	at	this	very	difficult	time.	

• to	support	the	family	in	their	continuing	fight	for	justice	
for Mark

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A79
MoJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)

Conference will be aware of the immense damage that 
Private Equity Firms do companies that they take over 
and slice to the bone. Such companies are on record for 
reducing employees to the very minimum and doing vast 
damage to their terms and conditions.  The review done 
by David Walker does not go far enough to control these 
private	equity	firms.	The	takeover	of	AA	by	private	equity	
firm	Permira	resulted	in	thousands	of	job	losses	and	an	
eventual merger with Saga, the over 50’s insurance and 
publishing	firm.	Private	equity	is	centred	on	its	get	rich-
quick asset stripping and tax avoidance.  One could well 
argue that it is the failure to regulate the private sector 
has contributed to the ‘credit crunch’ which has affected 
economies around the world.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to lobby the TUC 
for the following

• Private Equity Firms and so-called portfolio companies 
based in the UK that use huge loans to purchase large 
companies should release plans of what they intend to do 
with those companies, and how they intend to pay back 
the loans, to the employees, customers and stakeholders 
before any acquisition attempt.

• They should disclose details of investments and how 
they have performed over time. An annual report would 
suffice.

• Firms based off shore to escape UK taxes should be 
excluded from acquiring other companies in the UK.

• Buyout	firms	should	also	detail	the	board	members	and	
senior	managers	in	charge	of	specific	funds.

• An annual report which should appear no later than 3 
months after the year end should include a discussion of 
its performance and information about employees, its 
effect on the environment and social and community 
issues.

• The	financial	risks	of	using	excessive	debt	to	fund	buyouts	
should also be added to the reporting requirement.

• The huge pay and fees enjoyed by private equity bosses 
should be included in the annual reports.

• There should be robust protection for employees’ terms 
and conditions of employment once an acquisition has 
taken place. 

• The above bullet points should not be part of a voluntary 
code but should be made compulsory.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A80
MoJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)

Conference now that Brexit is here this is the time to 
put in place proper policy, for example the abolition of 
student loans. While we watch Jeremy Hunt wring his hands 
about the crisis in the NHS, the labour party straddled by 
too many Red Tories, and the eventual move to Scottish 
independence cannot come with a policy to refurnish our 
Doctors and Nurses. It’s is simple conference now that we 
are out of Europe we can renationalise again. Let’s start 
with the abolition of Student loans and student fees.

So conference instructs the NEC to negotiate with the 
TUC to adopt the following policy.
1 Abolish student loans and University Fees and introduce 

Student grants awarded according to income. 
2 If the taxpayer has paid for a Nurses or Doctor’s 

education then these graduates have to work in the UK 
for 10 years before moving to another country to work. 

3 If a private Sector employer wishes to employ a Doctor 
or Nurse educated by the UK taxpayer, then they have 
pay the UK taxpayer a fee to cover the cost of education.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A81 (Composite A)

Covers E251 – E252
R&C Bootle Taxes Branch (200006)
NATS CTC (202001)

This conference is aware of the frequently reported 
mistreatment of staff employer or engaged by Amazon and its 
associated companies, in this country and around the world. 
Staff are reportedly being forced to work compulsory overtime 
with some working weeks being 60 hours or more. Warehouse 
staff walk over 11 miles a day and are subject to grueling 
targets that are exhausting them to the point of collapse. 

The company has recently patented a wristband for 
workers that tracks their movements and monitors how they 
move their hands at work, allowing for even more draconian 
measures of monitoring at work. It’s not only the staff directly 
employed by amazon, contracted workers delivery parcels are 
constantly telling of impossible targets and grueling schedules. 
As well as these alleged mistreatments, the company also 
reportedly uses various schemes and measures to ensure that it 
pays little to no tax, in 2016, while bringing in revenue of over 
£19 Billion they managed to pay just £15 Million in tax. While 
benefiting	from	government	handouts	to	top	up	the	wages	of	
the underpaid and overworked workers, Amazon contribute 
next to nothing back and have made their founder the richest 
person on earth.

This conference cannot agree with the working practices 
of such a company, mistreating workers is an injustice that 
we cannot let go without action.

Conference instructs the NEC to distribute information 
to all members on the failings of Amazon and to encourage 
members to boycott the company until it recognises a trade 
union for its workers and starts talks in good faith to redress 
the balance by reducing the pressure that is driving their 
workers to despair.

Furthermore, Conference instructs the NEC to work, 
through the TUC, for a campaign of all trade unions to 
highlight, condemn, and seek to outlaw these abhorrent 
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practices and consign them to the dustbin of history where 
they belong.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A82
MoJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)

Conference should be aware that the current Government 
is	opposed	to	the	banning	of	short	selling	in	the	financial	
markets. Short selling is where a broker borrows shares sells 
them at a high price and then talks the shares down to their 
previous cost so he can buy them back cheaply and make 
a	profit	by	handing	them	back	to	the	original	owner.	There	
are many permutations of this kind of selling but what it can 
mean is that drives the market into recession by stopping 
companies from recovering their values in the stock market. 
Some Brokers or ‘Hedge Funds’ buy enough shares in a 
company so as to block any recovery so they can bet on a 
rival company whose shares will escalate. Shares that these 
Hedge funds or Brokers have already bought and stand to 
make a killing if the rival company fails. It is like sabotaging 
a horse so the one you want to win will win.

Short selling is banned in the US, Brazil, Japan, Hong Kong 
and	Australia.	In	1997	the	Asian	financial	crisis	was	triggered	
by a co-ordinate attack by short sellers on the Tai baht.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC

• To lobby the TUC to prohibit the practice of short selling 
in the United Kingdom.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A83
SG Edinburgh Leith (038008)

Conference will be aware of the proud history of Ruskin 
College founded in 1899,  to provide a working class 
education at Oxford University and has made a considerable 
contribution to working class lives and to the labour 
movement. 

Sadly 113 years later that great heritage has been tainted 
by the present management at the college and Ruskin can 
no longer be considered a supporter of Trade Unions.

Shock and anger followed Ruskin’s decision to effectively 
close the International Labour and Trade Union Studies 
(ILTUS ) BA and MA courses, the last of its kind in the UK, by 
sacking all 5 academic staff in this department. 

Since this occurred there has been an academic boycott 
of Ruskin, external examiners have resigned, as have the 
founder of the course.  A letter from leading academics, 
politicians, prominent individuals, artists and Ruskin 
College alumni alumni was published in “The Guardian” 
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2017/jul/04/
ruskin-college-should-rethink-course-closure asking for a 
reinstatement of the course.

Ruskin College has a unique role in preserving, and 
learning from, our history allowing use to develop new 

strategies to cope with the demands of the 21st century 
work environment. Given legislative attacks on trade unions, 
precarity in the workplace and more broadly attacks on 
higher education.  

In 2017 Ruskin was advertising at the TUC conference 
booklet after these sackings took place 

In January 2018, Sally Hunt , General Secretary of UCU 
(University and College Union) and currently President of 
the TUC was invited to give a keynote speech at Ruskin but 
withdrew under pressure from academics and members 
because of Ruskin’s action. Ruskin College has lost its 
credibility as a friend of Trade Unions .

Conference instructs the NEC 

• Not to support Ruskin Financially 

• Not to support in kind by allowing PCS members to 
attend it’s trade union courses especially using CS funds

• Not to advertise Ruskin’s courses

• Not to offer assistance , in providing staff and members 
to	offer	their	experience,	and	experiences,	thus	filling	
gaps in the lecture curriculum. 

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A84
Covers E253
MOJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)
DfE North West and North Wales (501012)

Conference notes that austerity measures since 2010 have 
led to an increase in the number of people working in the 
sex industry and is concerned by examples such as Doncaster 
and	Sheffield,	where	on		-		street	prostitution	has	risen	by	at	
least 60%, an increase, primarily, attributed to the impact of 
benefit	sanctions.

Conference recognises that many people would not 
choose to work in the sex industry and that they do so 
because of economic necessity rather than criminal coercion. 
It further asserts that 74% of off  -  street prostitutes work 
in the sex industry to pay household expenses and support 
their families. The English Collective of Prostitutes estimates 
that 70% of sex workers are mothers, moistly single mothers 
supporting families. Also, LGBT workers are an important part 
of the sex worker community.

Conference regrets that current UK legislation forces sex 
workers to work alone, leaving workers vulnerable to crime 
and the threat of losing access to their families. 

Conference believes that sex workers should have the 
same rights as those in other industries. We oppose all forms 
of	trafficking	and	forced	labour.

Conference acknowledges the 2016 Home Affairs Select 
Committee report of which recommended that sex work in 
the UK should be decriminalised and Amnesty International’s 
decision to adopt the same policy. We note that ending 
criminalisation of sex work would increase safety as sex 
workers could work together and report violence without 
fear of arrest.

We call upon PCS to adopt a policy in favour of full 
decriminalisation of sex work along with the right to 
unionisation and to campaign alongside appropriate 
organisations to achieve these aims.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell
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A85
MoJ Scotland (052065)

Conference notes that in 2014 nearly 4 million animal 
experiments were completed in the UK. This is a shocking 
and shameful statistic. This number included experiments 
on dogs, cats, monkeys, horses and rabbits.

In March 2015, the Coalition Government announced 
that the testing of household cleaning products on animals 
would be banned – with the ban coming into effect from 
October 2015. The ban also applied to chemicals where 
more than 50% is intended or expected to be used as an 
ingredient in the product when it is tested. This would seem 
like a positive and welcome development. 

However the last three annual Government statistics 
(2011-13) showed that no animals were actually used to 
test	the	finished	household	product.	This	all	raises	concern	
about	how	this	“qualified”	ban	will	be	implemented	within	
the UK as the ingredients could still be tested on animals. 
It is therefore still possible and very likely that thousands 
of animals are still used to produce products such as 
detergents,	washing	up	liquids,	bleach,	air	freshener,	floor	
and toilet cleaners, paint products etc. These animals are 
force fed chemicals and subjected to other painful toxicity 
tests that cause unnecessary suffering and death. 
Are	we	still	prepared	to	sacrifice	animals’	vital	interests	

for	the	benefit	of	our	own	non-vital	interests?
There is already a wide range of effective household 

cleaning products on the market approved by the 
internationally recognised Humane Household Products 
Standard.	These	are	easily	identified	by	the	Leaping	
Bunny logo, are safe to use and the only guarantee that 
the product and its ingredients have not been tested on 
animals. Companies such as The Co-Operative, Marks and 
Spencer’s and Superdrug produce their own products that 
have the Leaping Bunny logo. When a product says “not 
tested on animals” and does not carry the Leaping Bunny 
logo, it means that the ingredients may have been.

George Bernard Shaw once said “atrocities are not less 
atrocities when they occur in laboratories and are called 
medical research.” The Trade Union movement has a proud 
history of campaigning against injustice and speaking up 
for those who have no voice. If we use cleaning products 
that don’t have the Leaping Bunny logo then we may be 
inadvertently encouraging the suffering of these animals. 

It’s time to end the cruelty in cleaning.
Conference instructs the NEC to:

• Take immediate steps to ensure that all cleaning products 
used	in	PCS	offices	have	been	certified	as	not	tested	on	
animals	as	identified	by	the	Leaping	Bunny	logo;

• Open dialogue with the Government and seek to ensure 
that all cleaning products used in Government owned 
or	leased	buildings	have	been	certified	as	not	tested	on	
animals	as	identified	by	the	Leaping	Bunny	logo.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

10. ENVIRONMENT & 
CLIMATE CHANGE

A86
Covers E258 – E265
National Executive Committee
R&C Stockton and North Yorkshire (2000108)

Conference welcomes the progress made at TUC Congress 
last	year	which	for	the	first	time	saw	the	labour	movement	
unifying around a motion on climate change, public 
ownership of energy, and a Just Transition. Unfortunately 
our	politicians	are	far	from	unified	on	the	steps	needed	to	
reach a path to a zero carbon economy.

The release of the Government’s long awaited Clean 
Growth Strategy fails to show how it will meet the 4th 
and 5th carbon budgets enshrined in the Climate Change 
Act 2008. Big on aspiration, weak on policy, a similar 
verdict was made on the equally long awaited 25 year 
Environmental Plan.

As people across the world continue to see their homes, 
and communities devastated by the increasing number and 
ferocity of extreme weather events, it is not enough as Lord 
Deben, Chair of the Committee on Climate Change, said to 
accept these as “very positive signals”. We need concrete 
and planned action across the economy.

Conference welcomes the speech made by the Labour 
Party leader Jeremy Corbyn in February recognising the 
need to comply with the UK’s obligations under the Paris 
Climate agreement, the need to “radically shift the way 
we organise our economy” and clear role for workers 
within this. It is also welcome that Labour will guarantee to 
support energy workers in the transition.

Conference re-iterates its belief that pursuit of market 
led solutions will continue to fail to deliver on climate 
change. With the scale of economic restructuring needed, 
a Just Transition policy must support all workers. Further 
that a well resourced public sector is essential to deliver 
both in terms of mitigation and adaption that is rooted in 
environmental, social and economic justice for workers and 
communities. 

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to:
1 Build on the Just Transition pamphlet launched in 2017 

and advocate for a Just Transition Act and the core 
principles/elements within that to underpin a planned 
economic	transition,	that	is	more	than	a	floor	of	social	
protections but a proactive policy for social justice;

2 Lobby the Labour Party for proposed machinery of 
government changes that will ensure a civil service ready 
to deliver on climate change as advocated for as part of 
a National Climate Service;

3 Work with all PCS groups and branches to understand 
their role in a Just Transition and the importance 
of workplace environmental reps in reaching local 
environmental agreements and action plans, including 
providing model negotiators guidance;

4 Continue working through the global Trade Unions for 
Energy	Democracy	initiative	and	specifically	UK	TUED	
unions,	to	influence	policy	and	the	pathway	to	achieving	
the public ownership and democratic control of energy;

5 Promote projects such as the Blackpool, Fylde and Wyre 
climate jobs plan against fracking in all regions/localities 
as an alternative to dirty energy plans;

6 Campaign with, and support, groups such as Friends of 
the Earth, Campaign Against Climate Change and others 
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both nationally and overseas in building a Just Transition 
and role of climate jobs in addressing climate change.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A87 
Covers E266
Scottish Courts & Tribunals – PSg Scotland (149002)
R&C Glasgow & Clyde Valuation (200119)

Conference notes that in October 2017, the Scottish 
Government effectively banned fracking after a public 
consultation, which found overwhelming opposition and 
little	economic	justification	for	the	industry.	The	consultation	
attracted more than 65,000 responses; 99% of those 
responses opposed fracking. Communities in former coal 
mining areas of central Scotland responded in large numbers; 
these had been targeted by the fracking industry. 

Their overwhelming response was opposition to fracking, 
which would cause damage to public health, the environment 
and Scotland’s commitment to reducing climate change.

Questions over how energy is produced, how it is used and 
for	whose	benefit	go	to	the	heart	of	the	battle	against	climate	
change.	In	Scotland,	PCS	has	been	at	the	forefront	of	fighting	
to ensure this is taken seriously by the Scottish Government, 
including through our submission in 2017 to a call for evidence 
by the Committee on Climate Change and by the 2017 Joint 
Statement, supported by the STUC, on ‘Just Transition’ –  the 
means whereby we move to a low-carbon economy nchored 
in a million new green jobs and protecting the rights of 
workers in all industries.

Conference recognises the need to take advantage of the 
more open approach of the Scottish Government to these 
questions,	and	the	specific	need	to	consider	how	we	can	
implement PCS policy in the devolved areas, including statutory 
time off for workplace environmental reps, energy transition 
based on public sector ownership and democratic control 
and how to incorporate demands for a just transition into the 
industrial and bargaining agenda of the Scottish Sector.

Therefore, Conference instructs the NEC:

• To call a one-day delegate conference of Scottish 
branches, particularly all branches in the Scottish Sector, 
to consider the impact on public services of the Scottish 
Climate Change Plan, due to be published in February 
2018,	and	how	this	impact	should	be	reflected	in	our	
demands on the various employers as well as in public 
campaigns.

• To establish a Working Party involving the NEC, Scottish 
Sector and Scotland Committee to identify what our 
priorities should be in the process of transition, the needs 
of our members, the kinds of employment protections  -  
including for income and pensions  -  that we should seek 
from the employer and campaign publicly on

• To work with the STUC and other unions to build 
a consensus around the demands put forward by 
Conference in 2016, 2017 and through this motion, to 
exert maximum pressure on the Scottish Government in 
defence of our members, to establish genuine energy 
democracy and ensure a transformative transition in the 
interests of the Scottish working class

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A88
NATS CTC (202001)

Conference agrees that the trade union movement is 
at a fundamental crossroads in securing the future of 
its members and the workforce generally. With the gig 
economy encroaching into more areas, reducing quality of 
life and undermining collective bargaining, and automation 
set to dispense with swathes of human activity, the union 
movement needs to re-orient itself.

A purely reactive response to these developments is 
only producing a back-to-the-wall defence and with limited 
success. Worse, it has led some unions into regressive 
positions, such as promoting fracking and other fossil 
fuels, while neglecting the long term security of continued 
employment offered by the transition to renewable energy 
that must inevitably occur. PCS members in the nuclear 
industry and currently in aviation have faced similar 
situations.

Conference recognises the opportunity that the 
likelihood of a Corbyn-led Labour government offers to 
overcome this fundamental dilemma. PCS has already laid 
a	significant	foundation	stone	for	a	reoriented	work	force	
with its Just Transition booklet, reinforced by the passing 
of the climate change motion at the 2017 TUC and the 
recognition by a growing number of trade unions that a 
more progressive approach is needed.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to work with 
those unions that supported the motion at TUC to develop 
a strategy for the long term protection of workers in the 
era of automation and climate change, to seek to win over 
unions clinging to regressive policies without abandoning 
their	members	immediate	job	security,	and	to	influence	an	
incoming Labour government to adopt an industrial strategy 
that prioritises a transition to a low carbon economy, 
implemented by workers in decently paid, unionised jobs.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A89 
DEFRA Northern (001052)

Conference	recognises	that	there	are	significant	
challenges facing the UK after Brexit, several of which 
are related to food and rural affairs.

In particular in the area of food security there are 
significant	issues	with	the	amount	of	food	we	import	
and the environmental impact.

Our Secretary of State states that there is an 
inevitability that future trade will increase the goods 
transported by air and the amount of packaging needed.

This government is also suggesting there are 
technological solutions to a number of the food supply 
issues that we will face.

Now if there’s anything to be learned from history, 
such solutions usually have both positive and negative 
effects.

Reduction of drudgery, longer lives and increased 
efficiency	are	certainly	possible.

But also reduction of employment, movement of 
capital to the already rich and increases in pollution and 
other environmental impacts.

This motion instructs the NEC to extend the Just 
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Transition campaign to include the food and farming 
sectors.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A90 
DEFRA Eastern (001151)

Conference notes the publication of Defra’s 25-year 
plan on 11 January this year and its key theme of waste 
management.  

There is expertise within the membership of the 
Defra	branches	which	could	help	PCS	raise	the	profile	of	
plastic waste and explain how it is affecting the marine 
environment and the changes in behaviour needed by 
people to reduce its effects. 65% of plastic waste is 
exported abroad and Defra currently subsidises business to 
do this.

This is a key theme of the 25-year plan that the Secretary 
of State and the Prime minister have launched clearly 
influenced	by	the	effect	of	Blue	Planet	2	(one	of	the	most	
watched	TV	programmes	of	2017	with	record	figures	that	
have surprised everyone), and media pressure eg the Daily 
Express and Sky Ocean Rescue campaign. We feel that 
this is an issue which should resonate with members and 
should be a core issue within the union as a whole and 
should inform how we procure services and communicate 
messages.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to:
Review and devise new policies for procurement that 

would reduce the generation of plastic waste.  
Implement the plastic reduction policy within the 

union itself and concurrently run a campaign, which can 
be championed by our environmental reps, to encourage 
employers to adopt similar strategies.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A91
DCLG/Headquarters National Branch (141802)

This conference believes that air pollution in the UK is a 
public health emergency. Over 40,000 people die each 
year from the air that they breathe, about 25 times more 
than road deaths and more than obesity and alcohol 
combined.	The	figure	is	even	higher	if	we	add	deaths	
related to exposure to indoor pollutants.  In addition, for 
millions of workers working outside is their job or makes up 
a large part of their day. And all workers will be exposed to 
outdoor air pollution as part of their journeys to and from 
work.  It is an occupational health issue that employers take 
little responsibility for.

Already in 2018, London has already reached its legal air 
pollution limit for the whole of 2018. The city’s limit of 18 
breaches of air quality regulations was used up in January 
alone.

But poor air quality is not just an occupational health 

issue  -  there are other reasons why this should be high up 
on the PCS agenda:

• Air Pollution and Health Inequality – There is mounting 
evidence that people from lower socio-economic groups 
are especially vulnerable to poor air quality. 

• Air Pollution and Climate Change – Action on air quality 
can support reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, and 
vice versa. 

• Air pollution and Industrial Strategy – Dealing with this 
hazard can only be done effectively as part of a bigger 
strategic approach to carbon pollution and the rapid 
transition to a low carbon economy.  
 
Conference instructs the NEC to:

• Campaign for a legal framework that addresses this 
health emergency, including strengthening environmental 
protections after BREXIT. 

• Promote a programme of awareness raising across the 
civil service and beyond

• Provide training and support for PCS Green and Health 
and Safety Reps to tackle this issue in their workplace and 
communities

• Work with the Greener Jobs Alliance, the Hazards 
Campaign and other organisations promoting air quality 
action to deliver these objectives

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A92
Covers E267
DWP Clydeside and Argyll (047074)
R&C East Kilbride (200031)

Conference recognises that PCS has branches of very 
varying sizes and covering very different businesses and 
government departments, including in the Commercial 
sector.
Conference	also	notes	the	difficulties	and	potential	

obstacles posed by these variations when it comes to 
having a consistent approach to environmental issues 
across our membership within their workplaces and in 
particular, in terms of the environmental impact of their 
work.

Conference agrees that PCS should continue to 
encourage every branch to have at least one Green Rep 
who can work with our Green network to improve their 
workplaces and to help mitigate any environmental impact 
their work effects.

Conference notes however, that in order to engage in a 
meaningful discussion about any subject, it is useful to have 
regular data gathering exercises which inform our decision-
making priorities.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to encourage 
every PCS branch to use the excellent template produced 
as part of the workplace environmental audit pilot 
project	with	the	Cabinet	Office	in	2009	to	undertake	an	
Environmental Audit of their workplace and their overall 
business.

Conference instructs the NEC to request that each 
branch	report	their	findings	back	to	the	NEC	within	six	
months so that the data can be collated and a report 
made to next year’s ADC which includes examples of good 
practice and recommendations for minimum standards in 
the following year.

Conference instructs the NEC to commit to supporting 
every PCS branch so that standardised environmental 
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audits are included as routine on branch agendas, and 
become an annual feature of our engagement with our 
employers in order to track improvement as we proceed.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A93
Home Office South East England (HMRC) (026207)

Conference notes the sterling work conducted by the 
UNITE union on research into the devastating effects diesel 
particulates can have on the health of our members.
In	recent	years	there	have	been	significant	moves	to	

improve emissions from vehicles and produce so called 
clean air. However in relation to diesel particulates this does 
not seek to remove the harmful emissions from the vehicles, 
but to ensure that the particles emitted are small enough 
that they cannot be seen.

Whilst this results in buildings no longer appear black 
and thick plumes of smoke pouring from the exhausts of 
trucks, buses and cars. It does not mean that the harmful 
carcinogens are reduced, and this is endangering lives.

Many of our members work in environments where they 
are subject to constant bombardment from the dangers of 
diesel particulates. These particulates can cause long term 
or chronic respiratory problems and at worst an increased 
risk of lung cancer; only time will tell what a devastating 
effect this exposure will cause.

It has become apparent that many of the employers are 
congratulating themselves that these emissions are safe by 
using outdated equipment to measure air quality that will 
only measure larger particles. When this testing shows that 
there are few, the assertion is that the emissions are safe. 
However UNITE’s research shows that the nano particles are 
ever present and in some cases worse for health as due to 
their invisibility members will not remove themselves from 
an environment, whereas if an area was full of visible smoke 
they would do so.

The air quality analysis equipment which measures nano 
particles is not cheap and so the employers are resistant to 
purchasing such advanced equipment, as not only would 
this incur cost but would also present the problem that they 
had to protect our members.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to join forces 
with UNITE and campaign with them to raise awareness of 
this potentially fatal issue and press employers to accurately 
measure the danger and comply with their legal obligations 
to take action to protect our members.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A94
National Museum Wales (101706)

Recognise the meat and dairy industries as one of the 
largest problems in tackling climate change and to 
include it in PCS strategies and policies involving pollution, 
greenhouse gasses, loss of biodiversity, consumption of 
energy and water, and global hunger.

A UN Report of 2010 concluded that a global shift 
towards a vegan diet is vital to save the world from hunger, 
fuel poverty and the worst impacts of climate change. 
Agriculture was on a par with fossil fuel consumption 
because both rise rapidly with increased economic growth, 
they said.

Professor Edgar Hertwich, the lead author of the 
report, said: “Animal products cause more damage than 
[producing] construction minerals such as sand or cement, 
plastics or metals. Biomass and crops for animals are as 
damaging as [burning] fossil fuels.”

Animal agriculture is responsible for 60-80% of Amazon 
Rainforest destruction, and the majority of animal and 
plant species extinctions every day – between 150-200. 
It accounts for 35% of the World’s ice-free land mass, and 
large scale intensive livestock and ranching has overtaken 
small-scale farming in every continent except Africa. The 
industry is one of the leading sources of carbon dioxide, 
nitrous oxide and methane emissions, the top three 
greenhouse gasses, while only 20% of adults in UK are 
aware that it is a major cause of climate change.
In	terms	of	efficiency,	estimates	vary	between	12	and	

23 times as many people who could be fed on plant crops 
occupying the same amount of land rearing livestock 
(dependant on species), and in water consumption 1 kg of 
beef takes 15,415 litres of water to produce compared to 
287 litres for potatoes.

Working conditions for abattoir workers are often 
precarious; levels of PTSD and related mental illness 
are high, as well as being listed as the most physically 
dangerous job in America according to a report from 
Yale Global Health Review. Communities that contain 
slaughterhouses suffer increased rates of violent and sexual 
crime.

Inclusivity in workplaces: removal of meat and dairy 
removes many problems associated with kosher, halal etc. 
– there are no major religions that are unable to eat vegan 
food, and non-vegans are able to eat plant based food 
whereas the reverse is not true.

This motion instructs conference to:-
1 1) Acknowledge the damaging role of the animal 

agriculture industry to the environment and biodiversity, 
and include it in PCS’ climate change strategies such as 1 
Million Climate Jobs.

2 Support education and awareness about industry facts 
and	figures,	and	tackle	myths	about	the	nutrition/health	
aspect of reducing/eliminating meat and dairy in diets. 

3 Support initiatives for workplaces to become more 
vegan-friendly and replace livestock derived products 
where possible and practical.

4 Campaign for better provision of meat and dairy-free 
alternatives across PCS / Government workplaces 
and canteens, more options and well-balanced meals 
for vegan diets, and a recognition of the right of any 
individual to have animal-free food and drink whether for 
health, political, ethical or religious reasons. 
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11. AFFILIATIONS 

A95
Covers  E268 – E269
DfT – East Midlands (201051)
R&C Leeds & District (200056)

This Conference notes:
The	horrific	fire	at	Grenfell	Tower	on	14	June	2017	in	

North Kensington, west London. 
This lead to an immense loss of life and was a tragedy 

that	should	never	have	happened	as	the	spread	of	the	fire	
was entirely preventable. 

We also note:
The formation of Justice4Grenfell, independent, 

community led group established by local people to 
campaign for justice for all the residents of Grenfell Tower 
and	all	those	affected	by	the	fire.

The campaign has four explicit aims. They are:

• To remember and honour the names and lives of men, 
women and children  -  who lost their lives in the 
dreadful	fire	and	the	impact	of	the	carnage	on	survivors	
and wider community. 

• To coordinate information about legal rights, 
entitlements, hearings, processes and emotional support, 
including trauma, for those directly affected so that 
justice can be attained without delay and in an open and 
transparent manner.

• To develop a public interest campaign to hold all the 
authorities and individuals to account for their failure 
to provide safe homes, death of loved ones and lack 
of proper and effective response during and after the 
disaster.

• To	create	a	unified	community	voice	on	this	issue	
to ensure that the community is properly consulted 
throughout the whole process; that lessons are learnt to 
avoid similar events and loss of life ever happening again.

Conference resolves:
To	affiliate	to	Justice4Grenfell
To make a donation of £1,000 to the Justice4Grenfell 

campaign (cheques payable to Justice4Grenfell Campaign 
Ltd)

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A96
MoJ Associated Offices Branch (02046)

Conference notes:

• Many report – by the UN, Channel 4, human rights 
organisations, etc – have highlighted the slaughter of tens 
of thousands of Tamil civilians by Sri Lankan armed forces in 
2009.

• Hundreds of thousands were then held in open prison 
camps, thousands have ‘ disappeared’.

• Tamil women have been subjected to systematic rape and 

sexual violence by Sri Lankan armed forces.

• No one from the Sri Lankan government or armed forces 
has been held accountable for these well-documented war 
crimes and human rights abuses.

• Predominantly Tamil land in the north and east is now under 
military occupation.

• Conference also notes

• A general clampdown on democratic rights throughout Sri 
Lanka continues. Sri Lanka is still considered unsafe place for 
journalists, human rights campaigners and other activists. Sri 
Lankan government enforced ban on various organisations 
and	individuals	who	fight	for	human	rights	continues.

• Violent nationalist groups continue to threaten and attack 
minorities.

• ‘ Free economic zones’ are being opened up, allowing 
overseas multinationals to further exploit sweatshop labour.

• The driving through of privatisation, job losses and cut-backs 
in public services, hitting working people and the poor 
hardest.

• Regarding the Tamil Solidarity campaign, we note:

• Since 2009 Tamil Solidarity has campaigned tirelessly to raise 
awareness of the situation facing the Tamils in Sri Lanka.

• Tamil Solidarity is a non-sectarian campaign taking up the 
rights of workers and all oppressed people in Sri Lanka, 
regardless of their ethnic or religious background.

• Tamil Solidarity implemented  ‘ join a union’ initiative to 
encourage workers from the Tamil community to get 
involved in the trade union movement in Britain.

The Tamil Solidarity Campaign calls for an independent 
war crimes investigation; the withdrawal of troops from Tamil 
areas; an end to detention without trial; to stop arms sales to 
Sri Lanka; for democratic rights for all; support for independent 
trade unions; to defend the right of Tamil self-determination.
A	Number	of	national	Trade	Unions	are	affiliated	to	Tamil	

Solidarity.	PCS	is	therefore	instructed	to	affiliate	to	Tamil	
Solidarity	at	the	affiliation	rate	of	£250	for	national	unions.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A97
MoJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)

Conference notes the Greece Solidarity Campaign was 
established in early 2012 and, unanimously, supported by 
the 2013 Trade Union Congress. Greece has been at the 
front line of austerity measures being introduced across 
Europe. The European Union, the European Central Bank 
and International Monetary Fund insisted on extreme 
austerity measures in exchanges for loans to bail out the 
Greek banks, and, then, to pay back the loans with interest, 
leaving the Greeks with debts of billions. This has driven the 
people into poverty and mass unemployment. 

Between 2009 and 2014, unemployment rose to 27%. 
Youth unemployment rose to 60%. 30% of businesses and 
45% of hospitals closed. Wages were cut by 38%. Pensions 
were cut by 45%, with 100% increase in poverty and 250% 
increase in homes without electricity. Infant mortality 
increased by 14% between 2009 and 2012, the highest 
increase since World War Two.

The Greece Solidarity Campaign (GSC) is an independent 
and non - political party campaign, established to organise 
solidarity with the people resisting austerity in Greece. The 
humanitarian disaster created by austerity has led to GSC 
establishing a solidarity fund, Medical Aid for Greece (MAfG) 
for medical supplies and equipment for the social solidarity 
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clinics across Greece. This is endorsed by the TUC.
The aims and objectives of the Greece Solidarity Campaign 

are as follows:

• To develop practical acts in solidarity with Greek working 
people, migrants and refugees, resident in Greece.

• To support and celebrate the resistance by all those 
opposing austerity measures in Greece (with the exception 
of neo - nazi elements).

• To provide information on the situation in Greece including 
debunking the myths about the causes of the crisis.

• To defend Greece’s democracy, sovereignty and 
independence as well as support the right of the Greek 
people to determine their own future free from oppressive 
external intervention.

• To circulate updates, maintain a website and Facebook 
page as well as encourage conferences, discussions, 
lobbies, pickets, publications, media work, musical and 
cultural events.

• To encourage mutual contacts with Greece through 
delegations and solidarity links.

• To oppose attempts to weaken Greek trade unions and 
destroy collective bargaining.

• To work with solidarity organisations of Greeks resident in 
the UK and to link with similar anti - austerity campaigns 
across Europe.

• To oppose the growth and spread of neo - nazi violence, 
racism and fascism in Greece.

• To support and build activity around these objectives 
throughout Britain, with national, local government and 
elected representatives, with the TUC, trade unions, 
pensioners, students, faith groups, equality campaigns, 
cultural and political organisations, as well as social 
movement bodies.
Conference believes that the work of the Greece solidarity 

Campaign must be supported. Therefore, we ask that PCS 
affiliate	to	this	organisation	on	a	national	basis	at	a	cost	
of £100 per annum and encourage branches to make 
affiliations/	donations	as	well.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A98 
MoJ Royal Courts & First Avenue House (052054)

Conference notes that:
1 The kind of Brexit deal being put forward by the UK 

government would push Britain out of the single market, 
end free movement and endanger rights and protection.

2 A number of workplace protections are enshrined in EU 
law, including the 48 hour limit on weekly working hours; 
four weeks of holiday per year; strengthened equal pay 
legislation; guaranteed breaks; maternity and paternity pay 
rights; and protections for agency and temporary workers.

3 Tories in government can be relied upon to use every 
opportunity to attack and undermine the rights of 
workers, and to push deregulation and corporate interests.

4 Theresa May has openly stated her intention to abolish 
the Human Rights Act and withdraw from the European 
Convention on Human Rights. 

Conference believes that
1 The result of the referendum was not a mandate to 

destroy the environment, attack migrants or undermine 
workers’ rights.

2 The	British	people	must	have	the	defining	say	over	what	
happens in the Brexit negotiations. We have a right to 

know	what	is	being	negotiated	on	our	behalf,	and	to	fight	
for an alternative to the extreme, regressive form of Brexit 
that the Tories are pursuing.

3 Immigrants are not to blame for inadequate housing, 
falling wages and crumbling public services - bosses and 
governments are. Freedom of movement is an important 
right, without which workers are more easily exploited and 
only the rich can live and travel where they want.

4 In the context of Brexit, we should campaign to defend 
and extend the progressive elements of EU membership. 
These include:

• Rights at work

• Environmental protections

• Freedom to move

• Human rights

• Education and innovation

• Science and research funding
5 Another Europe is Possible is a broad, cross-party campaign 
dedicated	to	fighting	for	a	‘progressive	deal’	which	
includes these elements.

Conference therefore instructs the National Executive 
Committee to:
1 Campaign, inside the labour movement and in wider 

society, against the extreme, regressive form of Brexit 
that the Tories are pursuing and to retain the progressive 
elements of EU membership. 

2 Not to give an inch to the idea that immigrants are to 
blame for society’s problems. We will campaign for the 
unity of workers regardless of nationality, and to defend 
and extend free movement.

3 Affiliate	to	Another	Europe	is	Possible,	joining	its	steering	
group and trade unionist network, and paying the 
affiliation	fee	at	the	cost	of	£400

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

12.  PERSONNEL

A99
Home Office South East England (HMRC) (026207)

Conference notes with considerable dismay that members are 
regularly reporting their constant frustration at delays and mis-
information experienced when raising issues with MyCSP.

Simple queries are taking a number of months to deal with, 
and when members contact MyCSP directly, they are given 
incorrect and holding answers to queries. At the lowest level, 
this	is	frustrating,	but	significantly	and	more	importantly,	the	
delays relating to Ill Health Retirement are intolerable. We are 
aware that in some cases where members are given a terminal 
diagnosis that it is often debatable if the member will live long 
enough to receive the pension. This cannot continue.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to engage with 
Cabinet	Office	to	renegotiate	the	terms	of	the	contract	with	
MyCSP and ensure that the service level agreements are 
enforced, compliance data is not manipulated and that Ill 
Health Retirement cases are given the priority they deserve

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell
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A100
Covers E274 
National Executive Committee
DfE North West and North Wales (501012)

Conference welcomes the continued progress that our 
union has made in our campaign to defeat performance 
management.

Motion A24, endorsed at ADC 2017, set out a clear 
strategy to develop our campaign and maximise the 
opportunities	presented	by	the	Cabinet	Office	Framework	
Principles on performance management. These concessions 
were directly achieved by PCS members. They represent a 
significant	victory	for	PCS	members	and	a	decisive	defeat	
of Maude’s punitive and discredited system. Box marking, 
relative assessment and the stigmatisation of a ‘must 
improve’ mark are being eliminated from the system.

Conference notes that PCS has published a negotiators’ 
guide on negotiating new performance management 
systems. We have continued to work with Keele University 
to publish a detailed analysis of the outturn data for each 
Government Department. The latest report again exposes the 
discriminatory outcomes arising from the current discredited 
system	and	the	significant	impact	on	workers	with	protected	
characteristics.

Conference agrees the demands set out in a proposed 
national	agreement	that	PCS	has	tabled	at	the	Cabinet	Office	
which calls for:

• An end to the use of appraisal systems to allocate pay; 

• The negotiated agreement of new appraisal systems across 
all PCS bargaining areas embedding negotiation into the 
system; 

• The introduction of developmental systems broadly in line 
with	the	system	in	operation	in	the	Valuation	Office	(VOA)

• An end to box marking and annual appraisal rounds 
replaced by regular work focussed conversations between 
staff and managers; 

• Fully equality proofed systems;

• A national assurance process that could address deviation 
from the central principles by any bargaining area. 

The	principles	codify	many	of	the	employer’s	own	findings	
from	its	research	(conducted	for	the	Cabinet	Office	by	CIPD	
in HMRC and HMPPS). But they go further by suggesting 
that pay and performance are decoupled, requiring equality 
audits and equality impact assessments. 

Conference notes that in respect of pay there has been 
a shift in some bargaining areas away from the use of box 
marking as the key mechanism to award non-consolidated 
pay and towards ‘in year’ reward. 

Conference agrees that whilst any move away from the 
use of box marking is welcome, the use of in year reward is 
open to abuse, is problematic in terms of equality monitoring 
and is a system that we have previously encountered and 
opposed. Previous uses of the system were abandoned for 
good reason. Conference agrees that PCS is opposed to its 
return.

Conference instructs the NEC, as part of our negotiations 
with the Treasury, to demand that the link between pay 
and performance is broken and that this is included in the 
Treasury Remit Guidance for 2019.

Conference further instructs the NEC to challenge the 
discriminatory use of performance pay through legal action 
where necessary using the PCS Supreme Court victory (Essop 
v	UKBA/Home	Office)	and	to	ensure	that	in	the	interim	
bargaining areas move away from the use of any link to 

box marking, do not return to ‘in-year’ reward and that any 
mechanism to award pay is fully equality proofed. 

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A101
R&C Northern Ireland Branch (200082)

Conference notes that staff who are currently employed in the 
Northern Ireland Civil Service can apply for any vacancies that 
are advertised internally in the UK Civil Service however staff 
employed in UK Civil Service departments cannot apply for 
jobs which are advertised internally within the Northern Ireland 
Civil Service. Opportunities for members of the UK Civil Service 
to apply for jobs in the Northern Ireland Civil Service arise only 
if the jobs are advertised externally. 

At a time when PCS members are facing situations that 
could ultimately lead to redundancy this has led to PCS 
members feeling aggrieved that civil servants employed in UK 
Civil Service cannot apply for vacancies in Northern Ireland 
Civil Service at the internal stage. This would create an equality 
of opportunity which does not currently exist.

This conference instructs the NEC to ensure PCS enter 
into	urgent	meaningful	negotiations	with	the	Cabinet	Office,	
the management of the Northern Ireland Civil Service and 
NIPSA the recognised trade union in the Northern Ireland 
Civil Service. PCS negotiations should be focused on trying to 
create a situation which secures equality of opportunity for all 
Civil Servants regardless of employer. Whilst Northern Ireland 
Civil Servants can transfer to the UK Civil Service then PCS 
negotiators must obtain a similar mechanism which enable UK 
Civil Service opportunity to apply for any vacancies which are 
advertised internally within the Northern Ireland Civil Service.

Furthermore this conference instructs the NEC to provide 
a written update to PCS members each 3 months until this 
issue has been resolved

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A102
R&C HQ London (200145)

This ADC notes that in the last two years jobs advertised 
on the Civil Service jobs website indicate that different 
Departments are applying their own criteria, different forms 
and completion of CVs. The standardisation that took many 
years	to	establish	a	competence	based	level	playing	field	and	
maintain the anonymity of the applicant’s identity during the 
sifting process has been consistently eroded. This is having 
an impact on equality and diversity within the recruitment 
process. The centralisation of the Civil Service Recruitment 
agency	under	the	auspices	of	the	Cabinet	Office	and	the	
reduction in the number of staff policing such practices has 
been detrimental. There appears to be no accountability as 
to how this state of affairs has been reached.

The recent review of the Civil Service Recruitment 
Principles does not appear to address this problem and in 
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fact appears to be tinkering further with the ‘Exceptions’ 
criteria allowing Departments to recruit senior people at 
their	discretion.	The	Cabinet	Office	has	amongst	the	worst	
ratings of being a compliance risk or of being in actual 
breach of the Principles.

This ADC therefore instructs the NEC to urgently call for a 
review of the recruitment standards across all Departments 
and to re-establish an equal and diverse platform for 
recruiting staff from both within and outside the Civil 
Service.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A103
R&C HQ London (200145)

This Annual Delegate Conference (ADC) notes that in 2010 
PCS ADC passed motion A32 which called for the Civil Service 
Fast Stream to be scrapped on the grounds that it is, quote 
“…divisive and elitist. This scheme provides a fast track into 
government departments for the chosen few at the expense 
of others. It has succeeded in maintaining the white middle 
class domination of the Senior Civil Service and restricting 
access to working class candidates.”

This ADC also notes that in certain departments – for 
example HM Revenue & Customs – PCS has union recognition 
for staff in the Fast Stream. It’s a challenge recruiting Fast 
Streamers into PCS membership given the union’s stance on 
the scheme.

This ADC believes that given the passage of time since 
2010, the fact that the Fast Stream hasn’t been scrapped 
and following the introduction of Civil Service Fact Track 
Apprenticeships, it is right that the union reconsiders its policy 
in this area.

This ADC recognises and supports PCS wish to position 
itself as the union for all civil service apprentices. PCS hasn’t 
expressed any hostility towards the concept of Civil Service 
Fast Track Apprenticeships. Indeed PCS has sought to recruit 
apprentice members from this scheme. 

Given the similarities between the operation of Civil Service 
Fast Track Apprenticeship and the Civil Service Fast Stream this 
ADC believes that it is problematic for PCS to appear to be in 
support of one scheme while continuing to call for the other 
to be scrapped. Applicants for both schemes have to complete 
an online test as well as attend an assessment centre as part 
of the application process. In 2017 the assessment centres 
used for the Fast Track Apprenticeships were the Fast Stream 
Assessment Centres in 100 Parliament Street, London and 
Tyneview Park, Newcastle.

This ADC notes that in recent months government ministers 
have	been	more	willing	to	meet	with	PCS	officials	than	
previously. On 22 November 2017 the then Minister for the 
Cabinet	Office	stated	in	parliament:	“…I	reassure	all	unions	
that I continue to leave my door open to them and that I am 
as interested in their views as I am in everybody else’s.”

This ADC therefore agrees that PCS will no longer call for 
the Civil Service Fast Stream to be scrapped. Instead the PCS 
National Executive Committee is instructed to seek a dialogue 
with	the	Cabinet	Office	to	address	any	equality	and	diversity	
concerns it has regarding the operation of the scheme.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A104
DWP North Merseyside (047018)

Conference instructs the incoming N.E.C. to deal with the 
age discrimination of P.C.S. members over the age of 60 
being dismissed and being excluded from compensation.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A105 
DfE North West and North Wales (501012)

This Conference notes our members are being asked to take 
significant	pay	cuts	when	taking	level	transfers	between	
departments, agencies and other organisations. 

Whilst our ultimate goal is return to national pay bargaining, 
this is unlikely to happen under the current administration.  In 
the meantime, our members are being asked to accept pay 
cuts of over £2,000 to move between departments on level 
transfer.   Whilst this can be an easy decision for some, those 
who are facing redundancy aren’t so lucky.

This conference instructs the NEC to begin negotiations 
with	the	Cabinet	Office	to	reach	agreement	to	protect	
the salaries of our members who moving on level transfer 
between departments, agencies and other organisations

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A106
Covers E275
HO Her Majestys Passport Office Northern (026121)
DEFRA Eastern (001151)

Conference notes the creation of the Surge and Rapid 
Response Team within Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs 
(HMRC), a team of 200 apprentices who work across all 
government departments wherever there are operational 
surges in demand. So far this team has been deployed in 
Border Force, Department of Work and Pensions (DWP), the 
Foreign	and	Commonwealth	Office	(FCO),	Her	Majesty’s	
Passport	Office	(HMPO),	HMRC,	the	Rural	Payments	Agency,	
Visas and Immigration and possibly others.

This team is currently based at three locations: 
Longbenton (Tyne & Wear), Merryhill (West Midlands) and 
Peterlee (County Durham), working to specially designed 
employment contracts that enable them to be deployed 
quickly	to	anywhere	in	the	UK	or	overseas	and	work	flexibly	
on evening, weekend and night shifts, as needed.

Given the on-going government attacks on trade 
unions and the right to strike, conference is concerned 
that the Surge and Rapid Response Team could be used to 
undermine targeted industrial action. Conference therefore 
instructs the National Executive Committee (NEC) to 
consider ways of organising these members so that:
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* they are able to fully participate in PCS’ structures and 
democratic processes, wherever they may be deployed

* they can participate in industrial action ballots 
wherever there is a risk they could be used to strike break.

Conference further instructs the NEC to make branches 
aware of the Surge and Rapid Response Team in order to 
coordinate activity to improve the terms and conditions of 
PCS members within this team, and resist the extension of 
these ‘specially designed employment contracts’ to other 
parts of the Civil Service.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A107
SG Marine Scotland (038030)

The Scottish Government Marine Scotland Branch recognise 
the	important	role	fulfilled	by	British	Sea	Fishery	Officers	in	
detecting	and	deterring	illegal	and	unregulated	fish	landings	
around the United Kingdom and the often physical and 
dangerous nature of their work.

Those who work within our industry know that the risk 
of	serious	injury	whilst	inspecting	fishing	vessels	increases	
significantly	in	the	later	part	of	service	and	there	is	a	real		
concern that the retirement age for British Sea Fishery 
Officers	remains	in	line	with	the	state	pension	age.	This	is	
unsustainable in this line of work.

Conference calls for retirement age for British Sea Fishery 
Officers	to	be	lowered	to	60,	bringing	it	into	line	with	
that	of	their	colleagues	in	the	police	force,	fire	service	
and armed forces and asks the NEC to immediately seek 
negotiations with the Westminster Government on this 
matter.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A108 
DEFRA Eastern (001151)

As a component of the Brexit negotiations, the TUC has 
lobbied the government to ensure that the rights of UK 
workers are no less than they are currently under EU 
regulations. One call is for greater parity of rights for 
agency workers by ending Swedish derogation, because it 
allows employers to undercut rates of pay and denies them 
the rights of other workers.

It is clear that, from the employers’ perspective the 
benefit	of	Swedish	derogation	contracts	is	the	saving	on	
employment costs.  However, we need to continue to 
highlight the more unaccountable cost of the damage this 
is doing to their reputation and the undermining of the 
morale of their workers through the degradation of their 
terms and conditions.

This contractual feature is one that has particular 
examination within the Taylor Review and it too 
recommends to scrap it.  This view is endorsed by the 
BEIS Select Committee and the Work and Pensions Select 

Committee.  
We ask that a campaign is developed to take to 

Government and each of our employers that this 
contractual imposition is brought to an end at the earliest 
opportunity and that in anticipation of this employers, 
in good faith, withdraw from these contracts and allow 
workers the protection of the Agency Workers Regulations, 
when they need temporary workers, to or employ staff on 
longer	fixed	term	contracts	or,	ideally,	permanent	contracts.	

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A109 
DWP Sheffield (047008)

The Civil Service Appeal Board (CSAB) had its remit reduced 
significantly	in	2011,	mostly	noticeably	these	changes	
included the remove of right to appeal to CSAB regarding 
against dismissal.  

PCS recognises that the value CSAB in offering as an 
opportunity for PCS members and reps to present their case 
to the board on forfeiture of superannuation, compensation 
or political activities decisions. 

Conference instructs the NEC to consult with relevant 
groups and sections of the union to establish a clear 
position regarding extension of the role of the CSAB. This 
consultation should include what types of cases the CSAB 
should consider and whether this can be applied beyond 
the civil service.

Conference instructs the NEC to work with the Labour 
Party and other interested organisations to extend the remit 
of	the	CSAB	in	line	with	the	findings	of	the	consultation.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A110
MoJ Northamptonshire (052004)

Conference has noted that the MOD and possibly other 
departments are now operating a policy of not paying out 
to	staff	for	a	performance	award	accrued	in	the	financial	
year April-March if they leave before the ‘payout date’ 
in August, even if they leave to join another civil service 
department.

Since DE&S took over they have implemented changes 
which have penalised staff that leave before the cut 
off. There was confusion at the time of the handover 
which resulted in some members of staff being told they 
would still get the award, then after moving to another 
department being told they would not get the award. This 
has left some staff that we are aware of being £1500 out of 
pocket.

If an award is made for working April-March surely 
members should be entitled to a payment to be made to 
them regardless of when after the end of the tax year that 
they leave their department?  

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to contact each 
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government department to see if they are operating a 
similar procedure and then press for changes that reverses 
these detrimental changes. 

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

A111
DfT – London and the South East (201053)

This conference notes:

• A review of ONS working hour data by the GMB trade 
union found that 17% of central government workers 
regularly work an average of 6.9 hours of unpaid 
overtime a week; 

• The FDA has found in one of its working time surveys 
that ‘one in 10 are working the equivalent of a seven day 
week, every week. Most of this is unpaid overtime’; 

• That departments are legally bound by Regulation 9 of 
the Working Time Regulations (WTR) to ‘keep records 
which are adequate to show whether’ the WTR is being 
complied with;

• That many departments don’t count unpaid overtime as 
working time. 

This conference believes that unpaid work is an increasing 
problem in the civil service and indeed in the wider public 
service. Such unpaid work is a subsidy to the employer and 
is a ‘free’ productivity gain.

Therefore this conference instructs the NEC to: 
1.       run a publicity campaign across the union around 

‘work only your hours’; this campaign to be supportive of 
flexible	working	but	emphasising	that	this	is	flexibility	within	
your contracted hours;     

2.       seek talks with the Civil Service to tackle the 
problem of excess hours working;  

3.       run test cases to prove that hours worked in 
excess of the contract should be classed as working time 
and therefore should be recorded as per Reg 9.

 Carried  Lost   Remitted   Fell

OTHER MOTIONS 
B, C, D, E, X

13. PAY

D112
DWP Greater Manchester Branch (047023)

This conference notes that austerity started in 2008 and 
included a pay freeze for many members of pcs and pay 
restraint for all. 

This conference accepts that referring to a pay freeze since 
2010 may be politically expedient but under selling the amount 
of money our members have lost due to austerity undermines 
the basis of our industrial case and costs our members 
sympathy from the public.

This conference therefore instructs the NEC to amend the 
pay	calculator	to	reflect	the	amount	of	money	lost	by	members	
since	2008	and	that	all	future	official	PCS	publications	refer	to	
the start of the attack on our wages as 2008 not 2010.

E113  
Covered by A1
LR Durham (030009)

Conference notes the result of the consultative pay ballot 
in which members voted by 99% to scrap the pay cap and 
indicated their willingness to take action by 79.2%. The 
turnout was 48.8%, the highest in any national ballot since 
the union was formed. It is an outstanding achievement 
given continuous attacks faced by our union, including the 
attempt	by	the	previous	government	to	financially	destroy	
PCS through the withdrawal of check-off. 

The commitment of activists, members and staff was 
inspiring but there can be no complacency. While the ballot 
result demonstrated the potential for winning a statutory 
ballot under the Trade Union Act we recognise the legal 
obstacles will make this a greater challenge. Information 
gathered from the consultative ballot should be used to 
effectively target those areas that require assistance in 
order maximise the chances of winning a statutory ballot.

While the government says there will be a relaxation of 
the pay cap we also recognise their strategy is to create 
division by offering different sections of the movement 
and even within unions themselves settlements of differing 
values. In this climate PCS will continue to do all it can to 
build support for our consistent policy that the best way 
to defeat the pay cap and make up for pay public sector 
workers have lost over the past period is through joint 
coordinated campaigns and action, including a joint claim 
including	above	inflation	rises,	properly	funded,	not	at	the	
expense of lost jobs and services.     

Conference instructs the NEC to: -
4 Produce material on pay and continue to build awareness 

and solidarity for a coordinated campaign of action 
across the public sector.
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5 Work with the TUC and other public sector unions to 
build cooperation and joint campaigns on pay.

6 Build support for TUC Congress policy on the pay 
campaign including coordination of ‘collective action’, 
including industrial action; the ‘coordinating of bargaining 
timetables and pay demands, campaign activities, tactics, 
ballots and industrial action’. 

7 Build support for the TUC demonstration in May and 
press for it to have pay as a central theme. Support other 
demonstrations, lobbies and protests against the pay cap. 

8 Carry out the detailed planning to ensure branches are 
‘ballot-ready’ through the production of a detailed ballot 
plan, working closely with groups, including pay forums 
when required, and ensuring the resources of the union 
are concentrated to this purpose.  

9 Demand negotiations with the Treasury in advance of 
publication of the remit based on a claim including a rise 
of 5%, or £1,200 underpin, reiterating our demands for a 
return to central bargaining, fully funded.

The following are covered by A1 and identical to E113 

E114 DSg North West (014505) 
E115 DWP Tyne View Park (04712
E116 SG West and Central Scotland (038023)
E117 R&C Liverpool Branch (200136)

Covered by A1
E118  Land Registry Croydon (030006)

Conference notes the result of the consultative pay ballot 
in which members voted by 99% to scrap the pay cap and 
indicated their willingness to take action by 79.2%. The 
turnout was 48.8%, the highest in any national ballot since 
the union was formed. It is an outstanding achievement 
given continuous attacks faced by our union, including the 
attempt	by	the	previous	government	to	financially	destroy	
PCS through the withdrawal of check-off. 

While the government says there will be a relaxation of 
the pay cap we recognise their strategy is to create division 
by offering different pay awards to workers across the 
public sector after years of wage restraint. In the event of 
an unsatisfactory response from the Government, PCS will 
continue to build support for our consistent policy to defeat 
the pay cap and make up the ground lost over the past 
period	and	fight	for	above	inflation	rises,	fully	funded	and	
not at the expense of cuts in jobs and services. 

Conference instructs the NEC to: -
1 To build co-ordinated industrial action across public 

sector unions against the Government’s pay cap in line 
with TUC Congress policy. This involves coordination 
of ‘collective action’, including industrial action; the 
‘coordinating of bargaining timetables and pay demands, 
campaign activities, tactics, ballots and industrial action’.

2 To pursue the national pay claim with the Treasury for a 
rise of 5%, £1200 underpinning minimum and a £10 an 
hour living wage in advance of the publication of the 
2018/19 pay remit and for the restoration of central pay 
bargaining for PCS members.

3 To coordinate pay campaigns in groups and national 
branches in support of the union’s pay demands

4 Build support for the TUC demonstration in May and 
press for it to have pay as a central theme. Support other 
demonstrations, lobbies and protests against the pay cap.

5 The commitment of activists, members and staff was 
inspiring but there can be no complacency. While the 
ballot result demonstrated the potential for winning a 
statutory ballot under the Trade Union Act we recognise 
the legal obstacles will make this a greater challenge. 
Information gathered from the consultative ballot should 
continue to be used to effectively target those areas 
that require assistance in order maximise the chances of 
winning a statutory ballot.

6 Carry out the detailed planning to ensure branches are 
‘ballot-ready’ through the production of a detailed ballot 
plan, working closely with groups, including pay forums  
and ensuring the resources of the union are concentrated 
to this purpose.

7 Produce material on pay and continue to build awareness 
and solidarity for a co-ordinated campaign of action 
across the public sector.

The following are covered by A1 and identical to E118

E119 DWP Glasgow (047066)
E120 R&C Stockton and North Yorkshire (200108)
E121 MOJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)
E122 BEIS East Midlands (041203)
E123 DWP Clydeside and Argyll (047074)
E124 DWP Greater Glasgow (047076)

E125
Covered by A1
DWP HQ London (047039)

This Conference notes the result of the consultative pay 
ballot in which members voted by 99% to scrap the pay cap 
and indicated their willingness to take action by 79.2%. The 
turnout was 48.8%, the highest in any national ballot since 
the union was formed. It is an outstanding achievement 
given continuous attacks faced by our union, including the 
attempt	by	the	previous	government	to	financially	destroy	
PCS through the withdrawal of check-off. 

While the government says there will be a relaxation of 
the pay cap we recognise their strategy is to create division 
by offering different pay awards to workers across the 
public sector after years of wage restraint. In the event of 
an unsatisfactory response from the Government, PCS will 
continue to build support for our consistent policy to defeat 
the pay cap and make up the ground lost over the past 
period	and	fight	for	above	inflation	rises,	fully	funded	and	not	
at the expense of cuts in jobs and services.   

The commitment of activists, members and staff was 
inspiring but there can be no complacency. While the ballot 
result demonstrated the potential for winning a statutory 
ballot under the Trade Union Act we recognise the legal 
obstacles will make this a greater challenge. Information 
gathered from the consultative ballot should continue to be 
used to effectively target those areas that require assistance 
in order maximise the chances of winning a statutory ballot.  

Conference instructs the NEC to: -
1 To build co-ordinated industrial action across public sector 

unions against the Government’s pay cap in line with TUC 
Congress policy. This involves coordination of ‘collective 
action’, including industrial action; the  ‘ coordinating 
of bargaining timetables and pay demands, campaign 
activities, tactics, ballots and industrial action’.

2 To pursue the national pay claim with the Treasury for a 
rise of 5%, £1200 underpinning minimum and a £10 an 
hour living wage in advance of the publication of the 
2018/19 pay remit and for the restoration of central pay 
bargaining for PCS members.

3 To coordinate pay campaigns in groups and national 
branches in support of the union’s pay demands

4 Build support for the TUC demonstration in May and 
press for it to have pay as a central theme. Support other 
demonstrations, lobbies and protests against the pay cap.

5 Carry out the detailed planning to ensure branches are 
‘ballot-ready’ through the production of a detailed ballot 
plan, working closely with groups, including pay forums 
and ensuring the resources of the union are concentrated 
to this purpose.  
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6 Produce material on pay and continue to build awareness 
and solidarity for a co-ordinated campaign of action across 
the public sector

E126
Covered by A1
DfT - East Midlands (201051)

Conference believes that PCS activists at every level of the 
union deserve congratulation for the outcome of the recent 
consultative PCS pay ballot. 

• The ballot had the highest ever turnout for a national 
ballot which at almost 50% shows that PCS can win 
an	official	industrial	action	ballot	despite	anti-union	
legislation.

• Involved hundreds of pay day protests and meetings

• 10,000 members were phoned as part of the process 
and 3,000 new members recruited

This response and the results show the anger of civil 
service workers and their growing recognition that we will 
need to take action to move the government. 

Analysing the result and using the results to strengthen 
branch and workplace organisation is crucial. However we 
recognise that the best recruiting and organising tool is 
action. Unions including the PCS have always grown most 
successfully when they are involved in strike action.

The government is weak and divided and only hangs onto 
office	with	the	support	of	the	bigoted	DUP.	They	stumble	
from	crisis	to	crisis	and	would	find	serious	opposition	hard	
to withstand. There is widespread support for the kind 
of alternative policies PCS has argued for which are now 
represented by Jeremy Corbyn and John McDonnell. This 
is	helping	a	mood	for	a	fightback	and	encouraging	new	
activists. However we cannot simply wait for a Labour 
government as the next election may not be until 2022.

The government claims to have relaxed the pay cap, 
but only for self-funding pay offers. They have made no 
meaningful	attempt	to	recognise	the	damage	inflicted	by	
years of pay restraint, nor have they made any attempt to 
take our demands seriously.

While we are right to try to coordinate our campaign and 
any possible industrial action with other unions, if they are 
not yet ready to take action, we cannot afford to wait for 
them	indefinitely.	The	pensions	strike	in	June	2011,	involving	
most public sector unions, was the result of action initiated 
and taken by the PCS and some other unions, which created 
the momentum for a wider strike.

Conference believes that:

• PCS should continue to do all we can to encourage other 
unions to join us in balloting for industrial action. 

• However	we	cannot	afford	indefinite	delays.	Members	
voted overwhelmingly that they would be prepared to 
strike in the indicative ballot. We should not delay our 
own plans while we continue to wait for other unions, 
nor	should	we	imagine	we	can	achieve	significant	
improvements to our density and organisation by 
focusing on them alone. We should now lead a pay revolt 
from the front and initiate a national strike ballot.

E127
Covered by A1
DWP North Merseyside (047018)

We believe that PCS activists at every level of the union 
deserve congratulation for the outcome of the recent 
consultative PCS pay ballot. 

• The ballot had the highest ever turnout for a national 
ballot which at almost 50% shows that PCS can win 
an	official	industrial	action	ballot	despite	anti-union	
legislation. 

• Involved hundreds of pay day protests and meetings 

• 10,000 members were phoned as part of the process 
and 3,000 new members recruited 

This response and the results show the anger of civil 
service workers and their growing recognition that we will 
need to take action to move the government. 

Analysing the result and using the results to strengthen 
branch and workplace organisation is crucial. However we 
recognise that the best recruiting and organising tool is 
action. Unions including the PCS have always grown most 
successfully when they are involved in strike action. 

The government is weak and divided and only hang onto 
office	with	the	support	of	the	bigoted	DUP.	They	stumble	
from	crisis	to	crisis	and	would	find	serious	opposition	hard	
to withstand. There is widespread support for the kind 
of alternative policies PCS has argued for which are now 
represented by Jeremy Corbyn and John McDonnell. This 
is	helping	a	mood	for	a	fightback	and	encouraging	new	
activists. However we cannot simply wait for a Labour 
government as the next election may not be until 2020. 

The government claims to have relaxed the pay cap, 
but only for self funding pay offers. They have made no 
meaningful	attempt	to	recognise	the	damage	inflicted	by	
years of pay restraint, nor have they made any attempt to 
take our demands seriously. 

While we are right to try to coordinate our campaign and 
any possible industrial action with other unions, if they are 
not yet ready to take action, we cannot afford to wait for 
them	indefinitely.	The	pensions	strike	in	June	2011,	involving	
most public sector unions, was the result of action initiated 
taken by the PCS and some other unions, which created the 
momentum for a wider strike. 

• PCS should continue to do all we can to encourage other 
unions to join us in balloting for industrial action. 

• However	we	cannot	afford	indefinite	delays.	Members	
voted overwhelmingly that they would be prepared to 
strike in the indicative ballot. We should not delay our 
own plans while we continue to wait for other unions, 
nor	should	we	imagine	we	can	achieve	significant	
improvements to our density and organisation by 
focusing on them alone. We should now lead a pay revolt 
from the front and initiate a national strike ballot.

E128
Covered by A1
DWP Birmingham South (047053)

We believe that PCS activists at every level of the union 
deserve congratulation for the outcome of the recent 
consultative PCS pay ballot. 

• The ballot had the highest ever turnout for a national 
ballot which at almost 50% shows that PCS can win 
an	official	industrial	action	ballot	despite	anti-union	
legislation.

• Involved hundreds of pay day protests and meetings
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• 10,000 members were phoned as part of the process 
and 3,000 new members recruited

This response and the results show the anger of civil 
service workers and their growing recognition that we will 
need to take action to move the government. 

Analysing the result and using the results to strengthen 
branch and workplace organisation is crucial. However we 
recognise that the best recruiting and organising tool is 
action. Unions including the PCS have always grown most 
successfully when they are involved in strike action.

The government is weak and divided and only hang onto 
office	with	the	support	of	the	bigoted	DUP.	They	stumble	
from	crisis	to	crisis	and	would	find	serious	opposition	hard	
to withstand. There is widespread support for the kind 
of alternative policies PCS has argued for which are now 
represented by Jeremy Corbyn and John McDonnell. This 
is	helping	a	mood	for	a	fightback	and	encouraging	new	
activists. However we cannot simply wait for a change of 
government.

The government claims to have relaxed the pay cap, 
but only for self funding pay offers. They have made no 
meaningful	attempt	to	recognise	the	damage	inflicted	by	
years of pay restraint, nor have they made any attempt to 
take our demands seriously.

While we are right to try to coordinate our campaign and 
any possible industrial action with other unions, if they are 
not yet ready to take action, we cannot afford to wait for 
them	indefinitely.	The	pensions	strike	in	June	2011,	involving	
most public sector unions, was the result of action initiated 
taken by the PCS and some other unions, which created the 
momentum for a wider strike.

• PCS should continue to do all we can to encourage other 
unions to join us in balloting for industrial action. 

• However	we	cannot	afford	indefinite	delays.	Members	
voted overwhelmingly that they would be prepared to 
strike in the indicative ballot. We should not delay our 
own plans while we continue to wait for other unions, 
nor	should	we	imagine	we	can	achieve	significant	
improvements to our density and organisation by 
focusing on them alone. We should now lead a pay revolt 
from the front and initiate a national strike ballot.

E129
Covered by A1
DfT - London and the South East (201053)

Conference notes that PCS activists at every level of the 
union deserve congratulation for the outcome of the recent 
consultative PCS pay ballot: 
1 The ballot had the highest ever turnout for a national 

ballot which at almost 50% shows that PCS can win 
an	official	industrial	action	ballot	despite	anti-union	
legislation.

2 Involved hundreds of pay day protests and meetings
3 Approx. 10,000 members were phoned as part of the 

process and approx. 3,000 new members recruited

This response and the results show the anger of civil 
service workers and their growing recognition that we will 
need to take action to move the government. 

Analysing the result and using the results to strengthen 
branch and workplace organisation is crucial. However we 
recognise that the best recruiting and organising tool is 
action. Unions including the PCS have always grown most 
successfully when they are involved in strike action.

Conference believes:
The government is weak and divided and only hang onto 

office	with	the	support	of	the	bigoted	DUP.	They	stumble	
from	crisis	to	crisis	and	would	find	serious	opposition	hard	

to withstand. There is widespread support for the kind 
of alternative policies PCS has argued for which are now 
represented by Jeremy Corbyn and John McDonnell. This 
is	helping	a	mood	for	a	fightback	and	encouraging	new	
activists. However we cannot simply wait for a Labour 
government as the next election may not be until 2020.

The protracted Brexit crisis means the government is 
more reliant than ever on a supportive civil service; the 
government	will	not	want	to	fight	on	two	fronts.	

The government claims to have relaxed the pay cap, 
but only for self-funding pay offers. They have made no 
meaningful	attempt	to	recognise	the	damage	inflicted	by	
years of pay restraint, nor have they made any attempt to 
take our demands seriously.

Conference resolves:
1 PCS	cannot	afford	indefinite	delays.	
2 Members voted overwhelmingly that they would be 

prepared to strike in the indicative ballot. Therefore, PCS 
should not delay our own plans while we wait for other 
unions to mobilise, 

3 PCS	does	not	imagine	we	can	achieve	significant	
improvements to our density and organisation by 
focusing on those tasks in isolation.

Conference instructs the NEC:
1 To do all we can to encourage other unions to join us in 

balloting for industrial action. 
2 To lead a civil service pay revolt from the front and to 

initiate a national strike ballot no later than September 
2018.

E130
Covered by A3
Government Legal (141024)

Conference notes that the Government has shown no 
inclination to lift the cap where its own employees are 
concerned (senior civil servants possibly excepted); it 
recognizes that the pay consultation ballot represents 
a mandate to ballot for industrial action if and when 
it becomes clear that no progress can be made from 
negotiations. 

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to make 
comprehensive preparations for any such ballot by-
1 Making clear to the membership and all relevant 

employers the aims of the pay campaign, in particular 
breaking the pay cap, restoring national pay bargaining, 
equal pay for equal grade work and minimum standards 
including the living wage.

2 Offering guidance on minimum standards for branches 
in bargaining areas whose staff, for whatever reason 
(devolved areas, commercial sector) fall outside the 
national pay remit. 

3 Ensuring	that	any	ballot	allows	sufficient	preparation	time	
(including issuing publicity well in advance) and allocation 
of resources to branches to publicize the ballot and 
campaign for a yes vote.

4 Maintaining and increasing publicity around failure to 
keep pace with living standards and disparities around 
same grade work. Targeting lower paying areas with 
details	of	how	significantly	they	lag	behind	in	pay	terms		
-  and therefore in pension expectations and severance 
entitlements - for work of the same grade, and identify 
and publicize pay gaps as part of the campaign for equal 
pay for same grade work.

5 Making	sufficient	allowance	for,	and	injecting	necessary	
resources into, unorganized and weaker areas which 
suffer from lack of, or inexperienced representatives; with 
attention paid to areas with the potential for immediate 
and	significant	increases	in	density.	
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6 Co-ordinating joint working wherever possible between 
branches, especially at regional level, with collaboration 
between neighbouring or nearby branches to ensure 
mutual support and cover, especially where individual 
branch	resources	are	sparse	to	promote	leafleting,	
publicity and general campaigning collaboration. 

7 Working with activists, wider society campaign groups, 
other Unions and the Labour Party to develop a vigorous 
political campaign.

8 Continuing to work with other unions, wherever common 
aims and co-ordinating campaigning tactics while 
recognizing that we cannot afford to allow industrial 
action strategy to be dependent on the actions of other 
unions/leaderships, and therefore continuing to develop 
a sustainable industrial action strategy and in so doing, 
making this clear to the membership: part of that process 
would entail wholesale promotion and boosting of the 
fighting	fund/levy	and	publicizing	PCS	campaigning	
successes of the recent past.

9 Ensuring that all talks and negotiations, including all 
correspondence with the employer, are reported in a 
timely manner to members and be clear to members and 
employer that action will not stayed for the mere offer of 
talks.

10 Offering guidance to members employed by contractors/
agencies etc as to how they can best contribute to the 
national pay campaign.

The following are covered by and identical to A3

E131 DCLG/Headquarters National Branch (141802)
E132 DWP Devon (047095)
E133 DWP East Sussex (047103)

The following are covered by and identical to A4
E134 DWP Sheffield (047008)
E135 DCLG/Headquarters National Branch (141802)

E136 
Covered by A4
Government Legal (141024)

The pay cap, national pay and the Labour Party
Conference welcomes the clear commitment from 

the Labour Party to scrap the pay cap and work towards 
national pay bargaining but notes that it has not at this 
stage committed to real terms pay rises that exceed the 
current	rate	of	inflation.

It notes further that common national pay terms, ie equal 
pay for equal grade work across the civil service, cannot 
be	achieved	with	rises	that	simply	match	inflation,	in	which	
case inequalities between bargaining units will continue 
and a return to delegated bargaining under a different 
government will be that much easier.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to enter into 
detailed discussion of pay principles with the Labour 
leadership	with	a	view	to	ending	the	current	perfidious	
divide and rule policies and constructing a single bargaining 
edifice	for	Labour	to	act	on,	should	they	seize	the	reins	of	
power.

Such pay principles should include underpinning pay 
awards to protect the living standards of the lowest paid 
and agreed contractual progression to the rate of the job 
over	timescales	not	exceeding	five	years.

X137 (Branch cannot instruct NEC)

CPS Yorks and Humberside (070005)

This branch views as shameful the government’s treatment 
of its employees and their colleagues elsewhere in the 
public sector, in maintaining, as part of its discredited 
austerity	agenda,	the	wholly	unjustified	and	unfair	policy	of	
public sector pay restraint.  

The branch notes that its members, along with others, 
have lost an average of around £4,000 pay in real terms 
in the 7 years of pay restraint and increase in pension 
contributions, at time when the government has rewarded 
high earners and companies with tax cuts.  With rising 
inflation	of	up	to	3%,	it	is	hard	to	view	restricting	civil	
servants pay increases to an annual maximum of 1% as little 
less than vindictive.

Noting all of the above, action taken so far by this and 
other public sector unions has failed to keep the issue of 
public sector pay before the country  -  even when there is 
sympathy for the position of public sector workers  -  or to 
persuade, or force the government to end its policy of pay 
restraint.

The time has come for stronger action.  This branch calls 
on the NEC to;

Approach fellow public sector unions with a view to 
consolidated industrial action across the whole of the public 
sector

Ballot PCS members for a mandate to take strike action.

 

14. JOBS 
B,C,D,E & X 

D138 
R&C North West & Central Lancashire (200146)

HMRC members within some locations are due to transfer 
into DWP to work in Universal Credit.

Whilst some members of the NW & Central Lancs Branch 
have already moved department under COSOP working 
practices and the ‘measures agreement’ there is still 
uncertainty from both DWP and R&C sides of PCS of what 
this actually means for these and members yet to transfer.  
This is impacting on outgoing members uncertain about 
what terms and conditions are protected under COSOP, 
and which are new work practices under the ‘measures 
agreement’ they are expected to comply with.

This motion instructs the Universal Credit Liaison Group 
to meet with all branches affected before further transfers 
take place (or as soon as practicable), and to ensure that 
clear and direct routes exist for all members and PCS 
Representatives to check understanding and ask questions 
relating to COSOP, ‘the DWP employee deal’ and the 
‘measures agreement’. 

The Universal Credit Liaison Group is to ensure clear 
guidance of COSOP and all other local agreements 
relating to the transfer to UC, is fully available to all PCS 
Representatives working in both DWP and HMRC to support 
them to support to those members effectively with 
accurate advice.
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The UCLG should start to act on the instruction within this 
motion no longer than two weeks after ADC 2018 closes.

The following are covered by and Identical to A8

E139 DWP Dorset (047097)
E140 Land Registry Croydon (030006)
E141 SG West and Central Scotland (038023)
E142 R&C Stockton and North Yorkshire (200108)
E143 BEIS Scotland and the North of England (041215)
E144 DSg North West (004505)
E145 MOJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)
E146 DWP Clydeside and Argyll (047074)
E147 CPS East Midlands and Eastern Branch (070010)
E148 DWP Birmingham North (047054)
E149 R&C Benton Park View (200126)

E150 
Covered by A8
R&C HQ London (200145)

According	to	the	National	Audit	Office	report,	The	UK	
border, dated 20 October 2017, EU Exit is likely to result 
in an increase in the number of decisions that will be 
required to be made. This involves a 230% increase in 
people decisions and 360% increase in decisions on goods. 
Geographically, the UK border can be crossed by sea, air, 
rail, road or foot at 113 major entry points and 270 other 
recognised crossing points. This includes 218 sea ports and 
60 airports plus the Channel Tunnel and land border with 
Ireland. 95% of goods enter the country by sea, with the 
rest by rail and a small percentage by air. The IT technology 
used for the border systems is dated. Yet HMRC’s IT staff 
based in Southend and responsible for these systems have 
had no clarity on their future. 

Up to 26 agencies operate at or out of many of our 
ports. HMRC has already stated that an additional 3000 
–	5000	staff	may	be	required.	The	Home	Office	has	yet	
to	provide	figures.	It	takes	two	years	to	adequately	train	a	
customs	officer	in	the	UK.

Against this backdrop, this ADC instructs the NEC to call 
for and negotiate with the employer an immediate halt 
to	the	office	closure	programmes	across	the	civil	service	
estate. This should include a halt to signing long-term 
contracts without adequate break clauses. A review of the 
estate	and	staffing	requirement	across	all	departments	and	
agencies at the 113 major and 270 additional recognised 
entry points into the UK and the implementation of 
recruitment and establishment of multi-agency teams and 
facilities at all UK entry points.

E151 
Covered by A9
DWP HQ London (047039)

This conference notes the collapse of the private sector 
company Carillion, a company which was a favoured 
recipient	of	government	contracts	and	which	exemplifies	
the absolute failure and scandal of the privatisation of our 
public services.  

PCS resolutely opposes privatisation and out-sourcing. 
Privatisation is not and never has been a legitimate form 
of public sector delivery. It is an ideological assault on 
the public sector. It has two principal purposes - to funnel 

money that should be intended solely for the public 
sector	into	profits	for	big	business	at	minimum	risk	and	as	
a method whereby public services are cut or destroyed 
with	only	the	most	profitable	parts	left	to	be	exploited	
to provide unearned income for company shareholders. 
Privatisation	leads	to	inefficiency,	bureaucratisation	and	
failure. In-house delivery of services is demonstrably cheaper 
and	more	efficient.		Privatisation	is	the	organised	theft	of	
the country’s assets by big business. Many of the methods 
of privatisation, like PFI schemes would be regarded as 
criminal activity in many countries. 

The collapse of Carillion is no surprise and it gives the 
trade union movement and the Labour Party a tremendous 
opportunity to make the case for a properly resourced and 
fully funded public sector free from privatisation and out-
sourcing.

Conference instructs the national executive committee 
to do all it can to hold the government to account for this 
failure and to demand; -
1  That all workers affected by the Carillion collapse will 

have their pay, jobs and terms and conditions fully 
safeguarded by the government and that those workers 
be brought back in-house by the public sector.

2 That all public services currently delivered by Carillion 
will be safeguarded by the government, and that those 
services be brought in-house by the public sector.

3 That the government issues an immediate moratorium on 
all planned out-sourcing.

4 That all services out-sourced from the public sector 
are brought back into the public sector and any 
compensation paid on the basis of proven need. 

5 That a campaign is launched in PCS to raise awareness on 
privatisation and out-sourcing, revising and updating the 
material that has been consistently produced by PCS on 
the issue.

6 That PCS argues for a major campaign against 
privatisation and in defence of the public sector is 
developed by the TUC.

The following are covered by A9 and identical to E151

E152 BEIS Scotland and the North of England (041215)
E153 R&C Portsmouth - Portsdown Vectis (200091)

E154 
Covered by A10
DSg North West (014505)

Conference recognises that the Tory government remains 
intent on destroying the welfare state, slash services, close 
offices	and	cut	jobs.		We	also	recognise	the	fact	that	part	
of these attacks are also about the privatisation of services 
for	profit.		We	welcome	the	magnificent	victory	in	the	
Land Registry Group where they have not only fought of 
privatisation once but twice.

We must remain vigilant to the fact that there is an 
ongoing sell off of jobs and services into the private 
sector, including government contracts, security and 
support services and the setting up of Government owned 
Companies GovCo’s.

ADC instructs the NEC to step up its anti-privatisation 
work including an assessment of what is happening across 
the Union (both contracting out and taking services 
back ‘in-house’) and using this information to develop a 
bargaining, industrial/campaigning and political response 
and strategy to integrate both in the work of the 
Commercial Sector and also in the wider union.

ADC also instructs the NEC that where any potential 
sell off is announced that impacts on PCS members we 
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intervene and support any campaigning work with a view to 
gaining support for an anti-privatisation agenda with other 
TUC	affiliated	unions.

The following motions are covered by A10 and are 
identical to E154

E155 SG West and Central Scotland (038023)
E156 LR Birkenhead (030001)
E157 R&C Stockton and North Yorkshire (200108)
E158 DfT – East Midlands (201051)
E159 DWP Dorset (047097)
E160 BEIS Scotland and the North of England (041215)
E161 MOJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)
E162 CPS East Midlands and Eastern Branch (070010)
E163 DWP Clydeside and Argyll (047074)
E164 HO Her Majestys Passport Office Northern 
(026121)
E165 DWP Birmingham North (047054)

E166 
Covered by A11
Land Registry Croydon (030006)

Conference notes the court victory by PCS on the Civil 
Service Compensation Scheme

• The judgement found that there was no basis on 
which the Minister was entitled to exclude PCS from 
the consultation, thereby depriving some 160,000 
civil servants of a voice in those debates; and that the 
Minister was not entitled to impose additional entry 
conditions.  The NEC should be congratulated for 
restoring the voice of 160,000 members and refusing to 
fetter the Union in negotiations

• The employer’s threat to impose something worse if the 
final	offer	was	not	accepted	was	tantamount	to	extortion	
and members are to be congratulated for refusing to 
cave in to this by rejecting their ‘offer’ by 96% in a ballot

• Workers in the Civil Service are now better off by 
between £80 - 100m in 2017 alone as a result of the 
judgement

• Our stance has been fully vindicated

• Using the High Court judgement PCS must press the 
employer to secure the best possible remedy for 
members who have left or who are due to leave under 
the 2016 terms

• Make clear to the employer that, in respect of the fresh 
consultation, the 2016 terms, or anything worse than 
those terms, is an unacceptable outcome to PCS

Approach the fresh consultation with a view to:

• Defending our members’ redundancy terms overall

• Reaching an agreement that improves our members’ 
position overall 

ADC instructs the NEC to play a full part in campaigning by:-

• Building as broad a coalition of NTUC Unions as possible 
in pursuit of our aims.

• Lobbying and working with politicians to defend our 
members’ rights and conditions.

• Produce material as and when required. 

The following are covered by A11 and identical to E166

E167 R&C Benton Park View (200126)
E168 SG West and Central Scotland (038023)
E169 DWP Glasgow (047066)

E170 R&C North West & Central Lancashire (200146)
E171 DfT - East Midlands (201051)
E172 R&C Stockton and North Yorkshire (200108)
E173 DSg North West (014505)
E174 MOJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)
E175 DWP Dorset (047097)
E176 DWP Clydeside and Argyll (047074)
E177 DWP Edinburgh, Lothian & Borders (047063)
E178 CPS East Midlands and Eastern Branch (070010)
E179 DWP Birmingham North (047054)
E180 DWP Greater Glasgow (047076) 

15. EQUALITIES 
B,C,D,E & X

D181  
DEFRA Eastern (001151)

Conference notes that the TUC holds all of its equality 
conferences at Congress House which is used by all 
affiliated	unions.		Conference	also	notes	that	this	building,	
whilst being a listed building, has major accessibility issues, 
particularly those with mobility issues.  Intersectionality 
needs mean that all equality conferences are affected by 
accessibility issues. 

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to:

• hold discussions with the TUC on overcoming accessibility 
issues at Congress House,

• discuss with the TUC to move the equality conferences 
to a more accessible venue until such time as Congress 
House	is	fit	for	purpose,	

• report back on progress by the end of TUC congress in 
September 2018,

• liaise with other unions to campaign on accessibility 
issues at Congress House.

E182
Covered by A16
DEFRA Eastern (001151)

This conference welcomes the recent launch of 
Government’s 10-year Disability Plan with its ambitious aim 
to close the employment gap for disabled people making it 
easier for them to be employed and retained in work. 

Disability disclosure rates recorded by employers help 
us understand the percentage of staff who’ve disclosed a 
disability. Crucially, it’s often through the personal casework 
of reps that members with a disability can get the support 
they need to ensure they are protected from discrimination 
and ill treatment. It’s vital therefore that members feel 
confident	about	opening	up	to	their	reps	so	they	can	talk	to	
them	about	issues	that	are	deeply	personal	and	confidential	
in nature.
The	‘official’	disability	disclosure	rates	in	the	organisations	

are likely to be an underestimation due to the lack of 
understanding	of	the	legal	definition	of	disability	and	the	
failure of members to either identify with or disclose the 
impairments they may have. This view is supported by 
survey evidence from Natural England indicating that there 
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is a much greater level of disability than management and 
our reps are aware off. Out of 162 union members who 
responded to a recent joint survey, 38% reported having 
a hidden disability, yet only 9% think of themselves as 
disabled.	This	highlights	a	significantly	higher	incidence	
of	disability	than	the	official	disclosure	rates		-		currently	
below 6% - suggest. When these facts are combined with 
the ill treatment suffered by members (46 incidents) and 
the bullying, harassment & discrimination (26 incidents) it’s 
extremely concerning that only 2 members felt their union 
rep could help or support them, meaning their plight was 
unknown to the unions. 

To ensure workplace reps are able to effectively support 
members with hidden and invisible disabilities and can 
prevent discrimination and ill treatment occurring in the 
workplace, conference therefore calls on the PCS NEC to 
seek to ensure with the support of PCS HQ the,

• Provision of tailored disability training for reps 
emphasising on hidden disabilities, to enable reps to fully 
understand the legal obligation employers have towards 
disabled employees, ensuring they’re more aware when 
discrimination is occurring in the workplace, speak more 
confidently	to	PCS’	negotiators	and	get	the	legal	support	
they need to support members,

• Development of better connections with disability groups 
and	organisations	who	have	experience	of	specific	
hidden	disabilities,	so	that	reps	can	gain	confidence	in	
talking about impairments and disabilities to members, 
understand the effects impairments have on them and 
be better equipped to discuss the types of reasonable 
adjustments they need,

• Design of a model (voluntary) workplace passport pro-
forma which can be adopted across employers to ensure 
short and long-term adjustments are recorded correctly 
and implemented satisfactorily,

• Recommendation that unions and branches work together 
and share best practice regarding disability issues. 
Workshops for reps could be devised that allow the sharing 
of anonymised cases indicating both positive and negative 
disability outcomes, which can empower reps and help 
them to work with employers to ensure they get more 
inclusive terms and conditions for their members.

The following motions are covered by and identical to 
A16:

E183 DWP Devon (047095)
E184 DWP Sheffield (047008)
E185 DWP East Sussex (047103)

E186
Covered by A16
Government Legal (141024)

Conference notes:- 

• that Section 15(1) of the Equality Act, which deals with 
disability	discrimination	has	significantly	lowered	the	
bar for employees trying to demonstrate unfavourable 
treatment for a disability reason; that, for example, the 
dismissal of an employee for disability-related absences 
would amount to unfavourable treatment arising in 
consequence of disability and would therefore require 
justification;

• that	in	this	context,	the	definition	of	disability	
discrimination does not involve any comparison with a 
non-disabled person; it refers to unfavourable treatment, 
not less favourable treatment. 

• that while the employer may be under no duty to make 
positive adjustments for a disabled employee in any 

particular context, this does not mean that they can 
thereafter dismiss an employee, or indeed impose any 
other sanction, in the same way as they could with 
respect to a non-disabled employee. 

• That the employer is duty bound by section 15 to make 
allowances for a disabled employee.

• That parties and employment tribunals have been 
directed to consider carefully whether the duty to make 
reasonable adjustments is being applied or whether the 
case is best considered and analysed under the new, 
robust, section 15.

1 Conference recognizes the need to ensure that 
representatives are fully aware of the nature and import 
of section 15 and therefore instructs the NEC to:

a) Issue detailed guidance to representatives explaining 
what section 15 is and how it can and should be used;

b) Run training courses for representatives to improve their 
understanding of s15 and its use on behalf of members in 
personal cases, grievances and employment tribunals;

c) Engage with the Employer at national level to ensure that 
civil service policies are compatible with Section 15;

d) Ask all Groups and National Branches to review their local 
management policies for compatibility with Section 15 
and where necessary to seek changes in negotiations, 
reporting any problems back to national PCS;

e) Examine with PCS’ Legal advisors the possibility of 
running test cases concerning section 15.

E187
Covered by A16
DfT – London and the South East (201053)

This conference notes:

• That disability discrimination is rife in society and in the 
workplace;

• That section 15 of the Equality Act is a little known 
but powerful provision that can greatly help staff with 
impairments;

• That section 15 does not require a comparator and 
puts an onus on the employer to justify their actions or 
inactions;

• That on the union’s website is the advice ‘….but can also 
consider bringing claims of disability discrimination under 
section 15 of the Equality Act 2010. Under section 15, 
disability discrimination occurs where the employer treats 
a worker unfavourably because of something arising in 
consequence of the worker’s disability, and the employer 
cannot	show	that	the	treatment	is	justified’.
Given the above, this conference instructs the NEC to:
Run in 2018, regional day schools and Group day schools 

to train key activists in using/understanding section 15. The 
idea being that these activists can then train other activists 
in their Group and/or region;

To place on the website, material explaining what 
section 15 is, and how it can be used. As part of this to 
post relevant ET and other court rulings so that activists/
members can see how the law regarding section 15 has 
been used. This material to be updated as new rulings 
become available;

Consider running test cases using section 15 to challenge 
sick rules, sick pay rules etc.
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E188
Covered by A18
R&C Leeds & District (200056)

Conference welcomes the PCS vote to support self ID at 
conference 2017.

This conference notes that:
Trans people face considerable hostility and 

discrimination. The Galop Hate Crime Report 2016 reports 
that 79 percent of trans people have experienced a hate 
crime, of which 32 percent had experienced a violent hate 
crime and 16 percent suffered sexual violence. Studies 
suggest up to 41 percent of trans people have attempted 
suicide,	a	dramatically	higher	figure	than	for	the	general	
population.

The government announced last year plans to review 
the Gender Recognition Act (GRA), a 2004 law that allows 
transgender people to gain legal recognition.  

The GRA currently requires a trans person who wishes 
to legally change gender to make a case to the Gender 
Recognition Panel, to be diagnosed with gender dysphoria 
(where biological sex and gender identity do not match) 
and to have lived as their desired gender for at least two 
years.

Proposals have been put forward make changes to the 
GRA to allow trans people to have their gender recognised 
by law through self-declaration.

Denmark, Ireland and Malta already have legislation along 
the lines of the proposed changes to the GRA.

Conference further notes that:
There have been reports that the government is now 

retreating and delaying the consultation over the GRA. This 
comes after a sustained campaign anti-transgender in the 
right wing press.

Conference resolves to:
To oppose any moves to delay or abandon the 

consultation over changes to the GRA.
To promote trans equality in the workplace and to 

encourage branches to commemorate the Transgender Day 
of Remembrance each November.

E189
R&C East Midlands (200033)

Conference welcomes the PCS vote at conference 2017 to 
support protection under the Equality Act 2010 on grounds 
of gender identity. 

This conference notes that Trans people face 
considerable hostility and discrimination. The Galop Hate 
Crime Report 2016 reports that 79 percent of trans people 
have experienced a hate crime, of which 32 percent had 
experienced a violent hate crime and 16 percent suffered 
sexual violence. Studies suggest up to 41 percent of trans 
people	have	attempted	suicide,	a	dramatically	higher	figure	
than for the general population. 

The government announced last year plans to review 
the Gender Recognition Act (GRA), a 2004 law that allows 
transgender people to gain legal recognition.  

The GRA currently requires a trans person who wishes 
to legally change gender to make a case to the Gender 
Recognition Panel, to be diagnosed with gender dysphoria 
(where biological sex and gender identity do not match) and 
to have lived as their desired gender for at least two years.

Proposals have been put forward make changes to the 
GRA to allow trans people to have their gender recognised 
by law through self-declaration.

Denmark, Ireland and Malta already have legislation along 

the lines of the proposed changes to the GRA. 
Conference further notes that 
In December 2017, the Equalities Minister announced 

that the consultation regarding reviewing the Gender 
Recognition Act 2004 which was initially due to start in 
Autumn 2017, would now not be launched until Spring 
2018, at the earliest.

This delay by the Government follows a sustained anti-
transgender campaign in the right wing press.

Conference instructs the NEC
To oppose any moves by the Government to further 

delay, or abandon the consultation over changes to the 
GRA.

To promote trans equality in the workplace and to 
encourage branches to commemorate the Transgender Day 
of Remembrance each November

E190 
Covered by A21
DfT – London and the South East (201053)

This conference notes:
The union’s win in the Supreme Court case of Essop vs 

Home	Office;
The employer of all civil servants is the Crown;
Many employment laws apply to the employer as a 

whole; 
Most case law applies to the employer as a whole.
Given the above, this conference instructs the NEC to 

carry out the following actions;
To discuss with Groups as soon as possible after ADC 

2018 the possibility of running Essop type cases regarding 
PMRs, promotion, Special Bonuses and other HR processes 
in their areas;

To discuss with legal advisors those aspects of 
employment laws and case law that affect employers and 
then if possible, to run test cases that would have employer 
wide impact.

The following motions are covered by and identical to 
A21:

E191 DCLG/Headquarters National Branch (141802)
E192 Government Legal (141024)

X193 (Motion incomplete)

DWP Bradford (047002)

This conference is appalled to hear about the dismissal of 
a transgender man, member of PCS, by the Victoria and 
Albert Museum on the gound of ‘Some other substantial 
reason’ (SOSR). The PCS member has been the victim 
of a series of horrendous transphobic hate crimes both 
inside and outside the work place. The museum argues 
they cannot ensure the security of the worker and that 
his presence at work therefore constitutes a danger for 
colleagues, visitors and museum collections. This sets 
a dangerous precedent for members who may be the 
victim of hate crime in the workplace to be dismissed for 
no fault of their own and shows a lack of commitment to 
safeguarding staff with protected characteristics. Police 
investigations have been taking place but were unable to 
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find	the	perpetrator(s)	while	there	are	genuine	concerns	
about the quality of the investigation and the institutional 
discrimination that may still exist in Police forces.

This situation has to be seen against a worsening 
backdrop of hate crime against the LGBT+ community. The 
number of attacks on lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender 
people in the UK has soared by nearly 80% in the past four 
years.	More	than	one	in	five	LGBT	people	have	experienced	
a hate crime or incident due to their sexual orientation or 
gender identity in the last 12 months, compared with 16 
percent	in	2013.	For	transgender	people,	the	findings	are	
particularly	alarming,	showing	that	two	in	five	transgender	
people have experienced a hate crime or incident based on 
their gender identity in the last 12 months.

The V&A Museum has been a Stonewall and LGBT History 
month hub and has done positive work in LGBT issues. It is 
therefore even more disturbing that they have progressed 
to dismissal. Regular LGBT events and tours are being held 
at the museum and other LGBT staff work in the institution. 
Surely the museum should aim to tackle hate crime and 
work with PCS, LGBT organisations, and other relevant 
bodies to resolve the situation.

This conference:
1 Condemns all forms of hate crime and in this particular 

context transphobic hate crime
2 Recognises that no victim of hate crimes at work should 

be unfairly dismissed by their employer
3 Welcomes PCS support for the member and its assistance 

at the Employment Tribunal that is due to be heard in 
July 2018, as well as the Trans awareness training for PCS 
Reps that has been running in the past year

4 Recognises	that	museums	must	reflect	the	history	of	all	
groups and communities and therefore collect museum 
artefacts	that	reflect	the	history	of	the	LGBT	community
This conference instructs the NEC:

1 To support a campaign to defend this member, and more 
widely, that PCS steps up its work on Transgender issues.

2 To mount a campaign SOSR when this is solely that they 
have been the victim of hate crime against the dismissal 
of any staff member on the grounds of 

X194 (Branch cannot instruct the NEC)

CPS London & South East (070007)

‘Neurodiversity’ refers to the fact that people have a 
range of different brain wirings, and covers a range of 
neurological conditions (dyspraxia, dyslexia, ADD, OCD, 
autism, Asperger syndrome amongst others).  Around 
700,000 people in the UK have a neuro-diverse condition, 
including many of our members. For those in employment, 
hostile working conditions can profoundly affect their 
working lives. 

Failure to deal with this can often lead to a lack of 
progress	in	their	chosen	employment	field	or	punitive	action	
being taken against them by the employer. It can also lead 
to bullying from colleagues.

PCS has adopted the social model of neurodiversity and 
has provided excellent training for reps.

This Branch calls upon the NEC to take the next step: to 
develop a policy document on neurodiversity and, in the 
context of the obligations set out in the 2010 Equality Act, 
approach the employer to embed practices and policies 
that will support and advance

16. RULES 
B,C,D,E & X

X195 (unclear in intent)

R&C Glasgow & Clyde HMRC & Valuation (200119)

That this conference notes that rule 9.22 states Death 
Benefit	of	ten	times	the	maximum	annual	subscription,	at	
31 December of the year prior to the death, shall be paid 
to the nominee of an ordinary member, who dies whilst a 
member.
Currently	there	is	no	entitlement	to	death	benefit	

for associate members of PCS. This does not take into 
consideration the fact that the majority of associate 
members are retired former full members who had paid 
full subscriptions for substantial periods of time. Their non-
entitlement could be considered grossly unfair.

Furthermore some associate members retired early on ill 
health grounds and in some cases due to terminal illness. 
These are members in particular who can be suffering 
severe	financial	difficulties	for	themselves	and	their	families.	
The non-entitled in these circumstances is morally wrong.

This conference therefore instructs the NEC to 
immediately amend rule 9.22 to read ‘it shall also be paid 
to the nominee of an associate member who retired on ill 
health grounds with a terminal illness’.
The	NEC	is	also	instructed	to	explore	the	financial	

implications	of	extending	the	death	benefit	payment	to	
all associate members and produce a report on this to be 
published to the membership prior to ADC 2019.

X196 (unclear in intent)

R&C Cumbernauld (200027)

This	ADC	notes	that	rule	9.22	states	Death	benefit	of	ten	
times the maximum annual subscription, at 31 December of 
the year prior to the death, shall be paid to the nominee of 
an ordinary member, who dies whilst a member. 
Currently	there	is	no	entitlement	to	death	benefit	

for associate members of PCS. This does not take into 
consideration the fact that the majority of associate 
members are retired former full members who had paid 
full subscriptions for substantial periods of time. Their non 
entitlement could be considered grossly unfair. 

Furthermore some associate members retired early on ill 
health grounds and in some cases due to terminal illness. 
These are members in particular who can be suffering 
severe	financial	difficulties	for	themselves	and	their	families.	
The non entitled in these circumstances is morally wrong. 

This ADC therefore instructs the NEC to immediately 
amend rule 9.22 to read ‘it shall also be paid to the 
nominee of an associate member who retired on ill health 
grounds with a terminal illness’.
They	are	also	instructed	to	explore	the	financial	

implications	of	extending	the	death	benefit	payment	to	
all associate members and produce a report on this to be 
published to the membership prior to ADC 2019
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17. FINANCE AND 
SERVICES 
B,C,D,E & X   

D197
R&C Northern Ireland Branch (200082)

Conference congratulates PCS on the quality material such 
as calendars etc. that are produced for members. However 
PCS members in Northern Ireland are dismayed that a 
number	of	PCS	regional	offices	are	listed	on	PCS	materials	
but Northern Ireland is not mentioned and appears to be 
ignored.

PCS membership in Northern Ireland continues to grow 
despite	office	closures	and	attacks	on	PCS	members	in	the	
region.

Conference instructs the National Executive Committee 
to ensure that any PCS material that lists areas or regions 
ensures Northern Ireland is included. This will make PCS 
more inclusive and give members in Northern Ireland a 
sense of belonging. 

D198 
R&C VOA Central Valuation (200141)

That	this	ADC	notes	that	not	all	offices	have	a	trained	
Health and Safety Representative.

This is often not helped by arranged courses being 
cancelled or impractical to attend

The NEC is asked to look into the possibility and combining 
Health and Safety courses with other Trade Unions

D199 
R&C Liverpool Branch (200136)

PCS has a goal of ensuring that a membership level of at 
least 200,000 is achieved. In recent years the union has lost 
members since the Government required most Departments 
to remove check-off.

Conference recognises that some of this loss came from 
members leaving employment by retirement or redundancy 
but others have decided to leave PCS whilst remaining in a 
workplace that the Union covers, and we need to make sure 
we speak to them and encourage them to re-join.

Although there is an expectation that branches will 
review Commix on a monthly basis and contact those 
members who have resigned or are going through the 
lapsing process, this doesn’t always happen for a variety of 
reasons.

This conference therefore instructs the NEC to launch a 
campaign to attempt to make contact with every one of 
those members by:
1 1. Providing Branches with guidance to ensure members 

leaving/going through the lapsing period are contacted 
as soon as possible, including a script for phone contact 

and for email contact where there is no phone number
2 Provide	branches	with	specific	training	to	assist	with	this	

recruitment
3 Producing	a	specific	leaflet	for	members	leaving/going	

through the lapsing period to remind them of the 
importance of being part of a trade union and addressing 
the common reasons given for leaving the union

4 Utilising	both	lay	reps	and	PCS	full	time	officers,	set	up	
phone banking to contact members where face to face 
engagement	is	difficult	to	achieve.

D200 
Health & Safety Executive – PSg NW (143009)

The recent change of travel provider to Redfern Travel 
and the use of the TRIPS booking system has been set up 
in	a	way	that	does	not	reflect	PCS	Branch	organisation.	
Currently all bookings for hotel, rail and air etc can only be 
charged to Group structures. This will either deplete Group 
budgets or lead to a mountain of work unravelling and 
reassigning expenditure to the correct  Branches. We ask 
that National Branches are provided with their own booking 
account codes on TRIPS to enable them to book and pay for 
their own Branch travel costs.

D201 
DWP Greater Manchester Branch (047023)

Conference recognises the enormous contribution 
that Christine Galligan made to the PCS union and its 
predecessor. 

Chris sadly passed away in 2017 after a brave battle 
against ill health. Chris was active in the union at all levels 
for decades -  national, group, region and branch. Chris’ 
advocacy on behalf of members was unstinting. 

Chris offered members and fellow reps unfailing support, 
encouragement and friendship and was admired and 
respected by a generation of colleagues. 

Conference marks Chris’ contribution by awarding her 
posthumous life membership of PCS.

D202 
DWP Tyne View Park (047123)

This Conference agrees to award Distinguished Life 
Membership to former Branch Chair, Regional Chair and NEC 
member Mary Ferguson.
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D203
DWP Leicestershire (047043)

Conference agrees to award Distinguished Life Membership 
to Tony Church for his long service to PCS and its predecessor 
unions. During his more than 40 year union career Tony has 
served	and	held	office	with	distinction	at	all	levels	in	the	
union at branch, region, group and national level.

D204 
R&C Glasgow & Clyde HMRC & Valuation (200119)

That this ADC notes that Stevie Ferrier retired at the end of 
January 2018 after 30 years (to the day!) with HMRC and 
the Inland Revenue, as well as being an active rep within 
PCS and its predecessor unions throughout that time. 
Stevie is well known throughout PCS as a passionate and 
highly-experienced rep. Whilst Stevie spent most of career 
in Dundee Branch, he has had two spells in Glasgow, 
previously	as	vice-chair	during	a	period	of	significant	change	
for the branch, whereby Stevie’s support & experience was 
invaluable in ensuring a smooth transition for the branch 
- and most recently as the branch treasurer - a position he 
held until his retirement.

This Conference instructs the award of the Distinguished 
Lifetime Membership award to Steven Ferrier.

E205
Covered by A34 
HMPO Eastern Branch (026116)

Conference	recognises	that	the	fighting	fund	is	an	important	
weapon in the PCS’ Armory and is essential in supporting 
those members taking targeted action. It has already 
proved an invaluable resource.
Sadly	conference	notes	that	contributions	to	the	fighting	

fund are nowhere as numerous as they can be, or indeed 
need to be. It was reported at ADC 2017 that only 280 
members	were	contributing	to	the	fighting	fund.	Clearly	
simply requesting voluntary donations is not achieving the 
desired result.

The reasons for the failure of members to contribute are, 
in all likelihood, many and varied. There are, no doubt, cases 
of genuine hardship preventing members from contributing 
however simple apathy is unquestionably also a factor.

Conference therefore believes that a new approach is 
necessary	to	boost	the	fighting	fund	and	proposes	that	a	
levy of £1.00 on top of the monthly subscriptions would 
satisfactorily constitute such an approach.

This motion in no way seeks to compel members to make 
a contribution against their will particularly those members 
who genuinely cannot afford it. For this reason conference 
will make it clear that this remains a voluntary contribution 
and that members who do not wish to contribute 
can inform PCS of their wish to opt out. Nevertheless 
conference	firmly	believes	that	a	significant	number	of	
members will be happy to accept the levy.

Conference is therefore instructed to 
1 Inform members of its intention to raise the levy and 

also to advise members of the opt out clause before 
implementing the measure.

2 Place an opt out check box on all future versions of the 

application form.
3 consider whether the current system of voluntary 

donations should also remain in place for those members 
who wish to make additional contributions. 

X206 (Branch cannot instruct the NEC)

R&C Northern Ireland Branch (200082)

Women are currently underrepresented in Leadership 
Positions in Trade Unions.

In order to encourage more women to take up leadership 
roles	at	all	levels	within	PCS	union,	including	Branch	officer	
roles and membership of the NEC and  GECs; 

This Branch calls on the NEC to organise a mentoring/
training programme for trade union members and newly 
elected trade unions reps across in all the regions; 

In order to empower, encourage and enable more 
women to take up leadership roles in their unions. 

X207 (Branch cannot instruct the NEC)

R&C Northern Ireland Branch (200082)

Young members are currently underrepresented in Leadership 
Positions in Trade Unions.

In order to encourage more young members to take up 
leadership roles at all levels within PCS union, including 
Branch	officer	roles	and	membership	of	the	NEC	and		GECs;	

This Branch calls on the NEC to organise a mentoring/
training programme for trade union members and newly 
elected trade unions reps across in all the regions; 

In order to empower, encourage and enable more young 
members to take up leadership roles in their unions.  

X208 (cannot be implemented in timescale 
given under PCS Rules)

DSg North West (014505)

Conference	applauds	the	idea	of	setting	up	a	fighting	fund	
so PCS can support members taking strike action by paying 
members strike pay in support of local or national disputes. 
Conference notes that whilst asking members to donate to 
the	fighting	fund	was	a	good	thing,	and	we	are	grateful	to	
those who have donated, this has not led to large amounts 
of reserves, nor is this a levy (as a levy is not voluntary). 

PCS have a very competitive subscription rate for 
membership and this Conference instructs and authorises 
the NEC to increase that subscription rate, within 2018, by 
50p per month for each salary band. 

This increase is to be used only, now and (ringfenced at 
50p)	in	the	future,	towards	the	fighting	fund		-		making	it	
a genuine, in-subscription, levy and creating a reserve to 
enable meaningful targeted industrial action as laid out by 
the membership and branches in the 2013 consultation.

The subscription increase should be communicated to 
members with a full explanation of how much subscriptions 
are being raised at (monthly and annually), how those 
additional	funds	will	be	used	and	the	benefits	of	targeted	
action	for	the	industrial	strategy,	and	the	benefits	to	both	
those taking action and those supporting the action.
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X209 (factually incorrect)

MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

Conference notes that there is no mention of the carriage of 
motion A10/ADC2017 in the PCS ADC 2018 Annual Report 
presented by our General Secretary and National President. 
Motion A10/ADC2017 was concerned with the Government’s 
proposed further attacks on the right of trade unions to 
organise effective industrial action and imposing new 
balloting thresholds for legal strike action.

Conference notes that the NEC’s subsequent consultative 
ballot over pay failed to meet the new imposed threshold 
despite allowing members to vote by e-mail or telephone  -  
options that are not allowed in a statutory ballot.

Motion A10/ADC2017 also instructed the NEC to ‘prepare 
our members politically and organisationally to defy the law 
if necessary to preserve our ability to organise effectively 
against austerity.’ The motion was  ‘ A’ marked.

In 2018 it is humbling to recall the actions taken by 
some suffragettes 100 years ago to advance their cause 
which included direct action and breaking the law and saw 
suffragettes imprisoned.

The slave revolts were also against the then laws as was 
arguably the Battle of Cable Street in 1936 against Oswald 
Mosely’s Fascists.
British	trade	unions	were	formed	in	defiance	of	the	law	

which made workers organising to act collectively to secure 
a pay rise illegal activity whilst employers combining to 
keep wages down was, and remains, legal.

Conference accepts that most PCS members are not 
prepared to take action deemed illegal, at the moment, but 
notes that members of other unions such as CWU, RMT, POA 
have taken action that either was, or bordered on, illegality.

The purpose of the motion was for the NEC to educate 
our members on our history and the fact anti union laws 
are not fair or neutral but act against workers and in the 
interests of employers and that these laws have been 
continually strengthened against workers.

Conference notes that the NEC’s stance was to seek 
remission. Conference rejected their call and carried 
the motion. Conference censures the NEC for failing to 
implement the motion, for not even mentioning it in our 
Annual Report and for undermining the sovereignty of 
Conference by so doing.

Conference instructs the NEC to now implement 
A10/2017 and educate our wider membership that we do 
not have a duty to observe bad laws, discriminatory laws, 
laws that make strikes by workers illegal. You do not win 
the class war by accepting the rules formed by and to the 
complete advantage of the oppressor over the oppressed.

X210 (ADC cannot instruct a GEC)

DWP Devon (047095)

Conference	acknowledges	that	PCS	finances	are	not	in	
as healthy a state as would be wished and that despite 
significant	action	taken	by	the	union	to	address	these	
financial	pressures	loss	of	members	through	brutal	
government cuts and the illegal removal of check off has 
required the union to further tighten its purse strings.

Conference also acknowledges that as a member led 
union PCS survives and thrives because of its active, 
dedicated and loyal network of local branch reps who 
work side by side with members across all government 
departments. As much as cheap car insurance, health plans 
and access to credit unions are welcome, the vast majority 
of members pay their dues to the union because of the 

excellent	personal	representation	they	receive	from	office	
reps. 

Conference notes that branches will be of differing 
sizes and locality with many covering widespread rural 
communities with poor, inadequate public transport links. 
Conference thanks all reps for their sterling work and pays 
special mention to those who spend many hours and miles 
on the roads travelling to represent members in remote 
locations. 

Conference can therefore not accept that these hard 
working, poorly paid reps are left out of pocket struggling 
to	pay	their	bills	and	in	debt	because	finances	are	not	made	
readily available to branches to reimburse for costs incurred. 
Conference is concerned that if appropriate funds are not 
made available to these branches that reps will no longer 
be able to represent members and notes the fall out this 
may cause throughout the union.  

Conference therefore instruct the GEC to:
1 Review  the funding formula for branches, paying 

special attention to those branches that cover large 
geographical areas with multiple sites to ensure adequate 
funds are made available.

2 Develop a system where Branch Treasurers can seek 
urgent remittance during periods when branch activity 
and travel is higher than normal. 

18. POLITICAL 
STRATEGY 
B,C,D,E & X 

B211 (See motion A72 ADC 2009)

MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

Conference Notes the carriage of Motion A36/2016 which 
called upon the NEC to conduct a full review of our union’s 
political campaigning and our relations with the Labour 
Party	–	including	the	issue	of	affiliation.

Conference notes that the NEC’s consequent consultation 
with branches revealed a clear majority of branches were 
against	PCS	affiliating	to	the	Labour	Party.

Accordingly ADC 2017 did not debate a motion calling 
for	Labour	Party	affiliation	(but	did	debate	A306	(which	fell	
on the carriage of A305/2017). A306/17 called for the NEC 
to recommend PCS members vote for Caroline Lucas and 
Labour in England and Wales.

Two years since ADC 2016 we have seen that Momentum 
is a company owned by Jon Lansman and acts more 
like a Jeremy Corbyn fan club than a serious, genuinely 
democratically	controlled	organisation	by	rank	and	file	
Momentum members.

Momentum policy is against mandatory re-selection of MPs.
We also have serious concerns about the undemocratic 

suspensions and expulsions of many socialists from the 
Labour Party and the inordinate length of time it takes for 
their appeals against expulsion or suspension to be heard.

We have even greater concerns that despite Jeremy 
Corbyns hugely popular platform of opposing austerity cuts 
the fact is most, if not all, Labour Councils have savagely 
implemented the Tories austerity cuts and that any Labour 
councillor who votes against cuts can be and some have 
been, expelled from the Labour Party.

The tactic of joining the Labour Party to  ‘ pull it left’ has 
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been followed for over 90 years with little success. The idea 
that	trade	unions	should	also	affiliate	to	the	Labour	Party	so	
as to ensure it advances the interests of the working class 
also has little to show for the millions of pounds donated by 
the super unions. The drive to secure a Labour Government 
has subordinated united action against the austerity cuts or 
pay caps/pay freezes imposed since 2010.

The Tories are the party of big business. Labour under 
Jeremy Corbyn has much to commend it but Jeremy 
Corbyn is not the  ‘ messiah’ or the Labour Party and the 
democratic	deficit	imposed	by	Blair	and	non	repeal	of	Tory	
anti union legislation remains. Should Jeremy Corbyn stand 
down, or Labour face local election electoral defeats, the 
party can easily revert back to the anti public sector, pro 
market, pro war, pro PFI, pro privatisation policies it stood 
for as New Labour.
This	Conference	is	against	PCS	affiliating	to	any	political	

party and therefore instructs the NEC to continue to re-
affirm	our	independence	from	any	political	party

E212
Covered by A42 
MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

PCS notes the carriage of Motion A305/ADC2017 which 
instructed the NEC to offer as much support to Labour 
candidates “as is allowable under current PCS policy”. 
Conference also notes page 7 (item - Parliament) of the 
PCS ADC 2018 Annual Report informs branches that 
branches applied to formally support 91 Labour candidates 
“in	a	range	of	ways,	from	leafletting	their	workplaces,	to	
encouraging members to assist the candidates campaign.”

Conference asserts that it is not the job of PCS to 
facilitate activists fostering PCS members illusions in the 
Labour Party where their actions in Government or in a 
local	council	conflict	with	PCS	anti	austerity	policies.

Conference instructs the NEC therefore, to refuse to 
allow branches to campaign for Labour candidates who 
have or who say they will, if elected, vote to implement 
Tory austerity council cuts to local services or vote to 
outsource or privatise services as such actions clearly 
contravene PCS anti austerity policies and the ‘PCS 
Alternative’.

Conference does instruct the NEC to support branches 
who wish to campaign for anti cuts Labour or independent 
candidates whose policies substantially accord with those of 
PCS.

Conference congratulates the campaigners taking on 
Haringey Labour Council in their ‘StopHDV’ campaign 
against	a	Labour	council	putting	developers	profits	over	
local people’s affordable housing needs and fostering social 
cleansing.

19. ORGANISING AND 
STRUCTURES 
B,C,D,E & X

B213 (see motion A47 ADC 2017)

National Executive Committee

Conference notes and welcomes the work to implement 
motion A47 at ADC 2017 to pursue our longstanding 
objective of restoring the right of PCS to bargain on behalf 
of members in the civil service, public bodies and in the 
commercial / private sector.
Conference	re-affirms	its	view	that	the	end	of	national	

pay	bargaining	and	the	so	called	“bonfire	of	regulations”	
is part of what John Hendy QC and Keith Ewing have 
described as the “gradual and inexorable decline in 
collective bargaining coverage in the UK” from 82% in 1980 
down to 23% in 2011. This has been used by successive 
governments to undermine our collective bargaining 
power and the pay, jobs and terms and conditions of PCS 
members.

Conference welcomes the submission to the National 
Trade Union Committee (NTUC) of draft agreements 
covering Improved Bargaining Arrangements, Government 
Estate Strategy and Performance Management as the basis 
for	central	agreements	with	the	Cabinet	Office.

Conference instructs the NEC to;
1 Press	the	Cabinet	Office	to	enter	into	formal	negotiations	

towards a central collective bargaining agreement to 
encompass all PCS recognised areas in the civil service, 
public bodies, NDPBs and the commercial / private 
sector.

2 Ensure the restoration of central collective bargaining 
rights	Is	given	a	high	profile	in	the	national	campaign	and	
in PCS publications.

3 Produce	regular	updates	/	briefings	and	seek	support	
from PCS parliamentary groups and Jeremy Corbyn / John 
McDonnell for the restoration of collective bargaining 
rights.

4 Continue to work closely with devolved areas, groups 
and national branches in reinforcing bargaining rights at 
delegated level and use examples of effective campaigns 
and securing good practice to increase our leverage for 
the UK wide restoration of collective bargaining rights.   

D214
DfT – London and the South East (201053)

This conference notes:

• That the national union rightly sees the attack on paid 
time off to attend conference as an attack on union 
democracy; 

• That DfT has the same contractual Industrial Relations 
chapter as CLG;

• That CLG PCS using this chapter have paid time off, both 
for Group and national conferences;

• DfT PCS does not have full paid time off for Group 
conference and has no paid time off for national 
conference;

• That a leading Thompson’s solicitor in writing has stated 
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that the Industrial Relations chapter confers a right to 
paid time off for conferences;

• That the Crown’s QC in the CLG check off case argued 
that the Industrial Relations chapter confers a greater 
right to staff to have paid time off for conference than 
the check off provision conferred a right to check off. 
The High Court ruled that the check off provision was 
contractual;

• That a DfT activist won a grievance to get paid time off 
for conferences;

• That the (short) legal advice from the union says that 
there is no right to paid time off;

Therefore given the above, this conference agrees that 
further legal advice should be sought and calls upon the 
national union to organise a legal conference where lay 
officials	from	the	DfT	Group	along	with	national	officials	
from	PCS	meet	a	barrister	or	solicitor	to	finally	and	definitely	
determine whether members from DfT have a legal right to 
paid time off to attend conferences. 

D215 
South Bank Centre – CMSOA L&SE (101021)

There are currently huge issues in the signing up process 
that are barring many from access to joining the union. 
In	recent	months	a	large	quantity	of	sign	up	forms	filled	

in by Southbank Centre employees that were sent to PCS 
Clapham have gone missing. The forms made it to the 
building and some were processed and others were lost 
all together. This is obviously a massive breach in data 
protection as well as destruction of potential members’ 
trust in PCS and the Southbank Centre reps.

This has meant that a large number of employees who 
wish to be protected and included within the union have 
been excluded. 

Moving away from the unsafe forms the reps at 
Southbank Centre steered colleagues towards joining online 
and again found this to block many from access. Details 
were refused repeatedly before being accepted and the site 
was unnecessarily complicated to access. 

We would like to have the process of joining online and 
by	form	simplified	and	made	accessible	to	all	so	as	to	never	
exclude anyone or delay their membership. 

PCS should review issues within the membership 
department that lead to forms being lost and offer an 
explanation to those who had sensitive details misplaced. 

We also ask that the forms be suitable for all job types 
and remove the request for information associated with job 
grades etc. that are not applicable to culture sector roles 
and in fact stall the process for those who do not know 
what information is being asked. 

X216 (requires Rule Change) 

LR Birkenhead (030001)

Conference recognises that the ongoing strategic review is 
an	important	part	of	creating	a	union	that	is	fit	for	purpose	
to deal with the challenges our members face now and in 
the future.

Conference also notes the second round of strategic 
review consultation with groups.

Conference recognises that from feedback so far, the 
needs	of	groups	appear	to	vary	significantly.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to make sure that 

any outcome of the strategic review ensures
1 1)	that	a	one	size	fits	all	approach	is	not	implemented	

and that it is recognised that the needs of groups will 
differ, dependent on the make up of branches and 
workplaces, their bargaining structure and their members 
organising and campaigning needs. What may work for 
one group may not work for another.

2 Groups/sectors/national	branches	will	have	the	final	say	
in their group structure if changes are proposed

3 Any new structure will allow for a meaningful link 
between bargaining, organising and campaigning

4 any proposed changes will be underpinned by the 
principal that PCS is a member and activist led union and 
that bargaining, organising and campaigning should be 
led by elected branch and group lay activists wherever 
possible, with support, advice and assistance from PCS 
full time staff as and when required.

Over more than a decade PCS has made massive strides 
towards becoming one of the most democratic, member 
and activist led unions within the TUC.

It is therefore important that we get the strategic review 
right to ensure this process of democratisation continues 
and that we avoid any inadvertent backslide towards a 
bureaucratic top down approach. 

X217 (overtaken by events – see Annual 
Report – Page 12) 

BEIS Scotland and the North of England (041215)

This	conference	re-affirms	its	support	for	the	principle	of	
extending	the	election	of	Full	Time	Officers	in	PCS.	We	note	
the passage of motions A44 carried at 2015 ADC and A224 
carried at 2017 ADC and note that the PCS Annual Report 
in 2016 reported that the issue was to be considered as 
part of the Strategic Review.  

Conference instructs the NEC to ensure that motion 
A44 and A224 are fully considered in line with the 
ADC instructions and a paper with options and/or 
recommendations is cleared by the NEC and published to 
PCS branches in time for AGM’s in 2019. The NEC is also 
instructed to publish a conference report and ADC motion 
reporting on its work to ADC 2019.

X218 (requires Rule change)

MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

Conference welcomes the fact the membership levels of 
ARMs is increasing and notes that many of their members 
are retired activists with skills and experience that can and 
should, be utilised by PCS in appropriate areas.

Conference agrees that ARMs members can stand for 
Branch and Group auditor positions and Scrutineers where 
branches	are	unable	to	fill	such	positions	from	serving	
members and instructs the NEC to bring this into effect 
by a circular to branches and to ARMs branches with any 
appointees vouched for by the Branch/Group/Sector Chair/
Secretary.
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X219 (requires Rule change)

MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

Conference welcomes the fact the membership levels of 
ARMs is increasing and notes that many of their members 
are retired activists with skills and experience that can and 
should, be utilised by PCS in appropriate areas.

Conference agrees that ARMs members can be utilised 
by PCS to conduct personal case representations - where 
we have defunct or inexperienced/struggling branches, on 
condition they are able to claim PCS travel and subsistence 
rates and their ability/competence vouched for by the 
appropriate Group/Sector Secretary/Chair.

Conference also sees a real need for such assistance 
amongst members of G4S and other outsourced services 
that struggle to have their own accredited representatives. 
This will also serve as a recruitment aid.

Conference instructs the NEC to give effect to these 
measures by issuing circulars to branches and liaising with 
ARMs groups/Branches.

X220 (factually incorrect)

National Museums Liverpool (101301)

This conference notes with discontent that National 
Museums Liverpool Branch has not received adequate PCS 
full-time	officer	support	to	help	with	bargaining	issues.	

In December 2015, PCS reduced its number of staff and 
re-organised	its	staffing	resources	across	‘regional	hubs’.	The	
PCS Culture group was located in the London & SE region 
(London	HQ	office)	and	one	full-time	officer	allocated	to	
all English Branches, including branches outside London. As 
a result, NML branch has received no FTO support for pay 
negotiations or other important bargaining matters. This 
is not acceptable and this conference is aware that other 
Branches in the Culture Group (and possibly other groups) 
have	been	complaining	about	the	new	PCS	staffing	model.

Small branches in the Culture Group have got to deal 
with ALL bargaining issues at branch level contrary to large 
groups who have on joint set of pay negotiations and 
come under the same Terms & Conditions of employment. 
The	new	model	makes	provision	for	‘flexible’	resources	
for organising purpose and that can be a working model 
for large groups with several branches that deal mainly 
with local/workplace issues but it is inadequate for those 
branches who had bargaining devolved to local level. 

Therefore this conference:

• Call	on	PCS	to	provide	a	full-time	officer	from	the	NW	
office	to	support	the	NML	Branch	and	its	bargaining	issues

• Call on PCS NEC to review and evaluate objectively the 
working	of	the	new	flexible	model,	identify	any	other	
branch in the same situation and put plans in place 
to cater for the need of smaller groups with multiple 
bargaining units.

• Call on the PCS NEC to implement conference policies on 
the	election	of	full-time	officers.

X221 (cannot be implemented)

BEIS London South (041205)

Since the 1980s membership and member engagement 
within the Trade Unions has been on the decline. 
Conference notes that while much of this was due to 
attacks by hostile Governments, it is also true that trade 
union leaders and members have not reached out and 
ensured that the Unions remain relevant and connected 
to society and their members. PCS prides itself on being 
a member led, democratic, union, however, it is notable 
many in our NEC and General Secretary have been in post 
for a number of years. 

This conference recognises the importance of continuing 
to strengthen democracy in the union. We can see the 
successes of doing so from what is happening elsewhere, 
from co-operatives to the democratisation process of the 
Labour Party and the new wave of dynamic and grassroots 
trade unionism seen through United Workers of the World 
Union. This conference also recognises that engaging new 
members can be challenging but that more needs to be 
done in order to build the union and ensure new talent is 
brought in to its formal structures and we grow an engaged 
membership.

In order to support these aims of democracy and 
member engagement, this conference instructs the 
incoming NEC to:
a) launch a campaign to encourage members, particularly 

those from groups underrepresented in the union 
and those who are new, to go forward for leadership 
positions. The role of the NEC should be to provide 
support to encourage and ensure success.

b) Change the rules and procedures of the Union to ensure 
that:

i only in exceptional circumstances should members of 
the NEC and the General Secretary be able to stand 
for that role for more than 2 years consecutively. 
The presumption must be against standing for 
further elections, and the incumbents must take all 
reasonable steps to encourage others, particularly those 
underrepresented in the union, to stand. These steps 
must be demonstrated to members if the person is to 
stand beyond the limit.

ii any	NEC	member	can	be	only	one	of:	a	Group	Officer,	or	
a member of a trade union side.

iii all NEC papers should be published and circulated to 
Branches at least one week before the meeting to allow 
Branches to provide their views if they wish and to ensure 
transparency. Papers can be redacted if necessary when 
published on the website. There should be an easily 
accessible page on the website for the NEC, where 
names of members, agendas and papers are available, 
alongside any other relevant information.

iv one-member-one-vote applies for all motions from the 
Conference in 2019 onwards.
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20. INTERNATIONAL  
B,C,D,E & X

D222
BEIS London South (041205)

As previously asserted by Conference, PCS Union adheres 
and supports Palestinian civil society’s non-violent call 
for boycott, divestment and sanctions (BDS). The BDS 
movement is a crucial people-led tool in the Palestinians 
resistance to the brutal Israeli Apartheid regime, and a tool 
that is working.

This Conference calls on the NEC to approach the 
employer, and any sub-contractors, to seek their agreement 
and commitment to BDS. This should include all products 
and services procured by the employer, and any sub-
contractors, being Israeli Apartheid free and a commitment 
that all contracts will not include companies in short lists 
that are part of the boycott, and/ or do not adhere to the 
boycott.

D223
BEIS London South (041205)

PCS	Union	was	one	of	the	first	Trade	Union’s	in	the	UK	
to hear the non-violent call of Palestinian civil society for 
boycott, divestment and sanctions (BDS). Since the call was 
issued 2005 the movement has grown around the world, 
but Palestinians are calling for an increase in solidarity as 
they resist the Apartheid regime of Israel. It is vital that PCS 
Union steps up its activities in promoting and encouraging 
our members to boycott.

This Conference calls on the National Executive 
Committee (NEC) to dedicate resources in the coming 
year to promote the call and adherence for BDS with our 
members, and utilising the material produced by the BDS 
Movement.	Specifically,	but	not	exclusively,	this	Conference	
instructs the NEC to:
a) Produce	leaflets	to	disseminate	to	Branches	which	explain	

the call and how to boycott;
b) Encourage	all	Branches	to	leaflet	their	workplaces	at	least	

once during the year;
c) Encourage and assist Branches in organising to host 

Palestinian (or activists) speakers at Branch meetings to 
allow members to hear direct the oppression Palestinians 
face on a daily basis; and

d) Utilise the Union’s various media outlets (website; 
magazines) to promote adherence to the call and articles 
on Palestine at least twice during the year. 

21. SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC  
B,C,D,E & X 

B224 (See motion A80 ADC 2017)

DWP Bucks & Oxon (047108)

Conference notes the grave concerns of more than 4000 
individuals and organisations who recently responded to the 
on-going Select Committee Investigation into PIP and ESA 
assessments. The UN recently described the UK’s functional 
assessments	of	disabled	people	as	being	riven	with	flaws,	
and concluded that the UK welfare reforms have led to 
grave and systematic violations of disabled people’s rights.

DWP staff working with vulnerable people in the 
jobcentres have reported being overwhelmed with sick and 
distressed, often suicidal people whose claims have been 
closed. Work Coaches are seeing an increasing number of 
claimants who are far too sick to do any work activities, 
despite being found capable to do so by WCA. Thousands of 
sickness	benefits	have	been	closed,	and	staff	in	Jobcentres	
have not been given any extra resources to help these 
people, despite being required to so by the Equality Act. 
Staff are reporting many inaccuracies in the assessments, 
carried out by private companies making more than half 
a billion pounds over 4 years. This is payment for failure. 
Poor assessments lead to incorrect decisions. Conference 
notes that members have continually reported that there 
is pressure to turn out numbers, rather than an emphasis 
on getting the full information from the claimant. It was 
noted time after time again that assessors do not have an 
appropriate level of competence in relation to the conditions 
being assessed, particularly with mental health conditions.

Attempted suicides among out of work disability 
claimants have more than doubled since the introduction 
of	fit	to	work	assessments	in	2008.	Nearly	half	of	people	
surveyed	on	out	of	work	disability	benefits	said	in	2014	
that they had attempted to take their own lives. The UN 
has condemned the UK government’s treatment of disabled 
people as contrary to their human rights. Many disabled 
people are made incredibly stressed and anxious by the 
capability tests. An academic study warned this year that 
the	fit	to	work	tests	were	causing	permanent	damage	
to some claimants health, which, in worst cases led to 
thoughts of suicide

More than half of appealed WCA decisions were found to 
be wrong when taken to tribunal. Conference believes that 
WCA are poorly designed and badly carried out. They often 
make people much worse that they were to start off with. 
Therefore Conference call on the NEC to campaign to scrap 
these ineffective and inhumane tests.

B225 (See motion A348 ADC 2015)

MOJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)

Conference at the end of last year the Government 
announced that it has shelved plans to replace the Human 
Rights Act during this Parliament. But the Tories still intend 
to take the country out of the European Convention 
on Human Rights after the next election. In November 
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Amnesty International stepped up their activities with a 
high-profile	campaign	showing	how	ordinary	people	had	
benefited	from	the	Act.

Conference instructs the NEC to continue to press the 
TUC to support the country remaining within the European 
Convention on Human Rights. 

B226 (See motion A80 ADC 2017)

MOJ Associated Offices Branch (52046)

This conference agrees that our campaign for decent social 
security	must	reflect	the	areas	that	we	bargain	over	as	well	
as how those issues impact on the public that we serve.

Conference agrees that post-Brexit the policy of austerity 
will continue but that the narrative has clearly changed to 
appear softer. Although Secretary of State, Damian Green 
has stated that there will be no further welfare cuts, there 
are still cuts in the pipeline. Whilst the government was 
defeated over tax credits, there are still approximately £12 
billion cuts to be found.

Conference condemns the government’s Welfare bill, 
with many Labour MPs abstaining, and the failure to 
secure	100	MPs	to	support	Mhairi	Black’s	Benefit	Sanctions	
(Requested Assessment) Bill in December 2016. 
Conference	welcomes	the	launch	of	the	Ken	Loach	film,	

I Daniel Blake, which has exposed the impact of sanctions 
on	the	most	vulnerable	in	society.	Whilst	the	film	has	raised	
the	profile	of	the	issues	of	sanctions	and	work	capability	
assessments, we note that it also has the potential to paint 
our members in an unfavourable light. 

Conference therefore welcomes the efforts of PCS to 
promote	the	film	whilst	continually	making	the	argument	
that our members are not to blame for this government’s 
hated policies and that any division over these issues plays 
right into the hands of the government. 

Conference welcomes the ongoing work of PCS with 
campaigning organisations such as Unite Community, Black 
Triangle,	Benefits	Justice,	Disabled	People	Against	the	Cuts	
and the TUC Unemployed Workers Centres. The aim of this 
work is to build greater solidarity and strengthen links in 
our continued attempts to change the political debate. 
Conference agrees to continue this joint work in order 
to continue to raise claimants’ awareness of their rights 
through	campaign	material	and	benefit	advice.

Over a million people still have to rely on foodbanks, 
whilst the government continues to roll out Universal Credit 
and make the poorest, and the most vulnerable, pay for 
a situation not of their making. Our continued campaign 
to promote a fairer, more equitable welfare system with a 
well-articulated alternative to austerity is therefore of the 
utmost importance.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to:
Continue to campaign against the way this government 

have chosen to implement the sanctions regime, monitor 
evidence of how sanctions are being applied and support 
our members in using discretion in both sanctions referrals 
and decision making.

Continue to campaign to prevent this government 
forcing through changes, whilst claiming there will be 
no more welfare reforms and work with the wider union 
movement to highlight the consequences of any changes 
to	the	benefits	system	and	how	they	impact	on	the	most	
vulnerable.

Take every opportunity to coordinate our welfare 
campaign work both nationally, and equally importantly at a 
local level, encouraging joint work and solidarity, wherever 
this is possible. 

B227 (See motion A76 ADC 2017)

MoJ Associated Offices Branch (52046)

This	conference	urges	PCS	to	insist	the	Government	to	Fulfil	
Their Promise Made in The Dubs Amendment.

The Dubs Scheme was a promise made by the 
government to accept 3000 unaccompanied minors in 
Europe to the UK.

Home Secretary Amber Rudd announced in February 
2017 that the scheme would close after just 350 children 
were admitted.

PCS should oppose this decision because it is inhumane 
and shows contempt for the most vulnerable of people, 
leaving them to an uncertain and potentially dangerous 
future.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to urge the TUC 
to insist that Amber Rudd accept the original number of 
3000 unaccompanied minors.

B228 (See motion A298 ADC 2017)

DWP Birmingham North (047054)

The 2010 Equality Act offers some protection for terminally 
ill employees. However, the Act allows employers to 
dismiss a terminally ill employee if they fail a capability 
assessment with “reasonable adjustments”. The Dying to 
Work campaign would like to see terminal illness recognised 
as a ‘protected characteristic’ so that an employee with a 
terminal illness would enjoy a ‘protected period’ where they 
could not be dismissed as a result of their condition.

Such protection would give every person battling 
terminal	conditions	the	choice	of	how	to	spend	their	final	
months and the peace of mind to know their job was 
protected	and	the	future	financial	security	of	their	family	
was guaranteed. Without this, they face:

• Reduced	income	and	loss	of	financial	security.
• Loss of stimulation, dignity and normality associated with 

being in employment.

• Undergoing an inevitably stressful and upsetting HR 
procedure.

• Loss of ‘Death in Service’ and ‘Life Assurance’ payments 
to family members and loved ones.

• Conference instructs the NEC to actively promote the 
Dying to Work campaign by including (but not being 
restricted to) the following strategies:

• To engage with members’ employers to request that they 
voluntarily sign up to the Dying to Work charter

• To become active in supporting the lobbying of 
parliament to establish new legislation which:
1 Seeks to get terminally ill workers covered by 

Protective Rights at Work in line with those covered by 
Pregnancy/Maternity Rights

2 Seeks	to	protect	death	in	service	benefits
3 Seeks to allow workers with terminal illness to die in 

dignity

• To use group and branch structures to promote the issue 
among the membership and mobilise them in supporting 
the campaign
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D229
DWP Sheffield (047008)

Conference believes:
1 That the anti-trade union laws – from the 2016 Trade 

Union Act to the numerous laws introduced by the Tories 
in	the	1980s	and	90s	–	mean		unions	are	fighting	the	
mounting challenges of low pay, precariousness and lack 
of rights with our arms tied behind our backs.

2 That we need a big push to get these laws repealed and 
replaced  with strong legal rights for workers and unions, 
including a strong  right to strike.

3 That the unanimous vote for such a policy at last year’s 
Labour  Party conference was an excellent step, but 
Labour is yet to start  talking about or campaigning 
actively for it.

Conference notes and welcomes the statement on this 
being circulated by a range of union organisations.

Conference instructs the NEC :
1 To sign the statement and stay in touch with the other 

signatories to coordinate.
2 To circulate it as widely as possible to branches of the 

union asking for support.
3 To circulate it to members with an explanation of why it 

is so important.

D230 
DWP Brent Harrow & Hillingdon (047028)

Conference believes:
1 That the anti-trade union laws – from the 2016 Trade 

Union Act to  the numerous laws introduced by the Tories 
in	the	1980s	and	90s	–	mean		unions	are	fighting	the	
mounting challenges of low pay, precariousness  and lack 
of rights with our arms tied behind our backs.

2 That we need a big push to get these laws repealed and 
replaced  with strong legal rights for workers and unions, 
including a strong  right to strike.

3 That the unanimous vote for such a policy at last year’s 
Labour Party conference was an excellent step, but 
Labour is yet to start talking about or campaigning 
actively for it.

Conference notes and welcomes the statement on this 
being circulated by a range of union organisations.

Conference instructs the NEC :
1 To sign the statement and stay in touch with the other 

signatories  to coordinate.
2 To circulate it as widely as possible to branches of the 

union asking for support.
3 To circulate it to members with an explanation of why it 

is so important.

D231
DWP Avon (047093)

This Conference notes the continued attacks by the 
government on the state pension scheme.

Members are increasingly concerned about how long 
they will have to work before they will be able to access 
their state retirement pension (RP).

Alongside this members are raising concerns about the 
impact that having been contracted out for many years 
has on the amount of pension due. Members who have 
been contracted out  -  which is the majority of public 
sector workers  -  paid a lower NI rate. As a result the new 
state pension has a deduction. This is known as a COPE 
deduction, Contracted Out State Pension Equivalent.

It is possible to reduce the COPE deduction by paying 
National Insurance contributions at work or voluntarily 
for the tax years from April 2016. Each years contribution 
will earn extra pension of around £240 a year so it is 
worthwhile for those who can afford it.

This is a complex area and members are reporting 
receiving	conflicting	advice	from	HMRC,	Pensions	Advisory	
Service, Future Pension Service and so on. For example 
a member has been told that if he sent in the extra 
contributions they would just be refunded and it is a myth 
that it is possible to pay extra to boost the pension.

While being aware that PCS does not and should 
not	offer	financial	advice	this	motion	instructs	the	NEC	
to provide a fact sheet for members to help those 
experiencing	difficulties	in	getting	the	right	state	pension	
and understand their rights in this complex area.

D232
MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

Conference	welcomes	the	fact	PCS	is	affiliated	to	the	
organisation  ‘ Stand Up To Racism’ and seeks to build PCS 
members support for the annual UN Anti Racism protests 
in London, Glasgow, and Cardiff. Conference notes with 
concern however, that this organisation (but others also do 
the same) in it’s communications and adverts promoting 
Conferences	and	marches	redefines	racism	to	now	include	
anyone who has genuine concerns about the negative 
impact unlimited immigration has in some geographical 
areas and of lowering (or maintaining low wages) in some 
jobs/industries (this is why the bosses federation the 
CBI oppose immigration controls). It mainly does this by 
the dishonest use of the phrase  ‘ anti migrant rhetoric’ 
instead of recognising that whilst most members of the 
British public accept there is a case for limited immigration 
-  according to the state of the economy and our public 
services, a clear and large majority does not accept a policy 
of open borders. Consistently in various polls typically 75% 
of the British public and 38% of BAME Britons feel there has 
been too much immigration in recent years. According to 
the rhetoric from SUTR such people are now all racists.

PCS is clear  -  UKIP, in their support for privatisation of 
public services and their anti strike stance have nothing to 
offer PCS members but Conference deplores the hypocrisy 
of those condemning UKIP as  ‘ racist’ for advocating 
controlled immigration, whilst exempting Jeremy Corbyn 
and the Labour Party from the same label whose current 
policy on restricting employment agencies bringing in 
cheap migrant labour (and other measures that echo 
Gordon Brown’s  ‘ British Jobs for British Workers’) also 
amounts to restricting immigration and who therefore 
should be also be exposed and opposed, wherever Labour 
MPs appear, as is the SUTR policy relating to UKIP.

Conference instructs the NEC to therefore contact  ‘ 
Stand Up To Racism’ to express opposition to their 
redefining	racism	in	such	a	loose,	dishonest	disingenuous	
way	that	labels	as	racist	significant	numbers	of	BAME	
people, Jeremy Corbyn’s Labour Party in their advocacy of 
reducing immigration numbers, and of anyone who does 
not agree with a policy of open borders and no controls on 
immigration or checks.
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D233
Government Legal (141024)

Conference notes that despite campaigning work done by 
unions, including PCS, and various guidance produced to 
support	and	assist	employees,	bullying	continues	to	flourish	
in the workplace, aided and abetted by its promotion 
through popular culture and, increasingly, vindictive 
employment practice. 

Conference notes the recent unearthing of rampant 
bullying and harassment culture in Hollywood, the 
House of Commons and elsewhere and the absence of 
protection and empowerment for workers, often isolated 
and vulnerable, and where the imbalance of power in 
working relationships is such that said workers, especially 
those lower down the workplace pecking order, feel they 
have no choice but to suffer in silence, often to the point 
where they would sooner resign than come forward with a 
grievance. 

Conference notes further that workers generally feel 
safer to speak out where union organization and support 
is strong and where procedures promote independent and 
authoritative scrutiny of any grievance, where there is real 
accountability for the perpetrators and where workplace 
cultures do not penalize those that speak up.

This is often far from the case for our members, 
especially where hierarchical structures and other factors 
isolate them. Many of our branches have alarmingly high 
figures	on	reported	bullying,	and	for	all	the	fanfare	around	
self-appointed or carefully selected, but unelected and 
unaccountable appropriate behaviour champions, this trend 
shows no sign of abating. 

Recent Civil Service policies on performance 
management and attendance management take pride of 
place in this cavalcade of carnage, bullies’ charters with 
knobs on.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to launch a 
concerted campaign around Dignity at Work, including
1 Continuing and building on existing guidance and 

publicity for branches, with a view to recruiting and 
empowering members;

2 Sharing information amongst bargaining units to 
produce model Dignity at Work, bullying, harassment 
and discrimination policies and guidance based on best 
practice, with a view to implementation across all the 
bargaining units we represent;

3 Campaigning for a Dignity at Work Act in concert with 
other unions, the TUC, using parliamentary, media and 
other channels. 

D234
Royal Parks Agency - CMSOA L&SE (101019)

Conference notes that The United Nations adopted a 
historic international treaty banning nuclear weapons in July 
2017.  

122 countries voted in favour. The new treaty will make 
it illegal under international law to develop, test, produce, 
manufacture, acquire, possess, stockpile, transfer, use or 
threaten to use nuclear weapons. It also makes it illegal to 
assist or encourage anyone to engage in these activities.

Over one hundred countries are likely to sign the treaty.  
However, UK government refused to participate in the 
negotiations and even issued a statement attacking the 
treaty.

The treaty was the culmination of solid campaigning 
work in particular by ICAN (International Campaign to 

abolish nuclear weapons), who for their efforts were 
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2017. 

Conference calls on the NEC to put all the pressure it can 
on the UK government to sign and ratify the treaty as soon 
as possible and encourage branches and members to do 
likewise. The government cannot make excuses.  

To safeguard jobs Conference reiterates the urgent need 
for	setting	up	a	Defence	Diversification	Agency	which	
was called for at last year’s Trade Union Congress with the 
passing of motion 17, ably seconded by our union. 

Conference resolves that PCS should do its utmost to 
actively support any broad campaigning work such as that 
promoted by ICAN and CND in favour of the UK signing the 
treaty and so helping to make the world a much safer place.

E235
Covered by A61
BEIS Scotland and the North of England (041215)

This conference notes the outcome of the referendum on 
UK membership of the European Union and the decision of 
PCS not to take a view. 
Conference	expresses	no	confidence	that	the	Tories	will	

negotiate Brexit in the interests of working people and 
the vast majority in society. Their aim is to secure a deal 
that	benefits	the	interests	of	the	economic	elite	at	the	
expense of workers. The four freedoms expressed in the 
single market agreement in 1993 are based on neo-liberal 
economic rules that have been used to justify austerity 
policies across Europe most notably in Greece where the 
crisis was borne by Greek workers with savage cuts to jobs, 
wages, conditions and social programmes.  Key policies in 
Labour’s election manifesto that mobilised such support 
in the general election would be placed at risk in a Brexit 
outcome that retained EU neo-liberal rules and regulations. 
PCS stands for the scrapping of all rules demanding 
competitive tendering, limiting state aid and opposing 
nationalisation. This would remove the legal obstacles to 
councils bringing all local services back in-house and would 
enable the renationalisation of the privatised public services, 
including rail, energy, water and the NHS.

Recognising favourable trade arrangements will form part 
of the Brexit negotiations, we also recognise that the neo-
liberal rules of the single market could be used to restrict 
the economic powers of a future Labour Government or as 
a pretext to obstruct or block Brexit. 

PCS conference notes the minimum of 300 work streams 
and	that	Brexit	will	require	significant	staff	and	resources	
across the Civil Service and related areas. We instruct the 
NEC to continue to press government and the Cabinet 
Office	to	negotiate	and	agree	arrangements	and	resources	
with PCS. We also instruct the NEC to provide the maximum 
support and resources to groups and delegated areas in 
securing the staff and resources required. 

Conference recognises the protection secured for EU 
nationals living and working in the UK based on stage 1 
of Brexit negotiations. The NEC is instructed to clarify and 
obtain clear assurances for PCS members based on agreed 
changes to EU rules and the Civil Service Nationality Act.

Conference agrees this must be the focus of PCS work 
around Brexit on behalf of members and working people 
generally.	We	reaffirm	our	support	for	the	2017	general	
election Labour Manifesto which represents an alternative 
to austerity, EU neo-liberal rules, growing inequality and 
attempts by the Tories, UKIP and their friends in the media 
to blame immigration and stoke up racism in our society. 
Instead, to meet the interests of the many not the few, 
Conference	agrees	to	continue	to	fight	for	Tax	Justice,	a	fair	
social security system, public investment in NHS, schools 
and civil and public services, bringing privatised utilities 
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back into public ownership, the restoration of trade union 
rights, challenging racism and discrimination at work and 
in society, an industrial and climate jobs programme and 
strengthening links with trade unions across Europe and 
internationally

E236
Covered by A61. Identical to E235
R&C Portsmouth – Portsdown Vectis (200091)

E237
Covered by A63
R&C Glasgow & Clyde HMRC & Valuation (200119)

That this Conference recognizes that the Conservative 
government’s Pension Act (1995) included the provision to 
raise the pension age of women from 60 to 65, in line with 
men’s retirement age. The subsequent Pension Act (2011) 
implemented a much faster timetable for bringing in the 
changes.
That	this	also	Conference	recognises	that	significant	

numbers of PCS Members and over 3 million UK women, 
born in the 1950s, are badly affected by these changes to 
the State Pension age (SPa). 

Consequently, retirement plans for these women have 
been shattered with devastating consequences. When this 
group of women started work they were generally paid 
much less than men and often excluded from workplace 
pension	schemes.	Their	generation	has	benefitted	little	from	
the social and legal changes that have improved working 
women’s lives and yet they are now being asked to shoulder 
much of the burden of equalisation with men. This change 
will	affect	over	3	million	women	suffering	huge	financial	
losses whilst not having been given enough notice to make 
alternative plans for their retirement.

The Women Against State Pension Inequality (WASPI) 
campaign	was	established	to	fight	the	injustice	caused	to	
women born on or after 6 April 1951, and for transitional 
arrangements to be put in place. They do not dispute the 
need for equalisation of the State Pension Age for men and 
women.

Conference also believes that the women who have 
been so unjustly treated by this and previous governments 
deserve our support.

This Conference therefore calls upon the National 
Executive Committee to work with the National Women’s 
Committee, WASPI and any other relevant bodies to use 
whatever means possible in the campaign to introduce a 
fairer transitional arrangement for the women affected.

This work is to include, but not be exclusive to:

• Continuing our support for the WASPI national campaign;

• Raising awareness of the issue and providing information 
for branches and affected members on how to lobby 
their MP 

• Supporting  and informing  women about the mass 
maladministration complaint being pursued by WASPI 

• Lobbying MPs to support the campaign and fair 
transitional arrangements for the women affected;

• Encouraging branches and regions to establish links with 
local WASPI groups and work with them on the campaign

This work is to commence immediately subsequent to the 
close of Conference

E238
Covered by A65
CPS East Midlands and Eastern Branch (070010)

Conference welcomes last year’s Tory U-turn abolishing 
55p-per-minute charges for calling the DWP’s helplines, 
particularly the helpline for claiming Universal Credit. This 
victory is down to the consistent campaigning stance of 
PCS and our allies in parliament.
Even	Tory	MPs	are	beginning	to	recognise	the	horrific	

reality	for	Universal	Credit	claimants.	Twenty-five	Tory	MPs	
threatened to rebel against any government decision to 
continue the roll out. A vote in parliament in October 2017 
against continued roll-out was won by 299 votes to nil; key 
among the 299 were members of the PCS Parliamentary 
Group, who have worked with the union to highlight all the 
problems facing staff – including failed IT projects and very 
low	staffing	levels.

Failure to properly plan for the transition from 
local	authority-administered	Housing	Benefit	to	DWP-
administered Universal Credit has resulted in people 
going months without their rent, and has resulted in 
homelessness. In some Housing Associations, as many as 
60% of people have fallen behind with their rent as a result 
of the chaos imposed by the roll out of Universal Credit. 
Meanwhile, Universal Credit has become the standard 
vehicle	for	sanctions,	for	the	benefit	cap,	for	the	end	of	
Work Related Activity payments for those with Limited 
Capability for Work and for the continued impoverishment 
of	those	under	25	who	face	lower	benefit	payments	and	
exclusion from certain kinds of UC allowances such as for 
housing. This has to stop.

Conference instructs the NEC to:

• Campaign for a universal social security system that 
abolishes	key	regressive	measures	such	as	the	benefit	
cap, sanctions, lower payments for the under 25s, cuts 
to the work related activity group of claimants, and any 
below-inflation	rises	in	payment	amounts.

• Campaign for the end of the 1 week waiting period, 
and the policy of paying the amount owed for the 
first	assessment	period	retrospectively	after	6	weeks;	
claimants should be eligible from day one of a claim, and 
those	in	financial	hardship	should	be	paid	at	whatever	
interval is necessary to support them, including daily, 
weekly or fortnightly.

• Campaign for immediate reform to how housing 
payments work under Universal Credit, to prevent 
claimants from being pushed into arrears either by over-
complex	verification	procedures	or	by	failures	to	staff	UC	
correctly so as to ensure payments are up to date.

• Work with the PCS Parliamentary Group to propose 
legislation for a new emergency payment to supplement 
UC,	to	prevent	evictions	due	to	arrears	in	benefits	not	
being paid correctly or on time.

• Fight for a massive expansion of the front-facing 
Jobcentre Plus network, as centres for tackling poverty 
and supporting people into employment, not as 
“sanction centres” that under Tory plans will seek 
to hassle the unemployed, the too sick to work and 
those	claiming	in-work	benefits	such	as	the	tax	credits	
components of Universal Credit.

The following are covered by A65 and identical to E238

E239 R&C North West & Central Lancashire (200146)
E240 R&C Stockton and North Yorkshire (200108)
E241 MOJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)
E242 DWP Clydeside and Argyll (047074)
E243 DWP Greater Glasgow (047076)
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The following are covered by and identical to A66:

E244 DWP Bucks & Oxon (047108)
E245 R&C Leeds & District (200056)
E246 DWP Edinburgh, Lothian & Borders (047063)

The following are covered by and identical to A69:

E247 R&C East Midlands (200033)
E248 DfT - East Midlands (201051)
E249 DWP Birmingham South (047053)

The following is covered by and identical to A70:

E250 BEIS Scotland and the North of England (041215)

E251
Covered by A81 (Composite A)
R&C Bootle Taxes Branch (200006)

This conference is aware of the frequently reported 
mistreatment of staff employer or engaged by Amazon and 
its associated companies, in this country and around the 
world. Staff are reportedly being forced to work compulsory 
overtime with some working weeks being 60 hours or 
more. Warehouse staff walk over 11 miles a day and are 
subject to grueling targets that are exhausting them to the 
point of collapse. 

The company has recently patented a wristband for 
workers that tracks their movements and monitors how 
they move their hands at work, allowing for even more 
draconian measures of monitoring at work. It’s not only 
the staff directly employed by amazon, contracted 
workers delivery parcels are constantly telling of impossible 
targets and grueling schedules. As well as these alleged 
mistreatments, the company also reportedly uses various 
schemes and measures to ensure that it pays little to no tax, 
in 2016, while bringing in revenue of over £19 Billion they 
managed	to	pay	just	£15	Million	in	tax.	While	benefiting	
from government handouts to top up the wages of the 
underpaid and overworked workers, Amazon contribute 
next to nothing back and have made their founder the 
richest person on earth.

This conference cannot agree with the working practices 
of such a company, mistreating workers is an injustice that 
we cannot let go without action.

Conference instructs the NEC to distribute information 
to all members on the failings of Amazon and to encourage 
members to boycott the company until it recognises a trade 
union for its workers and starts talks in good faith to redress 
the balance by reducing the pressure that is driving their 
workers to despair.

E252
Covered by A81 (Composite A)
NATS CTC (202001)

Conference agrees that the practices of many of the so-
called new style employers in the world market are taking 
us back to the dark ages of slave labour. When a company 
starts developing wristbands to monitor and compel its 
employees hand movements, and truck drivers have to wear 

nappies to enable them to make their scheduled deliveries, 
it is time for unions to stand up and end this race into 
the past. Conference instructs the NEC to work, through 
the TUC, for a campaign of all trade unions to highlight, 
condemn, and seek to outlaw these abhorrent practices and 
consign them to the dustbin of history where they belong.

E253
Covered by A84
DfE North West and North Wales (501012)

This Conference notes that austerity measures since 2010 
have led to an increase in the number of people working 
in the sex industry and is concerned by examples such as 
Doncaster, where on-street prostitution has risen by 60 
per cent, an increase primarily attributed to the impact of 
benefit	sanctions.

Many people would not choose to work in the sex 
industry and that they do so because of economic necessity 
rather than criminal coercion. It further asserts that 74 per 
cent of off-street prostitutes work in the sex industry to pay 
household expenses and support their families.

Current UK legislation forces sex workers to work alone, 
leaving workers vulnerable to crime and the threat of losing 
access to their families.  We believe sex workers should have 
the same rights as those in other industries.

As you may be aware, the 2016 Home Affairs Select 
Committee report which recommended that sex work in 
the UK should be decriminalised and Amnesty International’s 
decision to adopt the same policy.  Furthermore, Zealand 
model of full de-criminalisation would give sex workers 
protections as workers in law.

This conference calls upon the NEC to adopt a policy in 
favour of full de-criminalisation and to campaign alongside 
appropriate organisations to achieve this.

X254 (Fails Standing Order A2)

R&C Benton Park View (200126)

Conference welcomes last years Tory U-turn that abolished 
55p-per-minute charges for calling the DWP’s helplines, 
particularly the helpline for people claiming Universal 
Credit. This victory is down to the consistent campaigning 
stance of PCS and our allies in parliament.
Even	Tory	MPs	are	beginning	to	recognise	the	horrific	

reality	for	Universal	Credit	claimants.	Twenty	five	Tory	MPs	
threatened to rebel against any government decision to 
continue the roll out. A vote in parliament in October 2017 
against continued roll-out was won by 299 votes to nil; key 
among the 299 were members of the PCS Parliamentary 
Group, who have worked with the union to highlight all the 
problems facing staff  -  including failed IT projects and very 
low	staffing	levels.

Failure to properly plan for the transition from 
local	authority-administered	Housing	Benefit	to	DWP-
administered Universal Credit has resulted in people 
going months without their rent, and has resulted in 
homelessness. In some Housing Associations, as many as 
60% of people have fallen behind with their rent as a result 
of the chaos imposed by the roll out of Universal Credit.

Meanwhile, Universal Credit has become the standard 
vehicle	for	sanctions,	for	the	benefit	cap,	for	the	end	of	
Work Related Activity payments for those with Limited 
Capability for Work and for the continued impoverishment 
of	those	under	25	who	face	lower	benefit	payments	and	
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exclusion from certain kinds of UC allowances such as for 
housing. This has to stop.

Conference instructs the NEC to:

• Campaign for a universal social security system that 
abolishes	key	regressive	measures	such	as	the	benefit	
cap, sanctions, lower payments for the under 25s, cuts 
to the work related activity group of claimants, and any 
below-inflation	rises	in	payment	amounts.

• Campaign for the end of the 1 week waiting period, 
and the policy of paying the amount owed for the 
first	assessment	period	retrospectively	after	6	weeks;	
claimants should be eligible from day one of a claim, and 
those	in	financial	hardship	should	be	paid	at	whatever	
interval is necessary to support them, including daily, 
weekly or fortnightly.

• Campaign for immediate reform to how housing 
payments work under Universal Credit, to prevent 
claimants from being pushed into arrears either by over-
complex	verification	procedures	or	by	failures	to	staff	UC	
correctly so as to ensure payments are up to date.

• Work with the PCS Parliamentary Group to propose 
legislation for a new emergency payment to supplement 
UC,	to	prevent	evictions	due	to	arrears	in	benefits	not	
being paid correctly or on time.

• Fight for a massive expansion of the front-facing 
Jobcentre Plus network, as centres for tackling poverty 
and supporting people into employment, not as ‘sanction 
centres’ that under Tory plans will seek to hassle the 
unemployed, the too sick to work and those claiming 
in-work	benefits	such	as	the	tax	credits	components	of	
Universal Credit.

Conference also recognises that, if the rollout goes 
ahead, regardless of the concerns of staff, of PCS members, 
of the Work and Pensions Select Committee and of many 
other groups, it is likely to be completed by November 
2018. Therefore, if the above cannot be achieved because 
of the intransigence of the government in their pursuit 
of cuts, Conference believes that the National Executive 
Committee must then consider whether to call for the 
outright abolition of Universal Credit and a return to the 
pre-UC	form	of	legacy	benefits	such	as	ESA,	JSA	and	IS.

X255 (Unclear in intent)

MOJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)

Conference	we	know	that	Universal	benefits	will	abolish	
Working tax credits and a lot of low paid member’s wages 
are subsided by this tax on us workers to help employers 
avoid paying decent wages. Instead of getting us to bail out 
tight	fisted	employers	let’s	make	the	employers	pay.	

So, conference instructs the NEC to negotiate with the 
TUC to adopt the following policy;
1 Any employer who pays wages below the standard of 

living should be subject to a tax which will then be paid 
to their employees. 

2 If they pay their employees a decent wage then they 
will not be subject to the tax and they will not incur an 
administration fee.

X256 (Cannot be implemented)

MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

Union Learning Reps are an excellent resource for members, 
and one of the areas where the departments appreciate the 
help, guidance and learning opportunities which develop 
staff and improve the work we do. It is therefore frustrating 
for ULR’s that the job has become overly-cumbersome when 
it comes to recording outcomes. ULR’s are expected to not 
only provide information about what learning has been 
offered or completed (this being perfectly understandable) 
but also the names of every member that information has 
been passed onto. In a larger branch, this is time-consuming 
because the list of names is frequently changing as staff 
change.

Whilst currently necessary to comply with legislation 
and to secure future funding, it seems unnecessarily 
disproportionate to ask for that level of detail just for 
passing information on.

The NEC is instructed to negotiate with the government 
to change legislation to only require names of people who 
have actually undertaken training via a ULR, or attended a 
training/learning event (e.g. Learning Day/Forums) and only 
collect numbers of staff offered information.

X257 (No instruction)

NATS CTC (202001)

Conference recognises that the advent of blockchain 
technology could have serious implications for the way 
society is organised in future, and have a particular impact 
on the civil service and provision of public services. The 
mainstream appropriation of the technology will almost 
certainly	focus	on	‘efficiency’	and	‘avoiding	bureaucracy’	
and hence present the excuse to further threaten our 
members’ jobs.

Further, conference notes that blockchain also has a risk 
of social and ecological impacts that are little understood 
in terms of the large amounts of energy required for data 
processing, and handling of private data. For example, 
increasingly it is being researched by Government for the 
provision of transactional services raising concerns with 
initiatives such as GovCoin in the provision of welfare 
services such as Universal Credit.

But, like technology/automation itself, blockchain carries 
within it the potential to support a more radical progressive 
vision. It’s decentralised and ‘incorruptible’ characteristics 
provide the basis for positive developments in democratic 
accountability, the bypassing of institutions like banks 
and large corporations, and local initiatives in areas such 
as renewable energy production. Instead of instituting a 
Libertarian nightmare, we need to ensure that blockchain 
technology supports a socialist dream. 
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22. ENVIRONMENT & 
CLIMATE CHANGE 
B,C,D,E & X 

E258
Covered by A86
R&C Stockton and North Yorkshire (200108)

Conference notes the work of PCS around environmental 
issues and welcomes the pamphlet “Just Transition and 
Energy Democracy; A Civil Service Trade Union Perspective”, 
setting out the central place of workers in the system 
change needed to prevent environmental disaster. We 
welcome the unanimous passage at TUC Congress 2017 
of composite motion 4 on Climate Change and agree that 
PCS should continue to promote the union’s environmental 
agenda as a part of our alternative. Conference instructs 
the NEC to;

Support and mobilise for the anti-fracking protests at 
Blackpool and other parts of the north.
1 1. To promote the Just Transition pamphlet in 

PCS branches, regions and groups, Trades Councils, 
the People’s Assembly, NSSN, Unite the Resistance, 
Momentum, the Labour Party, environmental groups and 
external campaign groups with whom we work.

2 Encourage members to become part of the Green 
network.

3 Support an alternative industrial strategy based on a Just 
Transition / Climate Jobs that brings together public and 
private sector unions in common cause.

4 Support efforts to develop a common agenda of unions 
internationally around Just Transition / Energy Democracy 
/ Climate Jobs.

The following motions are covered by A86 and 
identical to E258

E259 SG West and Central Scotland (038023)
E260 Land Registry Croydon (030006)
E261 R&C Benton Park View (200126)
E262 MOJ Associated Offices Branch (052046)
E263 DWP Clydeside and Argyll (047074)
E264 CPS East Midlands and Eastern Branch (070010)

E265
Covered by A86 
DWP Dorset (047097)

Conference notes the work of PCS around environmental 
issues and welcomes the pamphlet “Just Transition and 
Energy Democracy: A Civil Service Trade Union Perspective”, 
setting out the central place of workers in the system 
change needed to prevent environmental disaster. We 
welcome the unanimous passage at TUC Congress 2017 
of Composite Motion 4 on Climate Change and agree that 
PCS should continue to promote the union’s environmental 
agenda as a part of our alternative.

Conference instructs the NEC to:

1 Promote the Just Transition pamphlet in PCS braqnches, 
regions and groups, Tredes councils, People;s Assembly, 
NSSN, Unite the Resistance, Momentum, the Labour 
Party, environmental groups and external campaign 
groups with whom we work

2 Encourage members to become part of the Green 
network.

3 Support an alternative industrial strategy based on a Just 
Transition/Climate Jobs that brings together public and 
private sector unions in a common cause.

4 Support efforts to develop a common agenda of unions 
internationally around Just Transition/Energy Democracy/
Climate Jobs

E266 
Covered by A87
R&C Glasgow & Clyde HMRC & Valuation (200119)

That this conference notes that in October 2017, the 
Scottish Government effectively banned fracking after a 
public consultation, which found overwhelming opposition 
and	little	economic	justification	for	the	industry.	The	
consultation attracted more than 65,000 responses; 99% 
of those responses opposed fracking. Communities in 
former coal mining areas of central Scotland responded in 
large numbers; these had been targeted by the fracking 
industry. Their overwhelming response was opposition 
to fracking, which would cause damage to public health, 
the environment and Scotland’s commitment to reducing 
climate change.

Questions over how energy is produced, how it is used 
and	for	whose	benefit	go	to	the	heart	of	the	battle	against	
climate change. In Scotland, PCS has been at the forefront 
of	fighting	to	ensure	this	is	taken	seriously	by	the	Scottish	
Government, including through our submission in 2017 to a 
call for evidence by the Committee on Climate Change and 
by the 2017 Joint Statement, supported by the STUC, on 
“Just Transition” – the means whereby we move to a low-
carbon economy anchored in a million new green jobs and 
protecting the rights of workers in all industries.

Conference recognises the need to take advantage of 
the more open approach of the Scottish Government to 
these	questions,	and	the	specific	need	to	consider	how	we	
can implement PCS policy in the devolved areas, including 
statutory time off for workplace environmental reps, 
energy transition based on public sector ownership and 
democratic control and how to incorporate demands for a 
just transition into the industrial and bargaining agenda of 
the Scottish Sector.

Therefore, Conference instructs the NEC:

• To call a one-day delegate conference of Scottish 
branches, particularly all branches in the Scottish Sector, 
to consider the impact on public services of the Scottish 
Climate Change Plan, due to be published in February 
2018,	and	how	this	impact	should	be	reflected	in	our	
demands on the various employers as well as in public 
campaigns.

• To establish a Working Party involving the NEC, Scottish 
Sector and Scotland Committee to identify what our 
priorities should be in the process of transition, the needs 
of our members, the kinds of employment protections – 
including for income and pensions – that we should seek 
from the employer and campaign publicly on.

• To work with the STUC and other unions to build 
a consensus around the demands put forward by 
Conference in 2016, 2017 and through this motion, to 
exert maximum pressure on the Scottish Government in 
defence of our members, to establish genuine energy 
democracy and ensure a transformative transition in the 
interests of the Scottish working class.
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E267  
Covered by A92 
R&C East Kilbride (200031)

That this conference recognises that PCS has branches of 
very varying sizes and covering very different businesses 
and government departments, including in the Commercial 
sector.
Conference	also	notes	the	difficulties	and	potential	

obstacles posed by these variations when it comes to 
having a consistent approach to environmental issues across 
our membership within their workplaces and in particular, in 
terms of the environmental impact of their work.

Conference agrees that PCS should continue to 
encourage every branch to have at least one Green Rep 
who can work with our Green network to improve their 
workplaces and to help mitigate any environmental impact 
their work effects.

Conference notes however, that in order to engage in a 
meaningful discussion about any subject, it is useful to have 
regular data gathering exercises which inform our decision-
making priorities.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to encourage 
every PCS branch to use the excellent existing template - 
that was produced as part of the workplace environmental 
audit	pilot	project	with	the	Cabinet	Office	in	2009	-	to	
undertake an Environmental Audit of their workplace and 
their overall business.

Conference instructs the NEC to request that each 
branch	report	their	findings	back	to	the	NEC	within	six	
months so that the data can be collated and a report 
made to next year’s ADC which includes examples of good 
practice and recommendations for minimum standards in 
the following year.

Conference instructs the NEC to commit to supporting 
every PCS branch so that standardised environmental audits 
are prominently included as routine on branch agendas, 
and become an annual feature of our engagement with our 
employers in order to track improvement as we proceed. 

23. AFFILIATIONS 
B,C,D,E & X

E268
Covered by A95
R&C Leeds & District (200056)
This conference notes:

The	horrific	fire	at	Grenfell	Tower	on	14	June	2017	in	North	
Kensington, west London.

This led to an immense loss of life and was a tragedy that 
should	never	have	happened	as	the	spread	of	the	fire	was	
entirely preventable.

We also note:
The formation of Justice4Grenfell, an independent, 

community led group established by local people to 
campaign for justice for all the residents of Grenfell Tower 
and	all	those	affected	by	the	fire.

The campaign has four explicit aims. They are:
1 To remember and honour the names and lives of men, 

women and children  who lost their lives in the dreadful 

fire	and	the	impact	of	the	carnage	on	survivors	and	wider	
community.

2 To coordinate information about legal rights, 
entitlements, hearings, processes and emotional support, 
including trauma, for those directly affected so that 
justice can be attained without delay and in an open and 
transparent manner.

3 To develop a public interest campaign to hold all the 
authorities and individuals to account for their failure 
to provide safe homes, death of loved ones and lack 
of proper and effective response during and after the 
disaster.

4 To	create	a	unified	community	voice	on	this	issue	
to ensure that the community is properly consulted 
throughout the whole process; that lessons are learnt to 
avoid similar events and loss of life ever happening again.

We resolve:
To	support/affiliate	to	Justice4Grenfell
To make a donation to the Justice4Grenfell campaign

E269
Covered by A95
DWP Dorset (047097)

This	Conference	notes	the	horrific	fire	at	Grenfell	Tower	on	
14 June 2017 in North Kensington, West London, which 
shocked the nation and lead to an immense outcry. The 
enormous loss of life should never have happened as the 
spread	of	the	fire	was	entirely	preventable.

Conference further notes the formation of Justice 4 
Grenfell an independent, community-led group established 
by local people to campaign for justice foe all the residents 
of	Grenfell	tower	and	all	those	affected	by	the	fire.
The	campaign	has	four	specific	aims:

1 To remember and honour the names and lives of men 
women and children who lost their lives in the dreadful 
fire	and	the	impact	of	the	carnage	on	survivors	and	the	
wider community.

2 To coordinate information about legal rights, 
entitlements, hearings, processes and emotional support, 
including trauma, for those directly affected so that 
justice can be attained without delay and inj an open 
and transparent manner.

3 To develop a public interest campaign to hold all the 
authorities and individuals to account for their failure to 
provide safe homes, death of loved ones and the lack 
of proper and effectives responses during and after the 
disaster.

4 To	create	a	unified	community	voice	on	this	issue	to	ensure	
that the community is properly consulted throughout the 
whole process; that lessons are learned to avoid similar 
events and losses of life ever happening again. 

Conference resolves to support Justice4Grenfell
To make a donation of £100 to the Justice4Grenfell 

Campaign (cheques made payable to Justice4Grenfell 
Campaign Ltd).

X270 (Fails Standing Order A5)

R&C Leeds & District (200056)

This union conference notes:
1 The severe crisis facing our NHS due to cuts, closures, 

privatisation and attacks on staff pay and conditions. 
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Many hospitals are on ‘Black alert’ regularly, especially 
in winter, but also in summer, where they can no longer 
treat people safely. Some 35,000 beds have closed since 
2000, leaving England with the third lowest number of 
hospital beds in the EU.

2 Simon Stevens, head of NHS England, told the 
government in November 2017 that the NHS desperately 
needs the £350 million a day promised in the Brexit 
referendum just to provide safe, good, basic care.

3 2016 Unison NHS staff survey results found that ‘almost 
six in ten (59%) regularly do unpaid overtime, and nearly 
three	in	ten	(29%)	are	not	satisfied	with	the	standard	of	
care they are able to give patients’.

This union conference believes:
1 As the NHS and its staff are starved of funding, it is 

increasingly hard to achieve the level of care that health 
workers go into the profession to deliver. Many staff are 
under pressure, without enough hours in the day to do 
what is needed.

2 The further £22billion of cuts through the Tories’ 
Sustainability Transformation Plans (STPs) cannot be 
compensated by just harder working. Not being able to 
deliver the quality of care that the NHS aims to provide 
at all times has a devastating impact on staff, who can 
become demoralised, angry, upset and ill.

3 We welcome the positive pledges for the NHS made in 
the Labour 2017 election manifesto. Yet we cannot simply 
wait for the election of a Labour government. We have 
to	fight	for	the	NHS	now,	with	national	action	by	health	
unions, linked into broad based community campaigns 
opposing every attack to NHS services and staff.  

This union conference resolves:
1 Our	unions	must	lead	the	fight	for	NHS	staff	-	to	ensure	

they are not overworked, are paid for the work they do, 
with	an	above	inflation	pay	rise,	have	nationally	agreed	
minimum	staffing	levels	in	all	posts,	and	have	the	support	
to manage the stress, physical and mental ill health that 
constant overwork can cause.

2 Our unions must mobilise and support campaigns 
that engage health workers and stand together with 
communities.	Defending	the	NHS	is	everyone’s	fight	-	for	
every union. That means all unions - NHS and non NHS 
-	organising	real	solidarity	for	any	NHS	workers	fighting	
back, by sending messages of support, and encouraging 
branches to visit picket lines, protests and meetings with 
union banners.  

3 To	affiliate	to	Health	Campaigners	Together	(if	not	
already	affiliated),	an	alliance	of	local	health	campaigns	
and trade unions that organised the 200,000 strong 
NHS march in spring 2017 and support/ continue to 
support its initiatives, including: 7 July Health Campaigns 
Together national event in conjunction with People’s 
Assembly, TUC, Labour and other parties

4 Support the calling of a national demonstration for the 
NHS in its 70th year; such mobilisations give health 
workers	confidence	that	they	are	supported	in	fighting	
through their unions to defend our NHS.

X271 (Fails Standing Order A5)

DEFRA Eastern (001151)

Since	the	1960s,	police	have	infiltrated	trade	unions	and	
groups campaigning for social justice and on environmental 
issues.

Over 1000 individuals and organisations have been spied 
upon including the FBU, UCATT and the NUM. Individuals 
have been tricked into having sexual relationships with 
‘Spycops,’ causing psychological damage to young 

women. The identities of dead children have been 
assumed	by	undercover	officers.		Police	have	aided	the	
illegal blacklisting of trade union members and political 
activists, and passing information on individuals to private 
investigators and corporations.

Many  ‘ Spycops’ have been uncovered by the hard work 
of the Undercover Police Researchers. Campaign Opposing 
Police Surveillance (COPS) and Police Spies Out Of Lives 
(PSOOL) are campaigning for the Mitting (previously the 
Pitchford) Inquiry to be an open and transparent process.   
This inquiry has however been granting anonymity to the  ‘ 
spycops’. 

In light of this, conference instructs the NEC to;
1 Affiliate	to	COPS,	nationally	and	at	branch	level,	and	

promote and campaign their cause.
2 Support core participants in the Mitting Inquiry.
3 Invite the Women from PSOOL to speak about their 

experiences at PCS Union events. 

X272 (Fails Standing Order A5)

DEFRA Eastern (001151)

This	branch	calls	upon	conference	to	affiliate	to	SPOT	and	
make clear its opposition to the treatment of the citizens 
of Turkey and to encourage and lobby our government’s to 
react to this ongoing crisis.

Aspects of this situation include;

• Lack of respect and political freedom for Kurdish citizens,

• Political denial and discrimination of those of the Alevi 
faith,

• State suppression of workers and their right to organise 
through membership of trade unions,

• imilar	repression	of	activists	in	the	fields	of	
environmentalism, faith groups, women’s and LGBT rights,

• Internment without trial of those seen to be opposing 
the state including journalists. (Turkey still tops the world 
list for imprisoning journalists.)

SPOT has been formed to inform and support the 
struggle of the people of Turkey.  The group aims not only 
to support the struggle of the people of Turkey but also 
contribute to the working people’s struggle in the UK by 
forming a bridge between Turkish speaking communities 
living in the UK and the local work force in the country. 
This will be done by sharing experience and informing 
both parties of recent developments.  It is through such 
initiatives that we can work together and strengthen the 
solidarity between both parties.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to: 

• Affiliate	to	SPOT
• Share information on the campaign with PCS activists 

and members
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24. PERSONNEL  
B,C,D,E & X

D273 
Government Legal (141024)

Conference notes that the grievance procedures carefully 
crafted by our Lords and Masters at the centre to mass 
acclaim	from	no	one	in	particular	are	currently	not	fit	for	
purpose. 

While recognizing that early, low key resolution at 
line manager level (as advocated by those procedures) is 
always desirable, it notes that existing centrally dictated 
procedures fail to address a range of issues:
1 The strong possibility that issues cannot be dealt with 

at line manager level, not least where those within the 
line management chain are subject to the grievance; 
the failure to outline clearly the option of independent 
scrutiny  -  either at informal or formal levels;

2 The failure to provide any detail on the mediation 
process,	which	can	be	an	extremely	difficult	process	for	
members, what it entails and how it works;    

3 The fact that trade union reps, especially where PCS 
(with our strong reliance on lay reps) is concerned, are 
unlikely	to	be		‘	certified	as	competent	to	accompany	the	
employee’, as required by current rules; it’s noted that no 
such requirement is placed on non-union reps chosen to 
act as companions;

4 Inadequate provision for employees who are subject to 
grievances beyond having the right to be informed (but 
short of written details of the grievance before attending 
any meeting);

5 Insufficient	provision	or	reasonable	adjustments	for	staff	
who are pursuing a grievance while off sick, especially 
regarding provision of support, access to documents 
and reasonable time to prepare submissions and attend 
meetings;

6 No reference to evidence gathering processes or 
transparency on disclosure;

7 No criteria given for a Decision Manager’s appointment, 
especially in terms of seniority or independence.

All of these failings are a disincentive to members seeking 
to resolve grievances, and often a cause of great distress for 
those involved, often involving monumental bureaucratic 
haggling and great cost to our members’ welfare as well as 
massive	inefficiency.

The NEC is instructed in the context of an overall 
campaign on terms and conditions, to provide best practice 
guidance to branches and ultimately to renegotiate these 
procedures on the basis of principles of best practice and 
equality considerations, not least disability. 

E274 
Covered by A100
DfE North West and North Wales (501012)

This Conference has previously noted the unfairness of 
performance management within the civil service and the 
unrealistic expectations that at least 10% of workforces 
(below SCS) will be underperforming. 

To ensure those unfair quotas (aka guidelines) are met, 
some managers have given the lowest box marking to their 
new starters.  This is happening to those on promotion, 
moving on level transfer and new arrivals to the civil 
service.  Labelling them as poor performers, whilst they 
are still learning their new roles (and in some cases before 
their reasonable adjustments have been put in place) is 
unacceptable.		This	can	only	undermine	their	confidence	
and the credibility of the system. 

This conference instructs the NEC to negotiations with 
the	Cabinet	Office	to	exclude	new	starters	from	being	given	
a box marking during their induction and/or probation. 

E275
Covered by A106
DEFRA Eastern (001151)

This branch is aware of the unfairness’s imposed on the 
workers within the surge and rapid response team.  This 
information is though not that easy to discover for us as 
trade unionists and is even less obvious for ‘NDPBs and 
other public sector the employers’, who are being dazzled 
by the glowing reports of the teams by Civil Service 
World and glittering the prize of Civil Service Award for 
Operational Excellence.

Conference therefore instructs the NEC to
Better publicise the issues and exploitation faced by this 

workforce so we can bring these issues to the attention of 
NDPBs and other public sector employers.

To provide negotiators support and guidance to help 
deter those employers from using an exploited workforce 
to avoid the negative association and damage to their 
reputation

Begin a national campaign to help improve the working 
conditions and practices of the surge teams to ensure 
PCS	is	seen	as	beneficial	and	supportive	of	its	apprentice	
membership.
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APPENDIX 1

Glossary of conference terms

Agenda
Motions tabled for debate listed in priority order together 
with the timetable in the Booklet of Motions. It is also known 
as standing orders committee report no. 1 and is issued to 
members and delegates not later than 4 weeks before the start 
of conference.

Briefings (also known as “fringe” meetings)
Briefing	meetings	on	a	wide	range	of	subjects	are	held	at	lunch	
time or after conference.   

Card vote
A card vote is called either by the conference chairperson 
or can be demanded by at least 50 delegates. A card vote 
allows each branch to cast a number of votes equivalent to the 
number of members in their branch (as opposed to a ‘show of 
hands’ vote whereby each branch can only cast one vote per 
branch delegate). After a card vote has been called a bell is 
sounded and after two minutes the stewards will see that the 
doors to the conference hall are closed. The chairperson will 
then clarify the card vote procedure.

Credentials badge
This should be worn at all times in order to gain access to the 
conference hall.

Conference chairperson
The person chairing the conference. Usually the union president 
or, in his/ her absence, one of the vice-presidents.

Delegate
Someone who attends conference as a representative of their 
branch who has been instructed on how to vote by those s/
he is representing. At PCS Annual Delegate Conference branch 
delegates are instructed by branch members on which way to 
vote on motions to be debated at conference at a mandating 
meeting held prior to conference. 

Election ballots
Delegates to the various TUC conferences, members of the 
National Standing Orders Committee, Editorial Board, National 
Appeals Committee (in accordance with Rules 6.23 and 6.24) 
are elected by delegates completing their branch ballot papers 
and	inserting	them	in	ballot	boxes	on	the	conference	floor	at	
times indicated in the conference timetable. 

Emergency motions
Motions concerning issues that arise after the closing date for 
receipt of ordinary motions, which must have been received by 
the standing orders committee by 3pm on the Friday before 
conference in accordance with standing order A6.  Further 
information is contained in the introduction to standing orders 
committee report no.1.

Guillotine
When the guillotine falls this indicates that time has run out 
(according to the timetable adopted by conference) for 
debating a particular section of the agenda. A note to this 
effect will appear on the big screen behind the President. 

A ‘guillotine section’ is also inserted into the timetable after 
the last conference section to debate some of the motions 
‘guillotined’ earlier in the conference.  Branches can suggest 
which motions should be in this section on the appropriate 
form (SOC B) available from the standing orders committee 
located	at	the	front	of	the	conference	floor	and	included	at	
appendix 2 of this booklet.

Lights
System	of	‘traffic	lights’	located	on	the	top	table	and	each	
speaker’s rostrum to indicate how much time a speaker has left.  
i a green light comes on as the speaker commences
ii an amber light comes on when they have only one minute 

left
iii a red light comes on when they have used up all their 
time	(five	minutes	allowed	for	speakers	who	are	movers	of	
motions and three minutes for all other speakers). 

Mandate
Instruction to branch delegate(s) on which way to vote on 
motions decided by branch members at a mandating or 
general meeting held prior to conference when the Booklet of 
Motions and timetable has been received and distributed: e.g.
i ‘for’
ii ‘against’
iii ‘abstain’ or 
iv ‘listen to the debate and decide for yourself which way you 

think the branch members would want you to vote’.

Motions
Subjects for debate submitted by branches and the national 
executive committee.  Motions are ‘marked’ in the Booklet of 
Motions as follows:
A motions requiring debate to establish union policy on an 

issue
B motions	which	confirm	existing	policy	(and	so	do	not	require	

debate)
C motions seeking to reverse existing policy as determined 

within the last two years (and so which cannot be debated).
D motions which can be dealt with by correspondence with 

the general secretary (and are thus not debated).
E motions covered by composite motions in category A above 

(delegates from branches where these motions originated 
are normally called in the debate on the covering ‘A’ motion 
if they indicate they wish to speak although due to time 
constraints it may not be possible for the President to call in 
all those indicating).  

X motions which are ruled out of order (a brief reason is 
indicated against the motion number in the Booklet of 
Motions).

NB In addition, some motions submitted by branches are not 
printed if the standing orders committee has decided, after 
taking legal advice, that the wording of the motion could lead 
to legal proceedings against the union per rule 6.22(g).

Mover
The	first	person	to	speak	after	a	motion	is	called	for	debate	
by the conference chairperson. S/he will be a delegate from 
the branch listed at the bottom of the motion set out in the 
Booklet of Motions or a representative of the national executive 
committee.

National executive committee (NEC)
The NEC is the governing body of PCS elected annually and 
responsible for implementing policy decided at national 
conference and formulating policy between conferences.
opposition Speakers voicing opinions against the ideas or 
instructions contained in a motion.
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Points and motions of order
As well as speaking on motions, delegates can also come to the 
rostrum at any time - even while another delegate is speaking 
during a debate on a motion - to raise a point of order (see 
standing order A13), but only in order to prove either that: 
a) a current speaker is using sexist, racist or abusive language or 
b) one of the union’s rules is being broken.

A ‘motion of order’ (see standing orders A9 - A12) can be 
made in a similar way but only at the conference chairperson’s 
discretion and to achieve one of the following aims:

i that the debate be adjourned
ii that the vote in a debate be now taken
iii that conference proceed to the next item of business on the 

agenda
iv that conference do now adjourn.

Once moved by a speaker, these motions of order are voted on 
by conference without any further discussion.

Quorum
The minimum number of delegates that need to be present 
in the conference hall in order for conference legitimately to 
be able to vote on a motion and thus establish a union policy.  
Rule 6.8 states “The quorum shall be a majority of delegates 
entitled to attend.”

Reference back
Procedure by which branches can seek to change the 
marking of motions or the order in which they are debated 
at conference. Standing orders A14 – A16 apply and the 
introduction to standing orders committee report no.1 contains 
further guidance on this procedure.  

Remission
Instead of going to the vote on a particular motion, the 
national executive committee (NEC) may seek to remission.  If 
conference agrees to remit a motion its terms and instructions 
will considered by the NEC but they are not bound to carry out 
those	specific	terms	and	instructions.

Rostrum
This is where delegates make their conference speeches. 
A raised platform (one at either side at the front of the 
conference hall) equipped with microphone, illuminated 
document-rest and lights indicating how much time delegates 
have left to speak.  

Rules 
The union’s Rules  govern everything we do. An essential 
document for all delegates, especially for understanding 
motions that seek to change the Rules. 

Seconder/withdrawal as seconder
The	first	speaker	in	a	debate	on	a	motion	after	the	mover.		The	
conference	agenda	identifies	seconding	branches	for	some	
motions.	Where	there	is	no	such	identification	delegates	may	
‘request to second’ by completing a simple form (SOC A) 
available from the standing orders committee which can also 
be used to withdraw as seconder to a motion.  

Right of reply
Where there have been speakers calling for opposition to a 
motion, the mover has the right to reply to that opposition in a 
further three minute speech just before the vote is taken.

Standing orders
The term used to cover the agenda and timetable (and any 
alterations made to it in subsequent standing orders committee 
reports issued to delegates between the publication of the 
motions and timetable booklet and the start of conference 
sessions). 

Standing orders committee
The conference-elected committee which publishes 
recommendations on the progress of conference business in 
the motions and timetable booklet and subsequent standing 
orders reports.

Standing orders committee reports
Publications produced by the standing orders committee to 
notify delegates of the proposed agenda and conference 
timetable and to notify delegates of any subsequent 
recommended changes.

Suspension of standing orders
Once standing orders have been ‘adopted’ (agreed) by 
conference they can be changed by the agreement of 
conference if either a delegate requests in writing to the 
conference chairperson (who shall decide if the suspension 
is admissible under the union’s rules) that standing orders be 
‘suspended’ (standing order A19) or if suspension is proposed by 
the conference chairperson (standing order A20).   

In both instances this has to be supported by “not less than 
two-thirds of the votes entitled to be cast by delegates 
present” (standing order A17).

Timetable
The order in which motions are debated as recommended by 
the standing orders committee and published in the Booklet of 
Motions.  

Voting
Usually by ‘show of hands’ whereby each branch only casts the 
same number of votes as they have delegates present on the 
conference	floor	at	the	time	the	vote	is	taken	(but	see	also	card	
vote above).

Withdrawal
Branches may withdraw any of their motions from the 
agenda at any time but only by writing to the standing orders 
committee who will put to conference on your behalf that the 
motion should be withdrawn. A motion can only be withdrawn 
with the consent of conference. Delegates can obtain form 
SOC A from the standing orders committee for this purpose.
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APPENDIX 2

Index of motions

SOC 1 No. Submitting Branch

A46 Atos IT Services Glasgow (160004)

A75 BEIS (Department for Business, Energy &

Industrial Strategy) East Midlands (041203)

E122 BEIS East Midlands (041203)

D222 BEIS East Midlands (041203)

A54 BEIS East Midlands (041203)

X221 BEIS East Midlands (041203)

A38 BEIS East Midlands (041203)

D223 BEIS East Midlands (041203)

E250 BEIS Scotland and the North of England (041215)

X217 BEIS Scotland and the North of England (041215)

E235 BEIS Scotland and the North of England (041215)

E143 BEIS Scotland and the North of England (041215)

E152 BEIS Scotland and the North of England (041215)

E160 BEIS Scotland and the North of England (041215)

A81 COMP A

E147 CPS (Crown Prosecution Service) East Midlands

and Eastern Branch (070010)

E264 CPS East Midlands and Eastern Branch (070010)

E162 CPS East Midlands and Eastern Branch (070010)

E238 CPS East Midlands and Eastern Branch (070010)

E178 CPS East Midlands and Eastern Branch (070010)

X194 CPS London & South East (070007)

X137 CPS Yorks and Humberside (070005)

E131 DCLG (Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local

Government)/Headquarters National Branch (141802)

E135 DCLG/Headquarters National Branch (141802)

A6 DCLG/Headquarters National Branch (141802)

A16 DCLG/Headquarters National Branch (141802)

E191 DCLG/Headquarters National Branch (141802)

A91 DCLG/Headquarters National Branch (141802)

A59 DCLG/Headquarters National Branch (141802)

A108 DEFRA (Department for Environment Food & Rural

Affairs) Eastern (001151)

D181 DEFRA Eastern (001151)

A90 DEFRA Eastern (001151)

X271 DEFRA Eastern (001151)

A3 DEFRA Eastern (001151)

X272 DEFRA Eastern (001151)

E275 DEFRA Eastern (001151)

E182 DEFRA Eastern (001151)

A89 DEFRA Northern (001052)

A105 DfE (Department for Education) North West

and North Wales (501012)

E274 DfE North West and North Wales (501012)

E252 DfE North West and North Wales (501012)

SOC 1 No. Submitting Branch

E126 DfT – East Midlands (201051)

E158 DfT – East Midlands (201051)

E171 DfT – East Midlands (201051)

E248 DfT – East Midlands (201051)

A95 DfT – East Midlands (201051)

E190 DfT – London and the South East (201053)

E187 DfT – London and the South East (201053)

E129 DfT – London and the South East (201053)

D214 DfT – London and the South East (201053)

A111 DfT – London and the South East (201053)

A15 DfT – London and the South East (201053)

X208 DSg (Defence Sector Group) North West (014505)

E129 DSg North West (014505)

E187 DSg North West (014505)

E190 DSg North West (014505)

D214 DSg North West (014505)

A62 DSg North West (014505)

D231 DWP (Department for Work & Pensions) Avon (047093)

E179 DWP Birmingham North (047054)

E148 DWP Birmingham North (047054)

E165 DWP Birmingham North (047054)

B228 DWP Birmingham North (047054)

E249 DWP Birmingham North (047054)

E128 DWP Birmingham North (047054)

X193 DWP Bradford (047002)

D230 DWP Brent Harrow & Hillingdon (047028)

E244 DWP Bucks & Oxon (047108)

B224 DWP Bucks & Oxon (047108)

E263 DWP Clydeside and Argyll (047074)

E123 DWP Clydeside and Argyll (047074)

A92 DWP Clydeside and Argyll (047074)

E146 DWP Clydeside and Argyll (047074)

E163 DWP Clydeside and Argyll (047074)

E242 DWP Clydeside and Argyll (047074)

E176 DWP Clydeside and Argyll (047074)

E183 DWP Devon (047095)

E132 DWP Devon (047095)

A4 DWP Devon (047095)

X210 DWP Devon (047095)

E139 DWP Devon (047095)

E265 DWP Devon (047095)

E159 DWP Devon (047095)

E175 DWP Devon (047095)

E269 DWP Devon (047095)

E133 DWP East Sussex (047103)

E187 DWP East Sussex (047103)
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SOC 1 No. Submitting Branch

E177 DWP Edinburgh, Lothian & Borders (047063)

A69 DWP Edinburgh, Lothian & Borders (047063)

E246 DWP Edinburgh, Lothian & Borders (047063)

A32 DWP Fylde (047139)

E119 DWP Glasgow (047066)

E169 DWP Glasgow (047066)

E124 DWP Greater Glasgow (047076)

E243 DWP Greater Glasgow (047076)

E180 DWP Greater Glasgow (047076)

A64 DWP Greater Glasgow (047076)

D112 DWP Greater Manchester Branch (047023)

D201 DWP Greater Manchester Branch (047023)

E125 DWP HQ London (047039)

E151 DWP HQ London (047039)

D203 DWP Leicestershire (047043)

A42 DWP North and Outer East London Branch (047033)

A104 DWP North Merseyside (047018)

A66 DWP North Merseyside (047018)

E127 DWP North Merseyside (047018)

A65 DWP Northumbria & Tyneside (047120)

A109 DWP	Sheffield	(047008)

D229 DWP	Sheffield	(047008)

E134 DWP	Sheffield	(047008)

E184 DWP	Sheffield	(047008)

A21 DWP	Sheffield	(047008)

A51 DWP Somerset (047099)

E115 DWP Tyne View Park (047123)

D202 DWP Tyne View Park (047123)

D233 Government Legal (141024)

D273 Government Legal (141024)

E186 Government Legal (141024)

E130 Government Legal (141024)

E192 Government Legal (141024)

E136 Government Legal (141024)

D200 Health & Safety Executive - PSg NW (143009)

E205 HMPO	(HM	Passport	Office)	Eastern	Branch	(026116)

A40 HO	(Home	Office)	Gatwick	Airport	(026218)

E164 HO	Her	Majestys	Passport	Office	Northern	(026121)

A106 HO	Her	Majestys	Passport	Office	Northern	(026121)

A12 Home	Office	Croydon	(026101)

A93 Home	Office	South	East	England	(HMRC)	(026207)

A99 Home	Office	South	East	England	(HMRC)	(026207)

E166 Land Registry Croydon (030006)

E260 Land Registry Croydon (030006)

E118 Land Registry Croydon (030006)

E140 Land Registry Croydon (030006)

E156 LR Birkenhead (030001)

X216 LR Birkenhead (030001)

E113 LR Durham (030009)

X255 MOJ	(Ministry	of	Justice)	Associated	Offices

Branch (052046)

B225 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

SOC 1 No. Submitting Branch

A97 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

A96 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

A82 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

A73 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

A79 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

A60 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

A80 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

A76 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

B226 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

B227 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

A58 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

A84 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

E174 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

A74 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

A78 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

E241 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

E121 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

E161 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

E262 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

E145 MOJ	Associated	Offices	Branch	(052046)

X209 MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

B211 MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

A56 MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

D232 MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

X218 MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

X219 MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

X256 MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

A2 MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

A55 MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

E212 MoJ Greater Manchester (052010)

A110 MoJ Northamptonshire (052004)

A77 MOJ Royal Courts & First Avenue House (052054)

A98 MOJ Royal Courts & First Avenue House (052054)

A85 MoJ Scotland (052065)

A94 National Museum Wales (101706)

A19 National Museums Liverpool (101301)

X220 National Museums Liverpool (101301)

X257 NATS CTC (Corporate and Technical Centre) (202001)

E252 NATS CTC (202001)

A88 NATS CTC (202001)

A72 NATS Swanwick (202016)

A33 NATS Swanwick (202016)

A1 NEC

A34 NEC

A11 NEC

A63 NEC

A41 NEC

A61 NEC

A9 NEC

A43 NEC

A24 NEC

A25 NEC
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SOC 1 No. Submitting Branch

A26 NEC

A27 NEC

A28 NEC

A29 NEC

A44 NEC

A47 NEC

A31 NEC

A49 NEC

A36 NEC

A86 NEC

B213 NEC

A100 NEC

A23 NEC

A10 R&C (HM Revenue & Customs)

Benton Park View (200126)

E167 R&C Benton Park View (200126)

X254 R&C Benton Park View (200126)

E261 R&C Benton Park View (200126)

E149 R&C Benton Park View (200126)

A18 R&C Bootle Taxes Branch (200006)

A52 R&C Bootle Taxes Branch (200006)

A5 R&C Bootle Taxes Branch (200006)

E251 R&C Bootle Taxes Branch (200006)

A48 R&C Cumbernauld (200027)

X196 R&C Cumbernauld (200027)

A30 R&C East Kilbride (200031)

A22 R&C East Kilbride (200031)

A20 R&C East Kilbride (200031)

E267 R&C East Kilbride (200031)

E247 R&C East Midlands (200033)

E189 R&C East Midlands (200033)

A45 R&C Edinburgh (200037)

A13 R&C Edinburgh (200037)

X195 R&C Glasgow & Clyde HMRC & Valuation (200119)

D204 R&C Glasgow & Clyde HMRC & Valuation (200119)

E237 R&C Glasgow & Clyde HMRC & Valuation (200119)

E266 R&C Glasgow & Clyde HMRC & Valuation (200119)

A68 R&C Glasgow & Clyde HMRC & Valuation (200119)

A102 R&C HQ London (200145)

A103 R&C HQ London (200145)

E150 R&C HQ London (200145)

X270 R&C Leeds & District (200056)

E245 R&C Leeds & District (200056)

A57 R&C Leeds & District (200056)

E188 R&C Leeds & District (200056)

E268 R&C Leeds & District (200056)

D199 R&C Liverpool Branch (200136)

A8 R&C Liverpool Branch (200136)

SOC 1 No. Submitting Branch

E117 R&C Liverpool Branch (200136)

A37 R&C Liverpool Branch (200136)

A35 R&C Liverpool Branch (200136)

E239 R&C North West & Central Lancashire (200146)

D138 R&C North West & Central Lancashire (200146)

E170 R&C North West & Central Lancashire (200146)

D197 R&C Northern Ireland Branch (200082)

X206 R&C Northern Ireland Branch (200082)

X207 R&C Northern Ireland Branch (200082)

A71 R&C Northern Ireland Branch (200082)

A101 R&C Northern Ireland Branch (200082)

A14 R&C Northern Ireland Branch (200082)

A67 R&C Northern Ireland Branch (200082)

E153 R&C Portsmouth - Portsdown Vectis (200091)

E236 R&C Portsmouth - Portsdown Vectis (200091)

A70 R&C Portsmouth - Portsdown Vectis (200091)

A7 R&C Portsmouth - Portsdown Vectis (200091)

A17 R&C South East Essex (200144)

A39 R&C South Wales (200102)

E120 R&C Stockton and North Yorkshire (200108)

E142 R&C Stockton and North Yorkshire (200108)

E240 R&C Stockton and North Yorkshire (200108)

E258 R&C Stockton and North Yorkshire (200108)

E157 R&C Stockton and North Yorkshire (200108)

E172 R&C Stockton and North Yorkshire (200108)

D198 R&C VOA Central Valuation (200141)

A53 R&C West Mercia (200149)

D234 Royal Parks Agency –- CMSOA L&SE (101019)

A87 Scottish Courts & Tribunals – PSg (Public Sector Group)

Scotland (149002)

A83 SG (Scottish Government) Edinburgh Leith (038008)

A50 SG Edinburgh Leith (038008)

A107 SG Marine Scotland (038030)

E116 SG West and Central Scotland (038023)

E141 SG West and Central Scotland (038023)

E259 SG West and Central Scotland (038023)

E155 SG West and Central Scotland (038023)

E168 SG West and Central Scotland (038023)

D215 South Bank Centre – CMSOA L&SE (101021)

Appendix 2
Index of Motions
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